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In this paper, we critically reIn this paper, we critically reIn this paper, we critically reIn this paper, we critically re----examine the robustness of the CDI ranking.  First, we demonstrate the examine the robustness of the CDI ranking.  First, we demonstrate the examine the robustness of the CDI ranking.  First, we demonstrate the examine the robustness of the CDI ranking.  First, we demonstrate the 

limitations of the CDI in a constructive manner by closely examining the methodololimitations of the CDI in a constructive manner by closely examining the methodololimitations of the CDI in a constructive manner by closely examining the methodololimitations of the CDI in a constructive manner by closely examining the methodologies to compute gies to compute gies to compute gies to compute 

the main and category scores of the CDI.  Particularly, we identify remaining problems of the CDI the main and category scores of the CDI.  Particularly, we identify remaining problems of the CDI the main and category scores of the CDI.  Particularly, we identify remaining problems of the CDI the main and category scores of the CDI.  Particularly, we identify remaining problems of the CDI 

such as selection criteria of weights for the category scores and methodological problems of such as selection criteria of weights for the category scores and methodological problems of such as selection criteria of weights for the category scores and methodological problems of such as selection criteria of weights for the category scores and methodological problems of 

constructing each category score.  The second aimconstructing each category score.  The second aimconstructing each category score.  The second aimconstructing each category score.  The second aim of our paper is to propose alternative indices  of our paper is to propose alternative indices  of our paper is to propose alternative indices  of our paper is to propose alternative indices 

such as the Policy Coherence Index (PCI), Refined Commitment to Development Index (RCDI), such as the Policy Coherence Index (PCI), Refined Commitment to Development Index (RCDI), such as the Policy Coherence Index (PCI), Refined Commitment to Development Index (RCDI), such as the Policy Coherence Index (PCI), Refined Commitment to Development Index (RCDI), 

Contribution to Growth Index (CGI), Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI), Contribution to Growth Index (CGI), Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI), Contribution to Growth Index (CGI), Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI), Contribution to Growth Index (CGI), Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI), 

and Absolute Commitment to Dand Absolute Commitment to Dand Absolute Commitment to Dand Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI).  According to our analyses, the CDI evelopment Index (ACDI).  According to our analyses, the CDI evelopment Index (ACDI).  According to our analyses, the CDI evelopment Index (ACDI).  According to our analyses, the CDI 

ranking can change significantly depending on weights selected, data used for constructing category ranking can change significantly depending on weights selected, data used for constructing category ranking can change significantly depending on weights selected, data used for constructing category ranking can change significantly depending on weights selected, data used for constructing category 

scores, and the addition of new category scores.  Moreover, it is also necessary to link the CDscores, and the addition of new category scores.  Moreover, it is also necessary to link the CDscores, and the addition of new category scores.  Moreover, it is also necessary to link the CDscores, and the addition of new category scores.  Moreover, it is also necessary to link the CDI to I to I to I to 

other important policy concepts and objectives such as the concept of "policy coherence" and the other important policy concepts and objectives such as the concept of "policy coherence" and the other important policy concepts and objectives such as the concept of "policy coherence" and the other important policy concepts and objectives such as the concept of "policy coherence" and the 

Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).  Especially, the relationship between the CDI and MDGs Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).  Especially, the relationship between the CDI and MDGs Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).  Especially, the relationship between the CDI and MDGs Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).  Especially, the relationship between the CDI and MDGs 
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1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction    

    

The Commitment to Development Index, hereafter the CDI, The Commitment to Development Index, hereafter the CDI, The Commitment to Development Index, hereafter the CDI, The Commitment to Development Index, hereafter the CDI, constructedconstructedconstructedconstructed by the Center  by the Center  by the Center  by the Center 

for Global Developfor Global Developfor Global Developfor Global Development quantifies the contributions of the worldment quantifies the contributions of the worldment quantifies the contributions of the worldment quantifies the contributions of the world’’’’s 21 richest countries to poverty s 21 richest countries to poverty s 21 richest countries to poverty s 21 richest countries to poverty 

reduction in the world (Table 1; CGD/FP 2003).  The CDI can be regarded as a numerical targeting reduction in the world (Table 1; CGD/FP 2003).  The CDI can be regarded as a numerical targeting reduction in the world (Table 1; CGD/FP 2003).  The CDI can be regarded as a numerical targeting reduction in the world (Table 1; CGD/FP 2003).  The CDI can be regarded as a numerical targeting 

indicator forindicator forindicator forindicator for the 8 the 8 the 8 the 8
thththth goal goal goal goal of M of M of M of Millennium illennium illennium illennium DDDDevelopment evelopment evelopment evelopment GGGGoaloaloaloalssss (MDGs).  It has sti (MDGs).  It has sti (MDGs).  It has sti (MDGs).  It has stimulated a variety of mulated a variety of mulated a variety of mulated a variety of 

intensive policy discussions regarding the role of developed countries in helping the worldintensive policy discussions regarding the role of developed countries in helping the worldintensive policy discussions regarding the role of developed countries in helping the worldintensive policy discussions regarding the role of developed countries in helping the world’’’’s poor s poor s poor s poor 

(Table 2).  However, as we will discuss in detail, there is large room for quality improvements in (Table 2).  However, as we will discuss in detail, there is large room for quality improvements in (Table 2).  However, as we will discuss in detail, there is large room for quality improvements in (Table 2).  However, as we will discuss in detail, there is large room for quality improvements in 

the index.the index.the index.the index.    

The aims of this The aims of this The aims of this The aims of this paperpaperpaperpaper are are are are twofold.  First, we demonstrate in a constructive manner the  twofold.  First, we demonstrate in a constructive manner the  twofold.  First, we demonstrate in a constructive manner the  twofold.  First, we demonstrate in a constructive manner the 

limitlimitlimitlimitations ofations ofations ofations of    the CDIthe CDIthe CDIthe CDI    by by by by closelycloselycloselyclosely examining the methodologies used to compute the main and  examining the methodologies used to compute the main and  examining the methodologies used to compute the main and  examining the methodologies used to compute the main and 

category scores of the CDI.  Particularly, we identifycategory scores of the CDI.  Particularly, we identifycategory scores of the CDI.  Particularly, we identifycategory scores of the CDI.  Particularly, we identify three  three  three  three outstanding outstanding outstanding outstanding problems of problems of problems of problems of the the the the CDCDCDCDI, which I, which I, which I, which 

meameameameasures development commitment through a composite index of six categories (aid, trade, sures development commitment through a composite index of six categories (aid, trade, sures development commitment through a composite index of six categories (aid, trade, sures development commitment through a composite index of six categories (aid, trade, 

investment, migration, peacekeeping, and the environment.)  The first problem is that the weights investment, migration, peacekeeping, and the environment.)  The first problem is that the weights investment, migration, peacekeeping, and the environment.)  The first problem is that the weights investment, migration, peacekeeping, and the environment.)  The first problem is that the weights 

attached to the category scores are arbitrary.  Instead, these weights attached to the category scores are arbitrary.  Instead, these weights attached to the category scores are arbitrary.  Instead, these weights attached to the category scores are arbitrary.  Instead, these weights sssshouldhouldhouldhould be constructed  be constructed  be constructed  be constructed 

according to the relative contribution of categories to poverty reduction.  The saccording to the relative contribution of categories to poverty reduction.  The saccording to the relative contribution of categories to poverty reduction.  The saccording to the relative contribution of categories to poverty reduction.  The second problem econd problem econd problem econd problem is in is in is in is in 

the methodologies used to compute each category score.  The final problem is that there are various the methodologies used to compute each category score.  The final problem is that there are various the methodologies used to compute each category score.  The final problem is that there are various the methodologies used to compute each category score.  The final problem is that there are various 

difficultiesdifficultiesdifficultiesdifficulties in aggregating catego in aggregating catego in aggregating catego in aggregating category scores into the CDI.  As a result, the second aim of our paper is ry scores into the CDI.  As a result, the second aim of our paper is ry scores into the CDI.  As a result, the second aim of our paper is ry scores into the CDI.  As a result, the second aim of our paper is 

totototo propos propos propos proposeeee    alternative alternative alternative alternative indindindindices such as the ices such as the ices such as the ices such as the Policy Coherence IndexPolicy Coherence IndexPolicy Coherence IndexPolicy Coherence Index (PCI (PCI (PCI (PCI), ), ), ), RefinedRefinedRefinedRefined Commitment to  Commitment to  Commitment to  Commitment to 

Development IndexDevelopment IndexDevelopment IndexDevelopment Index (RCDI (RCDI (RCDI (RCDI)))),,,, and Contribution to Growth Index and Contribution to Growth Index and Contribution to Growth Index and Contribution to Growth Index (CGI (CGI (CGI (CGI).).).).            

TTTThhhhe remainder of the pape remainder of the pape remainder of the pape remainder of the paper is organized as follows.  er is organized as follows.  er is organized as follows.  er is organized as follows.  SectionSectionSectionSectionssss    2222 and  and  and  and 3 examine3 examine3 examine3 examine    the limitations the limitations the limitations the limitations 

and problemsand problemsand problemsand problems of  of  of  of thethethethe CDI CDI CDI CDI.  Section 4 presents our alternative indicators.  Finally, Section 5 .  Section 4 presents our alternative indicators.  Finally, Section 5 .  Section 4 presents our alternative indicators.  Finally, Section 5 .  Section 4 presents our alternative indicators.  Finally, Section 5 

discusses the results of the new indices.  discusses the results of the new indices.  discusses the results of the new indices.  discusses the results of the new indices.      

    

2. Six Conceptual Problems of 2. Six Conceptual Problems of 2. Six Conceptual Problems of 2. Six Conceptual Problems of the the the the CDI CDI CDI CDI     

    

While thWhile thWhile thWhile the e e e CDI’CDI’CDI’CDI’s quantification of poverty reduction contributionss quantification of poverty reduction contributionss quantification of poverty reduction contributionss quantification of poverty reduction contributions    bybybyby developed countries developed countries developed countries developed countries    

may prove may prove may prove may prove meaningfulmeaningfulmeaningfulmeaningful to reducing poverty, the index to reducing poverty, the index to reducing poverty, the index to reducing poverty, the index has several  has several  has several  has several conceptual conceptual conceptual conceptual problems.problems.problems.problems.    In the first In the first In the first In the first 

place, place, place, place, the the the the CDI CDI CDI CDI attemptsattemptsattemptsattempts to  to  to  to createcreatecreatecreate a composite index of some indi a composite index of some indi a composite index of some indi a composite index of some indicccces es es es concerninconcerninconcerninconcerningggg contribution contribution contribution contributions by s by s by s by 

developed countriesdeveloped countriesdeveloped countriesdeveloped countries. . . . In this sense, the In this sense, the In this sense, the In this sense, the CDI is closely related to the 8CDI is closely related to the 8CDI is closely related to the 8CDI is closely related to the 8
thththth    goal of MDGsgoal of MDGsgoal of MDGsgoal of MDGs and the concept  and the concept  and the concept  and the concept 

of of of of ““““ppppolicy olicy olicy olicy ccccoherenceoherenceoherenceoherence...." " " " Yet, strictly speaking, the Yet, strictly speaking, the Yet, strictly speaking, the Yet, strictly speaking, the CDI’CDI’CDI’CDI’s construction is not sufficient to capture s construction is not sufficient to capture s construction is not sufficient to capture s construction is not sufficient to capture 

appropriately appropriately appropriately appropriately ““““policy coherencepolicy coherencepolicy coherencepolicy coherence”””” be be be because it cause it cause it cause it is ais ais ais annnn arithmetic average of category indices.  arithmetic average of category indices.  arithmetic average of category indices.  arithmetic average of category indices. AnAnAnAn index of  index of  index of  index of 

the "variation" in the the "variation" in the the "variation" in the the "variation" in the computation ofcomputation ofcomputation ofcomputation of    CDI CDI CDI CDI categorcategorcategorcategory scoresy scoresy scoresy scores may be a more  may be a more  may be a more  may be a more suitablesuitablesuitablesuitable “ “ “ “ppppolicy olicy olicy olicy 

ccccoherence" index.oherence" index.oherence" index.oherence" index.    

SecondSecondSecondSecond, , , , the appropriateness of the selected the appropriateness of the selected the appropriateness of the selected the appropriateness of the selected categories categories categories categories in the CDI is not clear andin the CDI is not clear andin the CDI is not clear andin the CDI is not clear and there  there  there  there 

are valid arguments against including additional criteria such as iare valid arguments against including additional criteria such as iare valid arguments against including additional criteria such as iare valid arguments against including additional criteria such as immigration, mmigration, mmigration, mmigration, ppppeaceeaceeaceeacekkkkeeping eeping eeping eeping 
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ooooperations, andperations, andperations, andperations, and the the the the    eeeenvironment. nvironment. nvironment. nvironment.  For example, if we agree that the MDGs are a desired objective,  For example, if we agree that the MDGs are a desired objective,  For example, if we agree that the MDGs are a desired objective,  For example, if we agree that the MDGs are a desired objective, 

then the CDI should include categories related to countriesthen the CDI should include categories related to countriesthen the CDI should include categories related to countriesthen the CDI should include categories related to countries’’’’ contributions to education and health in  contributions to education and health in  contributions to education and health in  contributions to education and health in 

the world instead.  the world instead.  the world instead.  the world instead.      

ThirdThirdThirdThird, , , , creatingcreatingcreatingcreating an "arithmetic average" is based on the assumption that  an "arithmetic average" is based on the assumption that  an "arithmetic average" is based on the assumption that  an "arithmetic average" is based on the assumption that the the the the unit of each unit of each unit of each unit of each 

index index index index has the same unit of accounthas the same unit of accounthas the same unit of accounthas the same unit of account. However, in . However, in . However, in . However, in the the the the CDI’CDI’CDI’CDI’ssss calculation calculation calculation calculation,,,, GDP or population is used  GDP or population is used  GDP or population is used  GDP or population is used 

for nofor nofor nofor normalizationrmalizationrmalizationrmalization    interchangeably. interchangeably. interchangeably. interchangeably. MoreoverMoreoverMoreoverMoreover, , , , categorycategorycategorycategory ind ind ind indiceiceiceices are calculated s are calculated s are calculated s are calculated with or withoutwith or withoutwith or withoutwith or without    

adjusting variancesadjusting variancesadjusting variancesadjusting variances and the rules of  and the rules of  and the rules of  and the rules of the the the the withinwithinwithinwithin----category category category category weightweightweightweightssss    for raw information are not unified for raw information are not unified for raw information are not unified for raw information are not unified 

andandandand    are are are are arbitrary. arbitrary. arbitrary. arbitrary.     

FourthFourthFourthFourth, the , the , the , the CDICDICDICDI’’’’s s s s "ranking" technique "ranking" technique "ranking" technique "ranking" technique itself itself itself itself maymaymaymay be  be  be  be problematicproblematicproblematicproblematic. Although the score of . Although the score of . Although the score of . Although the score of 

each each each each categorycategorycategorycategory and the comprehensive score are "quantitative" and the comprehensive score are "quantitative" and the comprehensive score are "quantitative" and the comprehensive score are "quantitative" measures measures measures measures, "ranking" is , "ranking" is , "ranking" is , "ranking" is a a a a “qualitative” “qualitative” “qualitative” “qualitative” 

indicator.  indicator.  indicator.  indicator.  The score The score The score The score differentialdifferentialdifferentialdifferential    betweenbetweenbetweenbetween the Netherlands the Netherlands the Netherlands the Netherlands, which , which , which , which rankrankrankrankssss first first first first,,,, and Denmark and Denmark and Denmark and Denmark,,,, ranked  ranked  ranked  ranked 

secondsecondsecondsecond,,,, is only 0. is only 0. is only 0. is only 0.1. 1. 1. 1. Yet,Yet,Yet,Yet, the score  the score  the score  the score differentialdifferentialdifferentialdifferential    betweenbetweenbetweenbetween Australia Australia Australia Australia,,,, ranked 19th ranked 19th ranked 19th ranked 19th,,,, and the United States and the United States and the United States and the United States,,,,    

ranked ranked ranked ranked 20th20th20th20th,,,, is 0.6. The  is 0.6. The  is 0.6. The  is 0.6. The latter latter latter latter score score score score differentialdifferentialdifferentialdifferential is  is  is  is sixsixsixsix times  times  times  times larger larger larger larger than the former, but the “ranking than the former, but the “ranking than the former, but the “ranking than the former, but the “ranking 

differentialdifferentialdifferentialdifferential” is the same.” is the same.” is the same.” is the same.
1111    

FifthFifthFifthFifth, the criteria , the criteria , the criteria , the criteria need to be carefuneed to be carefuneed to be carefuneed to be carefully considered when interpreting the CDI rankinglly considered when interpreting the CDI rankinglly considered when interpreting the CDI rankinglly considered when interpreting the CDI ranking. . . . The The The The 

CDI is CDI is CDI is CDI is based onbased onbased onbased on "input "input "input "inputssss" " " " of policies, but it of policies, but it of policies, but it of policies, but it is not is not is not is not anananan "outcome" index "outcome" index "outcome" index "outcome" index. Hence, the . Hence, the . Hence, the . Hence, the CDI should be CDI should be CDI should be CDI should be 

reconstructed as an index reconstructed as an index reconstructed as an index reconstructed as an index that quantifiesthat quantifiesthat quantifiesthat quantifies the contribution the contribution the contribution the contributionssss    totototo an outcome,  an outcome,  an outcome,  an outcome, such assuch assuch assuch as poverty reduction poverty reduction poverty reduction poverty reduction    

in din din din developing countrieseveloping countrieseveloping countrieseveloping countries. . . .     

Sixth, the practicability of the CDI in actual policy implementations is questionable.  Sixth, the practicability of the CDI in actual policy implementations is questionable.  Sixth, the practicability of the CDI in actual policy implementations is questionable.  Sixth, the practicability of the CDI in actual policy implementations is questionable.  

The CDI is related loosely to the The CDI is related loosely to the The CDI is related loosely to the The CDI is related loosely to the MDGs and PRSPMDGs and PRSPMDGs and PRSPMDGs and PRSP, but a, but a, but a, but actual policy decisions of advanced nations ctual policy decisions of advanced nations ctual policy decisions of advanced nations ctual policy decisions of advanced nations 

and developing countries are based on and developing countries are based on and developing countries are based on and developing countries are based on various domvarious domvarious domvarious domestic and estic and estic and estic and international political international political international political international political negotiations, negotiations, negotiations, negotiations, 

where the CDI might be of little relevance.  where the CDI might be of little relevance.  where the CDI might be of little relevance.  where the CDI might be of little relevance.      

    

3. 3. 3. 3. Problems in Computing Category ScoresProblems in Computing Category ScoresProblems in Computing Category ScoresProblems in Computing Category Scores    

    

In this sectionIn this sectionIn this sectionIn this section, we , we , we , we examineexamineexamineexamine the problem the problem the problem the problemssss    withwithwithwith the  the  the  the category category category category score calculation score calculation score calculation score calculation proceduresproceduresproceduresprocedures in  in  in  in 

detaildetaildetaildetail.  A fundamental issue.  A fundamental issue.  A fundamental issue.  A fundamental issue is that the CDI category scores are computed based on resource inputs,  is that the CDI category scores are computed based on resource inputs,  is that the CDI category scores are computed based on resource inputs,  is that the CDI category scores are computed based on resource inputs, 

rather than contribution to outrather than contribution to outrather than contribution to outrather than contribution to outcomecomecomecomes, such as s, such as s, such as s, such as poverty reductionpoverty reductionpoverty reductionpoverty reduction in poor countries.  Hence,  this  in poor countries.  Hence,  this  in poor countries.  Hence,  this  in poor countries.  Hence,  this 

section identifies contributions to economic growth as an important performance criterisection identifies contributions to economic growth as an important performance criterisection identifies contributions to economic growth as an important performance criterisection identifies contributions to economic growth as an important performance criteria, a, a, a, 

considering the important role of economic growth in poverty reduction (Besley and Burgess 2003; considering the important role of economic growth in poverty reduction (Besley and Burgess 2003; considering the important role of economic growth in poverty reduction (Besley and Burgess 2003; considering the important role of economic growth in poverty reduction (Besley and Burgess 2003; 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
1111    TTTThe same problem is pointed out he same problem is pointed out he same problem is pointed out he same problem is pointed out forforforfor the Human Development Index (HDI) of  the Human Development Index (HDI) of  the Human Development Index (HDI) of  the Human Development Index (HDI) of the the the the UNDP. Ray UNDP. Ray UNDP. Ray UNDP. Ray 

(1998, 28(1998, 28(1998, 28(1998, 28----29) sugg29) sugg29) sugg29) suggested that the comparison of HDI ranking with GDP per capita ranking ested that the comparison of HDI ranking with GDP per capita ranking ested that the comparison of HDI ranking with GDP per capita ranking ested that the comparison of HDI ranking with GDP per capita ranking is is is is 
informative.informative.informative.informative.    Hence, a cHence, a cHence, a cHence, a comparison of differentomparison of differentomparison of differentomparison of different category rankings in the CDI, such as  category rankings in the CDI, such as  category rankings in the CDI, such as  category rankings in the CDI, such as aid aid aid aid andandandand trade  trade  trade  trade 
category category category category rankingrankingrankingrankingssss, , , , might might might might be useful.be useful.be useful.be useful.    
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Dollar and Kraay 2002; Ravallion 2001). Dollar and Kraay 2002; Ravallion 2001). Dollar and Kraay 2002; Ravallion 2001). Dollar and Kraay 2002; Ravallion 2001).     

    

3.1 Aid Category3.1 Aid Category3.1 Aid Category3.1 Aid Category    

    

Can official development assistance (ODA) promote economic growth in countries Can official development assistance (ODA) promote economic growth in countries Can official development assistance (ODA) promote economic growth in countries Can official development assistance (ODA) promote economic growth in countries 

receiving the aidreceiving the aidreceiving the aidreceiving the aid? A? A? A? According to the research resultccording to the research resultccording to the research resultccording to the research resultssss of Burnside and Dollar (2000) of Burnside and Dollar (2000) of Burnside and Dollar (2000) of Burnside and Dollar (2000), o, o, o, onlynlynlynly    when the when the when the when the 

recipient countryrecipient countryrecipient countryrecipient country’’’’s economic s economic s economic s economic policiespoliciespoliciespolicies are are are are    appropriate can appropriate can appropriate can appropriate can development assistance effectively development assistance effectively development assistance effectively development assistance effectively 

contribute to economic growthcontribute to economic growthcontribute to economic growthcontribute to economic growth.  However, .  However, .  However, .  However, Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003aEasterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003aEasterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003aEasterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003a, 200, 200, 200, 2003333b)b)b)b)    

questioned Bunside and Dollorquestioned Bunside and Dollorquestioned Bunside and Dollorquestioned Bunside and Dollor’’’’s (2000) results, finding that aids (2000) results, finding that aids (2000) results, finding that aids (2000) results, finding that aid does not work effectively does not work effectively does not work effectively does not work effectively even in  even in  even in  even in 

the countries with good policies once the data set used bythe countries with good policies once the data set used bythe countries with good policies once the data set used bythe countries with good policies once the data set used by Burnside and Dollar (2000) Burnside and Dollar (2000) Burnside and Dollar (2000) Burnside and Dollar (2000) is extended.   is extended.   is extended.   is extended.  

This lack ofThis lack ofThis lack ofThis lack of consensus consensus consensus consensus in academic in academic in academic in academic research about whe research about whe research about whe research about whether ther ther ther aidaidaidaid has  has  has  has contributed to poverty reduction contributed to poverty reduction contributed to poverty reduction contributed to poverty reduction 

inininin developing countr developing countr developing countr developing countries thus implies that ies thus implies that ies thus implies that ies thus implies that the rationale the rationale the rationale the rationale for for for for incluincluincluincluding the aid category in the ding the aid category in the ding the aid category in the ding the aid category in the CDI CDI CDI CDI is not is not is not is not 

strong.strong.strong.strong.    

SecondSecondSecondSecond, it , it , it , it may not be may not be may not be may not be appropriate to quantify appropriate to quantify appropriate to quantify appropriate to quantify aidaidaidaid only from  only from  only from  only from thethethethe viewpoint of  viewpoint of  viewpoint of  viewpoint of pure pure pure pure resource resource resource resource 

transftransftransftransferererers, ignoring s, ignoring s, ignoring s, ignoring the differentthe differentthe differentthe different    modalitmodalitmodalitmodalitiesiesiesies of assistance of assistance of assistance of assistance    (Chang, Fernandez(Chang, Fernandez(Chang, Fernandez(Chang, Fernandez----Arias, and Serven 1998)Arias, and Serven 1998)Arias, and Serven 1998)Arias, and Serven 1998)....        

Aggregating the measurements of grantAggregating the measurements of grantAggregating the measurements of grantAggregating the measurements of grant----inininin----aid, technical cooperation, and loans may be problematic aid, technical cooperation, and loans may be problematic aid, technical cooperation, and loans may be problematic aid, technical cooperation, and loans may be problematic 

(in other words, the aggregation of the (in other words, the aggregation of the (in other words, the aggregation of the (in other words, the aggregation of the numbernumbernumbernumberssss of apple of apple of apple of applessss    (gr(gr(gr(grant) ant) ant) ant) and orangeand orangeand orangeand oranges (loans) could be s (loans) could be s (loans) could be s (loans) could be 

misleading) as there may exist misleading) as there may exist misleading) as there may exist misleading) as there may exist differentdifferentdifferentdifferent incentive effects in grant incentive effects in grant incentive effects in grant incentive effects in grant----inininin----aid, technical cooperation, and aid, technical cooperation, and aid, technical cooperation, and aid, technical cooperation, and 

loans.loans.loans.loans.    

Third, it may not be appropriate to standardize the amount of ODA by GDP for donor Third, it may not be appropriate to standardize the amount of ODA by GDP for donor Third, it may not be appropriate to standardize the amount of ODA by GDP for donor Third, it may not be appropriate to standardize the amount of ODA by GDP for donor 

countries.  An alternative vacountries.  An alternative vacountries.  An alternative vacountries.  An alternative variable to consider may be the riable to consider may be the riable to consider may be the riable to consider may be the ODA per ODA per ODA per ODA per capita of a capita of a capita of a capita of a donor countrydonor countrydonor countrydonor country, since , since , since , since 

this variable can capture this variable can capture this variable can capture this variable can capture contributioncontributioncontributioncontributionssss per  per  per  per person more accurately.  Furthermore, in the case of a person more accurately.  Furthermore, in the case of a person more accurately.  Furthermore, in the case of a person more accurately.  Furthermore, in the case of a 

minimum required quantity of ODAminimum required quantity of ODAminimum required quantity of ODAminimum required quantity of ODA, there could be , there could be , there could be , there could be a nonlinear relationa nonlinear relationa nonlinear relationa nonlinear relationshipshipshipship between  between  between  between the the the the amount of amount of amount of amount of 

ODA andODA andODA andODA and outcomes such as economic growth and/or poverty reduction.  Accordingly,  outcomes such as economic growth and/or poverty reduction.  Accordingly,  outcomes such as economic growth and/or poverty reduction.  Accordingly,  outcomes such as economic growth and/or poverty reduction.  Accordingly, the scale of the scale of the scale of the scale of 

ODA itselfODA itselfODA itselfODA itself provides provides provides provides important important important important information about donors information about donors information about donors information about donors’’’’ contributions.  I contributions.  I contributions.  I contributions.  Information such as the nformation such as the nformation such as the nformation such as the 

total amount of ODA total amount of ODA total amount of ODA total amount of ODA and/or and/or and/or and/or ODA ODA ODA ODA per capitaper capitaper capitaper capita of  of  of  of a recipienta recipienta recipienta recipient    countrycountrycountrycountry is needed in addition to the ODA  is needed in addition to the ODA  is needed in addition to the ODA  is needed in addition to the ODA 

to GDP ratio.  to GDP ratio.  to GDP ratio.  to GDP ratio.      

Finally, strategic aspects of Finally, strategic aspects of Finally, strategic aspects of Finally, strategic aspects of ODA should ODA should ODA should ODA should be properly corrected when we use the aid be properly corrected when we use the aid be properly corrected when we use the aid be properly corrected when we use the aid 

variable in the CDI.  According to recent studies, donor countries largely seem motivated by variable in the CDI.  According to recent studies, donor countries largely seem motivated by variable in the CDI.  According to recent studies, donor countries largely seem motivated by variable in the CDI.  According to recent studies, donor countries largely seem motivated by 

strategic consideratiostrategic consideratiostrategic consideratiostrategic considerations, rather than altruism or the real needs of the recipient countries (Alesina and ns, rather than altruism or the real needs of the recipient countries (Alesina and ns, rather than altruism or the real needs of the recipient countries (Alesina and ns, rather than altruism or the real needs of the recipient countries (Alesina and 

Dollar 2000).  This may be due to lobbying efforts by ethnic groups in donor countries (Lahiri and Dollar 2000).  This may be due to lobbying efforts by ethnic groups in donor countries (Lahiri and Dollar 2000).  This may be due to lobbying efforts by ethnic groups in donor countries (Lahiri and Dollar 2000).  This may be due to lobbying efforts by ethnic groups in donor countries (Lahiri and 

RaimondosRaimondosRaimondosRaimondos----Moller 2000).  Moreover, aid is likely to enhance a governmentMoller 2000).  Moreover, aid is likely to enhance a governmentMoller 2000).  Moreover, aid is likely to enhance a governmentMoller 2000).  Moreover, aid is likely to enhance a government’’’’ssss consumption or even  consumption or even  consumption or even  consumption or even 

result in corruption in the recipient country (Boone 1999; Alesina and Weder 2002).result in corruption in the recipient country (Boone 1999; Alesina and Weder 2002).result in corruption in the recipient country (Boone 1999; Alesina and Weder 2002).result in corruption in the recipient country (Boone 1999; Alesina and Weder 2002).
2222            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
2222  On the other hand, motivation On the other hand, motivation On the other hand, motivation On the other hand, motivationssss for multilateral  for multilateral  for multilateral  for multilateral aid can be said to be more transparent.  aid can be said to be more transparent.  aid can be said to be more transparent.  aid can be said to be more transparent.  
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3.23.23.23.2 Trade Category Trade Category Trade Category Trade Category    

    

EEEExisting xisting xisting xisting empirical empirical empirical empirical studiesstudiesstudiesstudies demonstrate a positive contribution of international t demonstrate a positive contribution of international t demonstrate a positive contribution of international t demonstrate a positive contribution of international trade to rade to rade to rade to 

economic growth and peconomic growth and peconomic growth and peconomic growth and poverty overty overty overty rrrreductioneductioneductioneduction ( ( ( (Harrison 1996; Harrison 1996; Harrison 1996; Harrison 1996; Collier and DollarCollier and DollarCollier and DollarCollier and Dollar    2001)2001)2001)2001).  Through an .  Through an .  Through an .  Through an 

eyeball test, we can verify a eyeball test, we can verify a eyeball test, we can verify a eyeball test, we can verify a positivepositivepositivepositive    correlation correlation correlation correlation bbbbetween longetween longetween longetween long----term economic growth rates and term economic growth rates and term economic growth rates and term economic growth rates and the the the the 

longlonglonglong----term term term term enhancementenhancementenhancementenhancement of  of  of  of externalexternalexternalexternal open open open openness ness ness ness (Fig(Fig(Fig(Figure ure ure ure 1)1)1)1).  Nevertheless, there are a couple of .  Nevertheless, there are a couple of .  Nevertheless, there are a couple of .  Nevertheless, there are a couple of 

theoreticaltheoreticaltheoreticaltheoretical    studiesstudiesstudiesstudies, particularly in relation to the , particularly in relation to the , particularly in relation to the , particularly in relation to the existenceexistenceexistenceexistence of increasing returns to scale or strong  of increasing returns to scale or strong  of increasing returns to scale or strong  of increasing returns to scale or strong 

learning effects, which challenge the positive learning effects, which challenge the positive learning effects, which challenge the positive learning effects, which challenge the positive relationshiprelationshiprelationshiprelationship between trade and growth. between trade and growth. between trade and growth. between trade and growth.
3333  Yet, in   Yet, in   Yet, in   Yet, in 

comparison to other category indices, the overall problems of using comparison to other category indices, the overall problems of using comparison to other category indices, the overall problems of using comparison to other category indices, the overall problems of using trade category data in trade category data in trade category data in trade category data in 

constructing the CDI are not critical.  constructing the CDI are not critical.  constructing the CDI are not critical.  constructing the CDI are not critical.      

    

3.33.33.33.3 Investment Category Investment Category Investment Category Investment Category    

    

TTTThhhhere is an emerging consensus in academic literatureere is an emerging consensus in academic literatureere is an emerging consensus in academic literatureere is an emerging consensus in academic literature that direct investment  that direct investment  that direct investment  that direct investment significantly significantly significantly significantly 

raises raises raises raises the the the the economic growth rateeconomic growth rateeconomic growth rateeconomic growth rate,,,,    and by which and by which and by which and by which poverty poverty poverty poverty is is is is reducreducreducreduced significaned significaned significaned significantly (tly (tly (tly (BorenzsteinBorenzsteinBorenzsteinBorenzstein,,,, De  De  De  De 

GregorioGregorioGregorioGregorio,,,, and Lee and Lee and Lee and Lee    1998)1998)1998)1998).  While this .  While this .  While this .  While this appearsappearsappearsappears to justify the  to justify the  to justify the  to justify the incluincluincluinclusion ofsion ofsion ofsion of FDI in  FDI in  FDI in  FDI in the investment the investment the investment the investment 

category, there are category, there are category, there are category, there are two problems two problems two problems two problems to to to to including the regulation to pension fund investment including the regulation to pension fund investment including the regulation to pension fund investment including the regulation to pension fund investment inininin    the the the the 

category.  Fcategory.  Fcategory.  Fcategory.  Firstirstirstirst,,,,    if the index of if the index of if the index of if the index of pension funpension funpension funpension fund investment d investment d investment d investment is included as an indirect investment, is included as an indirect investment, is included as an indirect investment, is included as an indirect investment, bank bank bank bank 

loanloanloanloanssss and  and  and  and other portfolio other portfolio other portfolio other portfolio investmentinvestmentinvestmentinvestmentssss should be included  should be included  should be included  should be included as wellas wellas wellas well....            

The sThe sThe sThe second problem is econd problem is econd problem is econd problem is related to related to related to related to the the the the robustness of the robustness of the robustness of the robustness of the positive correlation between positive correlation between positive correlation between positive correlation between these these these these 

international indirect capital flows and international indirect capital flows and international indirect capital flows and international indirect capital flows and economic growth.  On the one hand, the negative correlation economic growth.  On the one hand, the negative correlation economic growth.  On the one hand, the negative correlation economic growth.  On the one hand, the negative correlation 

between tbetween tbetween tbetween the black market premium he black market premium he black market premium he black market premium in foreign exchange markets and the economic growth rate in foreign exchange markets and the economic growth rate in foreign exchange markets and the economic growth rate in foreign exchange markets and the economic growth rate 

suggests that there is a positive correlation between international capital flows and economic growth suggests that there is a positive correlation between international capital flows and economic growth suggests that there is a positive correlation between international capital flows and economic growth suggests that there is a positive correlation between international capital flows and economic growth 

(Har(Har(Har(Harrison 1996)rison 1996)rison 1996)rison 1996).  H.  H.  H.  Howeveroweveroweverowever, after the financial crises in the 1990s, there is an emerging view that , after the financial crises in the 1990s, there is an emerging view that , after the financial crises in the 1990s, there is an emerging view that , after the financial crises in the 1990s, there is an emerging view that 

shortshortshortshort----term capital movements are associated with higher risks of sharp recessions.  Hence, we may term capital movements are associated with higher risks of sharp recessions.  Hence, we may term capital movements are associated with higher risks of sharp recessions.  Hence, we may term capital movements are associated with higher risks of sharp recessions.  Hence, we may 

conclude that larger international capital flows will lead to hconclude that larger international capital flows will lead to hconclude that larger international capital flows will lead to hconclude that larger international capital flows will lead to higher average economic growth and igher average economic growth and igher average economic growth and igher average economic growth and 

larger variances of future income levels.larger variances of future income levels.larger variances of future income levels.larger variances of future income levels.    

    

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Multilateral agencies are largely apolitical and more exclusively concerned with developmentMultilateral agencies are largely apolitical and more exclusively concerned with developmentMultilateral agencies are largely apolitical and more exclusively concerned with developmentMultilateral agencies are largely apolitical and more exclusively concerned with development and/or  and/or  and/or  and/or 
poverty reductionpoverty reductionpoverty reductionpoverty reduction    ((((Cassen et al. 1986Cassen et al. 1986Cassen et al. 1986Cassen et al. 1986,,,, 281 281 281 281; Sawada 1996).; Sawada 1996).; Sawada 1996).; Sawada 1996).    

    
3333 T T T The ideas of he ideas of he ideas of he ideas of ““““iiiinfant nfant nfant nfant iiiindustry ndustry ndustry ndustry pppprotectionrotectionrotectionrotection,,,,””””    ““““export pesexport pesexport pesexport pessimism,simism,simism,simism,””””    andandandand    ““““iiiimmiserizingmmiserizingmmiserizingmmiserizing growth growth growth growth”””” are also  are also  are also  are also 
related with this view.related with this view.related with this view.related with this view.    
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3.4 Migration Category3.4 Migration Category3.4 Migration Category3.4 Migration Category    

    

Theoretically, the Theoretically, the Theoretically, the Theoretically, the relationshiprelationshiprelationshiprelationship between immigration  between immigration  between immigration  between immigration and povertyand povertyand povertyand poverty is not monotonic.   is not monotonic.   is not monotonic.   is not monotonic.  

Although Although Although Although for developing countrfor developing countrfor developing countrfor developing countries,ies,ies,ies,    eeeemigration migration migration migration to developed countries crto developed countries crto developed countries crto developed countries creates a eates a eates a eates a "brain drain""brain drain""brain drain""brain drain" for  for  for  for 

them, there is nothem, there is nothem, there is nothem, there is no consensus about the  consensus about the  consensus about the  consensus about the directional effect of the directional effect of the directional effect of the directional effect of the "brain drain" on "brain drain" on "brain drain" on "brain drain" on developing countries.  developing countries.  developing countries.  developing countries.  

On the one hand, On the one hand, On the one hand, On the one hand, "brain drain" "brain drain" "brain drain" "brain drain" has ahas ahas ahas a brain creation effect (“brain effect”) brain creation effect (“brain effect”) brain creation effect (“brain effect”) brain creation effect (“brain effect”) since  since  since  since people people people people makemakemakemake    

educational investmenteducational investmenteducational investmenteducational investmentssss    in consiin consiin consiin considering a higher income through dering a higher income through dering a higher income through dering a higher income through emigrationemigrationemigrationemigration.  These investments .  These investments .  These investments .  These investments 

will enhance the economic growth rate of developing countries.  On the other hand, the will enhance the economic growth rate of developing countries.  On the other hand, the will enhance the economic growth rate of developing countries.  On the other hand, the will enhance the economic growth rate of developing countries.  On the other hand, the ““““brain brain brain brain 

draindraindraindrain" " " " also contains analso contains analso contains analso contains an outflow effect outflow effect outflow effect outflow effect,,,,    namely a namely a namely a namely a ““““drain effect,drain effect,drain effect,drain effect,”””” because  because  because  because human resources actually human resources actually human resources actually human resources actually 

flflflflow out ow out ow out ow out of the country of the country of the country of the country through through through through eeeemigration.migration.migration.migration.  Thus,   Thus,   Thus,   Thus, the total effect the total effect the total effect the total effect of the of the of the of the ““““brain drainbrain drainbrain drainbrain drain”””” is ambiguous.   is ambiguous.   is ambiguous.   is ambiguous.  

While aWhile aWhile aWhile a    recent empirical analysis supports a recent empirical analysis supports a recent empirical analysis supports a recent empirical analysis supports a beneficial brain drainbeneficial brain drainbeneficial brain drainbeneficial brain drain (BBD (BBD (BBD (BBD) ) ) ) effect effect effect effect (Beine, Docquier, (Beine, Docquier, (Beine, Docquier, (Beine, Docquier, 

and Rapoport 2001),and Rapoport 2001),and Rapoport 2001),and Rapoport 2001), it is difficult to derive a definit it is difficult to derive a definit it is difficult to derive a definit it is difficult to derive a definite conclusion from the existing literature.  e conclusion from the existing literature.  e conclusion from the existing literature.  e conclusion from the existing literature.  

Accordingly,Accordingly,Accordingly,Accordingly,    it would be it would be it would be it would be problemproblemproblemproblematic to attach a significant weight to a migrationatic to attach a significant weight to a migrationatic to attach a significant weight to a migrationatic to attach a significant weight to a migration----related variable related variable related variable related variable 

when computing developed countrieswhen computing developed countrieswhen computing developed countrieswhen computing developed countries’’’’ contributions to poverty reduction. contributions to poverty reduction. contributions to poverty reduction. contributions to poverty reduction.    

    

3.5 Peace3.5 Peace3.5 Peace3.5 Peacekkkkeepingeepingeepingeeping Category Category Category Category    

    

Compared witCompared witCompared witCompared with the other four categories in the CDI, h the other four categories in the CDI, h the other four categories in the CDI, h the other four categories in the CDI, """"ppppeaceeaceeaceeacekkkkeeping" and the eeping" and the eeping" and the eeping" and the 

""""eeeenvironment"nvironment"nvironment"nvironment" are  are  are  are considered considered considered considered extraneousextraneousextraneousextraneous    categories when we try to capture contributions to poverty categories when we try to capture contributions to poverty categories when we try to capture contributions to poverty categories when we try to capture contributions to poverty 

reduction.  Treduction.  Treduction.  Treduction.  Thereforehereforehereforeherefore, it , it , it , it is not clear whether is not clear whether is not clear whether is not clear whether these two categories can be treated in the samethese two categories can be treated in the samethese two categories can be treated in the samethese two categories can be treated in the same way as  way as  way as  way as 

the other four categories.  the other four categories.  the other four categories.  the other four categories.  WWWWith respect to using pith respect to using pith respect to using pith respect to using peaceeaceeaceeacekkkkeepingeepingeepingeeping as a category, there are two problems.   as a category, there are two problems.   as a category, there are two problems.   as a category, there are two problems.  

First, First, First, First, selectselectselectselecting aing aing aing a    raw data setraw data setraw data setraw data set    for this category for this category for this category for this category is arbitraryis arbitraryis arbitraryis arbitrary and may not be justifiable.  For example,  and may not be justifiable.  For example,  and may not be justifiable.  For example,  and may not be justifiable.  For example, 

the the the the "human contribution to NATO" in Koso"human contribution to NATO" in Koso"human contribution to NATO" in Koso"human contribution to NATO" in Kosovo vo vo vo is considered to have contributed to the high ranking is considered to have contributed to the high ranking is considered to have contributed to the high ranking is considered to have contributed to the high ranking 

of Greece, while other important pof Greece, while other important pof Greece, while other important pof Greece, while other important peaceeaceeaceeacekkkkeeping eeping eeping eeping ooooperations perations perations perations such as such as such as such as in East Timor in East Timor in East Timor in East Timor are not taken into are not taken into are not taken into are not taken into 

account.  account.  account.  account.      

Second, as is pointed out by the CGD/FP (2003), the extent of developed countriesSecond, as is pointed out by the CGD/FP (2003), the extent of developed countriesSecond, as is pointed out by the CGD/FP (2003), the extent of developed countriesSecond, as is pointed out by the CGD/FP (2003), the extent of developed countries’’’’ arms  arms  arms  arms 

sasasasales to les to les to les to developingdevelopingdevelopingdeveloping countries should be considered since such sales will ultimately undermine  countries should be considered since such sales will ultimately undermine  countries should be considered since such sales will ultimately undermine  countries should be considered since such sales will ultimately undermine 

security in developing countries.  security in developing countries.  security in developing countries.  security in developing countries.  As shown in As shown in As shown in As shown in TTTTable 6able 6able 6able 6,,,,    there is athere is athere is athere is a    crosscrosscrosscross----country country country country datadatadatadata set concerning  set concerning  set concerning  set concerning 

arms arms arms arms exports thatexports thatexports thatexports that can  can  can  can be used for the peacekeeping category indbe used for the peacekeeping category indbe used for the peacekeeping category indbe used for the peacekeeping category index.  If we assumeex.  If we assumeex.  If we assumeex.  If we assume    fewerfewerfewerfewer    arms arms arms arms 

exportexportexportexportssss    leads to higher security in developing countriesleads to higher security in developing countriesleads to higher security in developing countriesleads to higher security in developing countries,,,,    Australia and JapanAustralia and JapanAustralia and JapanAustralia and Japan,,,, whose CDI indices  whose CDI indices  whose CDI indices  whose CDI indices 

rank rank rank rank thethethethemmmm 19 19 19 19
thththth    and 21and 21and 21and 21

stststst
, respectively, respectively, respectively, respectively,,,,    would be would be would be would be ranked 1ranked 1ranked 1ranked 1

stststst
 for a peacekeeping category that is purely  for a peacekeeping category that is purely  for a peacekeeping category that is purely  for a peacekeeping category that is purely 

based on arms exports.based on arms exports.based on arms exports.based on arms exports.    
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3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 EnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironment    

    

In the In the In the In the """"eeeenvironment" nvironment" nvironment" nvironment" category, category, category, category, the contribution to global the contribution to global the contribution to global the contribution to global commons commons commons commons is is is is used as used as used as used as the the the the 

eeeevaluation valuation valuation valuation criteria.  Hcriteria.  Hcriteria.  Hcriteria.  Howeveroweveroweverowever, when outcomes such as , when outcomes such as , when outcomes such as , when outcomes such as poverty reductionpoverty reductionpoverty reductionpoverty reduction are taken as the criteria are taken as the criteria are taken as the criteria are taken as the criteria, , , , 

we may need to consider we may need to consider we may need to consider we may need to consider whether each country’whether each country’whether each country’whether each country’s ODAs ODAs ODAs ODA    contributes contributes contributes contributes ddddirectly to environmental irectly to environmental irectly to environmental irectly to environmental 

improvementimprovementimprovementimprovementssss    inininin developing countr developing countr developing countr developing countries.  For example, while we can evaluate the amount of ies.  For example, while we can evaluate the amount of ies.  For example, while we can evaluate the amount of ies.  For example, while we can evaluate the amount of 

technicaltechnicaltechnicaltechnical assistance in  assistance in  assistance in  assistance in transferringtransferringtransferringtransferring    clean energyclean energyclean energyclean energy technology though a  technology though a  technology though a  technology though a micromicromicromicro----level level level level analysis, it analysis, it analysis, it analysis, it still still still still 

may may may may be difficult to be difficult to be difficult to be difficult to construct an aggregateconstruct an aggregateconstruct an aggregateconstruct an aggregate indicator.   indicator.   indicator.   indicator.      

Second, Second, Second, Second, including only fishery subsidincluding only fishery subsidincluding only fishery subsidincluding only fishery subsidiesiesiesies    perperperper GDP is not persuasive  GDP is not persuasive  GDP is not persuasive  GDP is not persuasive because because because because marine marine marine marine 

resources resources resources resources are are are are fundamentally reproduciblefundamentally reproduciblefundamentally reproduciblefundamentally reproducible.  A better approach would appear to .  A better approach would appear to .  A better approach would appear to .  A better approach would appear to includincludincludincludeeee the subsid the subsid the subsid the subsidiesiesiesies    

in connection with in connection with in connection with in connection with the the the the consumption of consumption of consumption of consumption of nonnonnonnon----reproducible reproducible reproducible reproducible and and and and exexexexhaustivehaustivehaustivehaustive    resourcesresourcesresourcesresources such as  such as  such as  such as fossil fossil fossil fossil 

fuelfuelfuelfuelssss and mineral resources and mineral resources and mineral resources and mineral resources, instead of , instead of , instead of , instead of fishery subsidfishery subsidfishery subsidfishery subsidies.  Fies.  Fies.  Fies.  From such a viewpointrom such a viewpointrom such a viewpointrom such a viewpoint, , , , variables variables variables variables likelikelikelike    the the the the 

ratio of ratio of ratio of ratio of agricultural subsidagricultural subsidagricultural subsidagricultural subsidiesiesiesies    totototo GDP and GDP and GDP and GDP and/or the ratio of /or the ratio of /or the ratio of /or the ratio of industrial subsidindustrial subsidindustrial subsidindustrial subsidiesiesiesies    totototo GDP GDP GDP GDP would provide  would provide  would provide  would provide 

more appropriate anmore appropriate anmore appropriate anmore appropriate and comprehensive information to construct the environment category index.  d comprehensive information to construct the environment category index.  d comprehensive information to construct the environment category index.  d comprehensive information to construct the environment category index.      

Finally, Finally, Finally, Finally, there is no justification to includingthere is no justification to includingthere is no justification to includingthere is no justification to including the amount of electricity the amount of electricity the amount of electricity the amount of electricity generated by  generated by  generated by  generated by wind wind wind wind 

power power power power only.  The only.  The only.  The only.  The environmentenvironmentenvironmentenvironment category index should reflect the amount of electric power g category index should reflect the amount of electric power g category index should reflect the amount of electric power g category index should reflect the amount of electric power generated enerated enerated enerated 

by other by other by other by other clean clean clean clean methods, such as methods, such as methods, such as methods, such as solar energsolar energsolar energsolar energiesiesiesies and geothermal energ and geothermal energ and geothermal energ and geothermal energiesiesiesies.  .  .  .      

    

4444. Toward . Toward . Toward . Toward an an an an alternative CDIalternative CDIalternative CDIalternative CDI    

    

In this subsection, we In this subsection, we In this subsection, we In this subsection, we employ crossemploy crossemploy crossemploy cross----country data sets to refine the CDI and develop the country data sets to refine the CDI and develop the country data sets to refine the CDI and develop the country data sets to refine the CDI and develop the 

following alternative indices:following alternative indices:following alternative indices:following alternative indices:    

    

（1111） Policy Coherence IndexPolicy Coherence IndexPolicy Coherence IndexPolicy Coherence Index (PCI) (PCI) (PCI) (PCI)    

（2222） RefinedRefinedRefinedRefined Commitment to Development Index Commitment to Development Index Commitment to Development Index Commitment to Development Index (R (R (R (RCDICDICDICDI))))    

（3333） Contribution to Growth IndexContribution to Growth IndexContribution to Growth IndexContribution to Growth Index ( ( ( (CGICGICGICGI))))    

（4444） Comprehensive Comprehensive Comprehensive Comprehensive Commitment to Development IndexCommitment to Development IndexCommitment to Development IndexCommitment to Development Index (C (C (C (CCDICDICDICDI))))    

（5555） Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI)Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI)Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI)Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI)    

    

4444....１    CDICDICDICDI and Policy Coherence: Policy Coherence Index (PCI)  and Policy Coherence: Policy Coherence Index (PCI)  and Policy Coherence: Policy Coherence Index (PCI)  and Policy Coherence: Policy Coherence Index (PCI)     

    

The The The The CDI is closely related with the concept of pCDI is closely related with the concept of pCDI is closely related with the concept of pCDI is closely related with the concept of policy olicy olicy olicy ccccoherenceoherenceoherenceoherence.  Yet, to capture the .  Yet, to capture the .  Yet, to capture the .  Yet, to capture the 

consistency of a developed countryconsistency of a developed countryconsistency of a developed countryconsistency of a developed country’’’’s policies, we need to quantify the crosss policies, we need to quantify the crosss policies, we need to quantify the crosss policies, we need to quantify the cross----category variability of category variability of category variability of category variability of 

indices for each category.  The following PCIs for developed countries arindices for each category.  The following PCIs for developed countries arindices for each category.  The following PCIs for developed countries arindices for each category.  The following PCIs for developed countries are considered to be such an e considered to be such an e considered to be such an e considered to be such an 

attempt:attempt:attempt:attempt:    
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where where where where jjjj represents a category.  For example, if a country has perfectly equal category scores, this  represents a category.  For example, if a country has perfectly equal category scores, this  represents a category.  For example, if a country has perfectly equal category scores, this  represents a category.  For example, if a country has perfectly equal category scores, this 

index takes the maximum value, index takes the maximum value, index takes the maximum value, index takes the maximum value, 1,1,1,1, and would represent perfect policy coherence.  The est and would represent perfect policy coherence.  The est and would represent perfect policy coherence.  The est and would represent perfect policy coherence.  The estimated imated imated imated 

results are reported in Table 4.  According to this table, the results are reported in Table 4.  According to this table, the results are reported in Table 4.  According to this table, the results are reported in Table 4.  According to this table, the NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands, whose CDI score is the , whose CDI score is the , whose CDI score is the , whose CDI score is the 

highesthighesthighesthighest, also receives the highest PCI, also receives the highest PCI, also receives the highest PCI, also receives the highest PCI
AAAA score.  In the case of Japan, its ranking improves from 21 score.  In the case of Japan, its ranking improves from 21 score.  In the case of Japan, its ranking improves from 21 score.  In the case of Japan, its ranking improves from 21

stststst
    

for the CDI to 17for the CDI to 17for the CDI to 17for the CDI to 17
thththth for the PCI for the PCI for the PCI for the PCI

AAAA.  The US receive.  The US receive.  The US receive.  The US receives the lowest PCIs the lowest PCIs the lowest PCIs the lowest PCI
AAAA ranking while the UK  ranking while the UK  ranking while the UK  ranking while the UK 

dramatically improves its ranking from 11dramatically improves its ranking from 11dramatically improves its ranking from 11dramatically improves its ranking from 11
thththth to 2 to 2 to 2 to 2

ndndndnd
. . . .     

This PCI is an extreme measurement tool since the This PCI is an extreme measurement tool since the This PCI is an extreme measurement tool since the This PCI is an extreme measurement tool since the ““““levelslevelslevelslevels”””” of the category scores are not taken  of the category scores are not taken  of the category scores are not taken  of the category scores are not taken 

into account at all.  A more appropriate index, therefore, is a combinto account at all.  A more appropriate index, therefore, is a combinto account at all.  A more appropriate index, therefore, is a combinto account at all.  A more appropriate index, therefore, is a combination of the CDI and PCIination of the CDI and PCIination of the CDI and PCIination of the CDI and PCI
AAAA.  .  .  .  

For example, we can consider the following policy coherence index:For example, we can consider the following policy coherence index:For example, we can consider the following policy coherence index:For example, we can consider the following policy coherence index:
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The estimated results of PCIThe estimated results of PCIThe estimated results of PCIThe estimated results of PCI
B B B B 

are reported in Table 3.  By construction, the PCIare reported in Table 3.  By construction, the PCIare reported in Table 3.  By construction, the PCIare reported in Table 3.  By construction, the PCI
BBBB ranking is closer  ranking is closer  ranking is closer  ranking is closer 

to the CDI than is the Pto the CDI than is the Pto the CDI than is the Pto the CDI than is the PCICICICI
AAAA....    

    

4.2 Contribution of Aid to Economic Growth4.2 Contribution of Aid to Economic Growth4.2 Contribution of Aid to Economic Growth4.2 Contribution of Aid to Economic Growth
5555    

    

To refine the CDI in the direction of an outcomeTo refine the CDI in the direction of an outcomeTo refine the CDI in the direction of an outcomeTo refine the CDI in the direction of an outcome----oriented index, we examine the oriented index, we examine the oriented index, we examine the oriented index, we examine the 

relationship between aid and growth by using crossrelationship between aid and growth by using crossrelationship between aid and growth by using crossrelationship between aid and growth by using cross----country data.country data.country data.country data. This  This  This  This relationship has relationship has relationship has relationship has becbecbecbecoooome the me the me the me the 

focal point of research focal point of research focal point of research focal point of research andandandand    policies policies policies policies on internationalon internationalon internationalon international    aid. One of the most influential papers in this aid. One of the most influential papers in this aid. One of the most influential papers in this aid. One of the most influential papers in this 

area is that of Burnside and Dollar (2000)area is that of Burnside and Dollar (2000)area is that of Burnside and Dollar (2000)area is that of Burnside and Dollar (2000), hereafter BD, who , hereafter BD, who , hereafter BD, who , hereafter BD, who found that the impact of aid on the found that the impact of aid on the found that the impact of aid on the found that the impact of aid on the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
4444    This This This This formulaformulaformulaformula is related with the concept with certainty equivalence. is related with the concept with certainty equivalence. is related with the concept with certainty equivalence. is related with the concept with certainty equivalence.    
5555    This section is based on Sawada, Kohama, and Kono (2004).This section is based on Sawada, Kohama, and Kono (2004).This section is based on Sawada, Kohama, and Kono (2004).This section is based on Sawada, Kohama, and Kono (2004).    
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growth of recipients is positivegrowth of recipients is positivegrowth of recipients is positivegrowth of recipients is positive and and and and    conditional onconditional onconditional onconditional on good policies. However, this co good policies. However, this co good policies. However, this co good policies. However, this conditional linkage nditional linkage nditional linkage nditional linkage 

between aid and poverty reduction through economic growth breaks down oncebetween aid and poverty reduction through economic growth breaks down oncebetween aid and poverty reduction through economic growth breaks down oncebetween aid and poverty reduction through economic growth breaks down once the the the the data is extended.  data is extended.  data is extended.  data is extended. 

Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003), hereafter ELR, Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003), hereafter ELR, Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003), hereafter ELR, Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003), hereafter ELR, who who who who augmented their data from 1970augmented their data from 1970augmented their data from 1970augmented their data from 1970––––93 to 93 to 93 to 93 to 

1970197019701970––––97 and filled in missing data for the orig97 and filled in missing data for the orig97 and filled in missing data for the orig97 and filled in missing data for the original period of 1970inal period of 1970inal period of 1970inal period of 1970––––93939393,,,, found that there is no  found that there is no  found that there is no  found that there is no 

significant relationship between the amount of aid and economic growth of recipient countries, even significant relationship between the amount of aid and economic growth of recipient countries, even significant relationship between the amount of aid and economic growth of recipient countries, even significant relationship between the amount of aid and economic growth of recipient countries, even 

after controlling for policy variables. after controlling for policy variables. after controlling for policy variables. after controlling for policy variables. ConsequentlyConsequentlyConsequentlyConsequently, BD’, BD’, BD’, BD’ssss finding is not finding is not finding is not finding is not as robust as robust as robust as robust once the data set is  once the data set is  once the data set is  once the data set is 

refirefirefirefined.ned.ned.ned.    

BBBBy y y y breaking downbreaking downbreaking downbreaking down the aid variable  the aid variable  the aid variable  the aid variable intointointointo loans and grants loans and grants loans and grants loans and grants,,,, we further investigated the reason  we further investigated the reason  we further investigated the reason  we further investigated the reason 

why this conditional linkage between aid and growth disappeared.why this conditional linkage between aid and growth disappeared.why this conditional linkage between aid and growth disappeared.why this conditional linkage between aid and growth disappeared.        

    

ReReReReconsideringconsideringconsideringconsidering ELR’ ELR’ ELR’ ELR’ssss findings findings findings findings    

    

Our data set is identical to the one employed by ELR with the Our data set is identical to the one employed by ELR with the Our data set is identical to the one employed by ELR with the Our data set is identical to the one employed by ELR with the only difference being that we only difference being that we only difference being that we only difference being that we 

broke down thebroke down thebroke down thebroke down the effective development aid (EDA) effective development aid (EDA) effective development aid (EDA) effective development aid (EDA) variable  variable  variable  variable compiled by Chang compiled by Chang compiled by Chang compiled by Chang et al. et al. et al. et al. (1998)(1998)(1998)(1998) into  into  into  into the the the the 

values of loans and grants.values of loans and grants.values of loans and grants.values of loans and grants.    With With With With this aimthis aimthis aimthis aim, we took the following two, we took the following two, we took the following two, we took the following two----step procedure. First, using the step procedure. First, using the step procedure. First, using the step procedure. First, using the 

1975197519751975––––95 data, we regressed 95 data, we regressed 95 data, we regressed 95 data, we regressed the loan variable from EDA’the loan variable from EDA’the loan variable from EDA’the loan variable from EDA’ssss data set on  data set on  data set on  data set on other other other other variables such as variables such as variables such as variables such as net net net net 

loanloanloanloanssss, grant, grant, grant, grantssss, and technical assistance., and technical assistance., and technical assistance., and technical assistance.    Then, with the estimated regression coefficients, we Then, with the estimated regression coefficients, we Then, with the estimated regression coefficients, we Then, with the estimated regression coefficients, we 

extrapolatedextrapolatedextrapolatedextrapolated the loan data for 1970 the loan data for 1970 the loan data for 1970 the loan data for 1970––––74 and 199674 and 199674 and 199674 and 1996––––97. With respect to grant data, we employed t97. With respect to grant data, we employed t97. With respect to grant data, we employed t97. With respect to grant data, we employed thehehehe    

Organisation for Economic CoOrganisation for Economic CoOrganisation for Economic CoOrganisation for Economic Co----Operation and Development’Operation and Development’Operation and Development’Operation and Development’ssss (OECD) (OECD) (OECD) (OECD)    International Development International Development International Development International Development 

StatisticsStatisticsStatisticsStatistics data directly because  data directly because  data directly because  data directly because EDAEDAEDAEDA’’’’ssss grant data is the same as  grant data is the same as  grant data is the same as  grant data is the same as the OECD datathe OECD datathe OECD datathe OECD data....
6666    All variables All variables All variables All variables apart apart apart apart 

fromfromfromfrom    these these these these aid variables are the same as aid variables are the same as aid variables are the same as aid variables are the same as ELR’ELR’ELR’ELR’ssss data set, data set, data set, data set,    and wand wand wand weeee have excluded the outliers identified  have excluded the outliers identified  have excluded the outliers identified  have excluded the outliers identified 

by ELRby ELRby ELRby ELR (Table 5) (Table 5) (Table 5) (Table 5). . . .     

Using the data set for 1970Using the data set for 1970Using the data set for 1970Using the data set for 1970----97, we can replicate 97, we can replicate 97, we can replicate 97, we can replicate ELRELRELRELR’’’’ssss regression results. The first  regression results. The first  regression results. The first  regression results. The first threethreethreethree    

columns in Table columns in Table columns in Table columns in Table 6666 show our replication of ELR’ show our replication of ELR’ show our replication of ELR’ show our replication of ELR’ssss results. As we can see, the coefficients on aid and  results. As we can see, the coefficients on aid and  results. As we can see, the coefficients on aid and  results. As we can see, the coefficients on aid and 

aidaidaidaid----ppppolicy interaction are positive and negative, respectively, but both are statistically insignificant.olicy interaction are positive and negative, respectively, but both are statistically insignificant.olicy interaction are positive and negative, respectively, but both are statistically insignificant.olicy interaction are positive and negative, respectively, but both are statistically insignificant.
7777        

However, the ways in which grants and loans work to generate economic However, the ways in which grants and loans work to generate economic However, the ways in which grants and loans work to generate economic However, the ways in which grants and loans work to generate economic growthgrowthgrowthgrowth are likely  are likely  are likely  are likely 

to be quite different.to be quite different.to be quite different.to be quite different. Columns  Columns  Columns  Columns 4444––––6666 of Table  of Table  of Table  of Table 6666 show the results th show the results th show the results th show the results that include the at include the at include the at include the separate separate separate separate effects of effects of effects of effects of 

loansloansloansloans per  per  per  per GDP and grantsGDP and grantsGDP and grantsGDP and grants per  per  per  per GDP on economic growth. We found that the coefficients of loans are GDP on economic growth. We found that the coefficients of loans are GDP on economic growth. We found that the coefficients of loans are GDP on economic growth. We found that the coefficients of loans are 

positive and statistically significant when we include the loanpositive and statistically significant when we include the loanpositive and statistically significant when we include the loanpositive and statistically significant when we include the loan----policy interactions (columns policy interactions (columns policy interactions (columns policy interactions (columns 5555 and  and  and  and 6666).).).).
8888        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
6666 EDA’ EDA’ EDA’ EDA’ssss    data data data data does not contain data on technical assistancdoes not contain data on technical assistancdoes not contain data on technical assistancdoes not contain data on technical assistance (TA) since donors benefit from payments e (TA) since donors benefit from payments e (TA) since donors benefit from payments e (TA) since donors benefit from payments 
received in return for the TA suppliedreceived in return for the TA suppliedreceived in return for the TA suppliedreceived in return for the TA supplied....    ThisThisThisThis may greatly reduce the donor’s net financial cost. We  may greatly reduce the donor’s net financial cost. We  may greatly reduce the donor’s net financial cost. We  may greatly reduce the donor’s net financial cost. We 
also estimate the also estimate the also estimate the also estimate the effect of effect of effect of effect of TA on economic growth explicitly by using the OECD dataTA on economic growth explicitly by using the OECD dataTA on economic growth explicitly by using the OECD dataTA on economic growth explicitly by using the OECD data [Table 6,  [Table 6,  [Table 6,  [Table 6, 

specifications (8) anspecifications (8) anspecifications (8) anspecifications (8) and (9)].d (9)].d (9)].d (9)].    
7777        We also conduct the twoWe also conduct the twoWe also conduct the twoWe also conduct the two----stage least squares estimations to cope with stage least squares estimations to cope with stage least squares estimations to cope with stage least squares estimations to cope with a a a a possible endogeneity bias possible endogeneity bias possible endogeneity bias possible endogeneity bias 
of the aid variables. The results, which are not reported of the aid variables. The results, which are not reported of the aid variables. The results, which are not reported of the aid variables. The results, which are not reported herehereherehere, are also consistent with ELR’, are also consistent with ELR’, are also consistent with ELR’, are also consistent with ELR’ssss results. results. results. results.    
8888    Loans are typically used for infrastructurLoans are typically used for infrastructurLoans are typically used for infrastructurLoans are typically used for infrastructure projects; hence, their impacts are realized with time lags. e projects; hence, their impacts are realized with time lags. e projects; hence, their impacts are realized with time lags. e projects; hence, their impacts are realized with time lags. 

The fact that the data The fact that the data The fact that the data The fact that the data forforforfor loans are disbursement loans are disbursement loans are disbursement loans are disbursement----based might also introduce these lagged effects. based might also introduce these lagged effects. based might also introduce these lagged effects. based might also introduce these lagged effects. TTTTo o o o 
investigate investigate investigate investigate further further further further the effectiveness of loans, we also included the lagged variable of loanthe effectiveness of loans, we also included the lagged variable of loanthe effectiveness of loans, we also included the lagged variable of loanthe effectiveness of loans, we also included the lagged variable of loans. The s. The s. The s. The 
estimation results, which are not reported here, are also consistent with the results of Tableestimation results, which are not reported here, are also consistent with the results of Tableestimation results, which are not reported here, are also consistent with the results of Tableestimation results, which are not reported here, are also consistent with the results of Table5555....    
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Hence, wHence, wHence, wHence, we may attrie may attrie may attrie may attribute the disappearance of conditional aid effectiveness in the ELR study to an bute the disappearance of conditional aid effectiveness in the ELR study to an bute the disappearance of conditional aid effectiveness in the ELR study to an bute the disappearance of conditional aid effectiveness in the ELR study to an 

omitted variable bias caused by the assumption of the same coefficient on loan and grant variables. omitted variable bias caused by the assumption of the same coefficient on loan and grant variables. omitted variable bias caused by the assumption of the same coefficient on loan and grant variables. omitted variable bias caused by the assumption of the same coefficient on loan and grant variables.     

Yet, Yet, Yet, Yet, all all all all tttthe coefficients of thhe coefficients of thhe coefficients of thhe coefficients of the loane loane loane loan----policypolicypolicypolicy interaction terms shown in Tabl interaction terms shown in Tabl interaction terms shown in Tabl interaction terms shown in Table e e e 6666 are negative  are negative  are negative  are negative 

and mostlyand mostlyand mostlyand mostly insignificant. insignificant. insignificant. insignificant.    TTTThe total effect of loans on economic growth will be positive in the he total effect of loans on economic growth will be positive in the he total effect of loans on economic growth will be positive in the he total effect of loans on economic growth will be positive in the 

relevant range, relevant range, relevant range, relevant range, atatatat least if we evaluate the total effect at the average policy level  least if we evaluate the total effect at the average policy level  least if we evaluate the total effect at the average policy level  least if we evaluate the total effect at the average policy level ((((i.e., 1.423i.e., 1.423i.e., 1.423i.e., 1.423)))). . . . 

However, However, However, However, tttthhhhe negative coefficientse negative coefficientse negative coefficientse negative coefficients of of of of the in the in the in the interaction termsteraction termsteraction termsteraction terms imply  imply  imply  imply that that that that the impact of loans on income the impact of loans on income the impact of loans on income the impact of loans on income 

growth is lower in a country with good policies. growth is lower in a country with good policies. growth is lower in a country with good policies. growth is lower in a country with good policies.     

We suspect, nevertheless, that tWe suspect, nevertheless, that tWe suspect, nevertheless, that tWe suspect, nevertheless, that thishishishis finding is  finding is  finding is  finding is spuriousspuriousspuriousspurious    due to the characteristics of the policy due to the characteristics of the policy due to the characteristics of the policy due to the characteristics of the policy 

variable constructed by BD and ELR. Their policy varvariable constructed by BD and ELR. Their policy varvariable constructed by BD and ELR. Their policy varvariable constructed by BD and ELR. Their policy variable is based on the regression results of iable is based on the regression results of iable is based on the regression results of iable is based on the regression results of 

income on fiscal surplus, income on fiscal surplus, income on fiscal surplus, income on fiscal surplus, the the the the inflation rate, and openness. The existing studies on fungibility issues inflation rate, and openness. The existing studies on fungibility issues inflation rate, and openness. The existing studies on fungibility issues inflation rate, and openness. The existing studies on fungibility issues 

in foreign aid suggest that there is a greater “flypaper effect” with concessional loans than with in foreign aid suggest that there is a greater “flypaper effect” with concessional loans than with in foreign aid suggest that there is a greater “flypaper effect” with concessional loans than with in foreign aid suggest that there is a greater “flypaper effect” with concessional loans than with 

grants grants grants grants ((((FeFeFeFeyzioglu, Swaroop, and Zhuyzioglu, Swaroop, and Zhuyzioglu, Swaroop, and Zhuyzioglu, Swaroop, and Zhu    1998). Therefore, the1998). Therefore, the1998). Therefore, the1998). Therefore, the policy variable correlates positively with  policy variable correlates positively with  policy variable correlates positively with  policy variable correlates positively with 

the loan variable, and as a result, the loan variable, and as a result, the loan variable, and as a result, the loan variable, and as a result, the loanthe loanthe loanthe loan----policy interaction variable policy interaction variable policy interaction variable policy interaction variable cancancancan capture squared capture squared capture squared capture squared----loan loan loan loan 

amounts. Iamounts. Iamounts. Iamounts. Innnn this case, negative coefficients of loan this case, negative coefficients of loan this case, negative coefficients of loan this case, negative coefficients of loan----policy interacpolicy interacpolicy interacpolicy interactions imply tions imply tions imply tions imply aaaa decreasing decreasing decreasing decreasing and and and and    

marginal impact of loans on growth. In fact, this interpretation also corresponds with the finding of marginal impact of loans on growth. In fact, this interpretation also corresponds with the finding of marginal impact of loans on growth. In fact, this interpretation also corresponds with the finding of marginal impact of loans on growth. In fact, this interpretation also corresponds with the finding of 

BD (BD (BD (BD (2000200020002000), which showed that there are diminishing returns for), which showed that there are diminishing returns for), which showed that there are diminishing returns for), which showed that there are diminishing returns for    the impact of aid on growththe impact of aid on growththe impact of aid on growththe impact of aid on growth....
9999    

    

Aid Modality and GrowthAid Modality and GrowthAid Modality and GrowthAid Modality and Growth    

    

EmpiriEmpiriEmpiriEmpirically, ically, ically, ically, it is widely known that aid increases consumption rather than investments t is widely known that aid increases consumption rather than investments t is widely known that aid increases consumption rather than investments t is widely known that aid increases consumption rather than investments 

(Burnside and Dollar 2000; Boone 1999). Easterly (2003) attributed this finding to the classic (Burnside and Dollar 2000; Boone 1999). Easterly (2003) attributed this finding to the classic (Burnside and Dollar 2000; Boone 1999). Easterly (2003) attributed this finding to the classic (Burnside and Dollar 2000; Boone 1999). Easterly (2003) attributed this finding to the classic 

SamaritanSamaritanSamaritanSamaritan’’’’s dilemma, where aid could actually worsen incentives to invest if thes dilemma, where aid could actually worsen incentives to invest if thes dilemma, where aid could actually worsen incentives to invest if thes dilemma, where aid could actually worsen incentives to invest if the recipient believes  recipient believes  recipient believes  recipient believes 

that future poverty will call forth future aid. This disincentivethat future poverty will call forth future aid. This disincentivethat future poverty will call forth future aid. This disincentivethat future poverty will call forth future aid. This disincentive’s’s’s’s effects will be smaller in the case of  effects will be smaller in the case of  effects will be smaller in the case of  effects will be smaller in the case of 

loanloanloanloanssss than grant than grant than grant than grants,s,s,s, since future repayments will be required  since future repayments will be required  since future repayments will be required  since future repayments will be required for loans for loans for loans for loans and the net resource transfer is and the net resource transfer is and the net resource transfer is and the net resource transfer is 

much smaller than the nomimuch smaller than the nomimuch smaller than the nomimuch smaller than the nominal amount. In fact, in the context of Japanese foreign aid, inal amount. In fact, in the context of Japanese foreign aid, inal amount. In fact, in the context of Japanese foreign aid, inal amount. In fact, in the context of Japanese foreign aid, it t t t has beenhas beenhas beenhas been    

commonly argued that thecommonly argued that thecommonly argued that thecommonly argued that the repayment obligations  repayment obligations  repayment obligations  repayment obligations prevent recipientprevent recipientprevent recipientprevent recipient countrie countrie countrie countries from investing in s from investing in s from investing in s from investing in 

ineffective projectsineffective projectsineffective projectsineffective projects,,,,    thus resulting in thus resulting in thus resulting in thus resulting in discipline discipline discipline discipline beingbeingbeingbeing imposed on project  imposed on project  imposed on project  imposed on project selection and selection and selection and selection and managementmanagementmanagementmanagement    

(Kohama 1995). We can find in the literature relevant arguments on the optimal design of public (Kohama 1995). We can find in the literature relevant arguments on the optimal design of public (Kohama 1995). We can find in the literature relevant arguments on the optimal design of public (Kohama 1995). We can find in the literature relevant arguments on the optimal design of public 

transfers under asymmetric information. For example, the work requirements of workfare programs transfers under asymmetric information. For example, the work requirements of workfare programs transfers under asymmetric information. For example, the work requirements of workfare programs transfers under asymmetric information. For example, the work requirements of workfare programs 

(Besley and Coate 1992) or in(Besley and Coate 1992) or in(Besley and Coate 1992) or in(Besley and Coate 1992) or in----kind transfers (Blackorkind transfers (Blackorkind transfers (Blackorkind transfers (Blackorby and Dby and Dby and Dby and Doooonaldson 1988) can be used as naldson 1988) can be used as naldson 1988) can be used as naldson 1988) can be used as 

selfselfselfself----sorting and incentive enhancement devicesorting and incentive enhancement devicesorting and incentive enhancement devicesorting and incentive enhancement devicessss. Similarly, repayment requirements for subsidized . Similarly, repayment requirements for subsidized . Similarly, repayment requirements for subsidized . Similarly, repayment requirements for subsidized 

loans should be an effective solutionloans should be an effective solutionloans should be an effective solutionloans should be an effective solution for for for for incentive problems. On the other hand, there could be an  incentive problems. On the other hand, there could be an  incentive problems. On the other hand, there could be an  incentive problems. On the other hand, there could be an 

opposite disincentive opposite disincentive opposite disincentive opposite disincentive effect of loan provisions on investmentseffect of loan provisions on investmentseffect of loan provisions on investmentseffect of loan provisions on investments,,,, particularly when the amount of  particularly when the amount of  particularly when the amount of  particularly when the amount of 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
9999    To test our interpretation, To test our interpretation, To test our interpretation, To test our interpretation, wwwwe estimated a model with a squarede estimated a model with a squarede estimated a model with a squarede estimated a model with a squared----loan variable instead of the loan variable instead of the loan variable instead of the loan variable instead of the 

loanloanloanloan----policy interaction variable. The coefficient of the policy interaction variable. The coefficient of the policy interaction variable. The coefficient of the policy interaction variable. The coefficient of the squaredsquaredsquaredsquared----loan variable is loan variable is loan variable is loan variable is ----0.168, with a 0.168, with a 0.168, with a 0.168, with a 
standard deviation of 0.418. While this coefficient is not statistically significant, its direction is standard deviation of 0.418. While this coefficient is not statistically significant, its direction is standard deviation of 0.418. While this coefficient is not statistically significant, its direction is standard deviation of 0.418. While this coefficient is not statistically significant, its direction is 
consistent with our interpretation.consistent with our interpretation.consistent with our interpretation.consistent with our interpretation.    
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outstanding debt becomes excessive. This is known as the debt overhang problem in the outstanding debt becomes excessive. This is known as the debt overhang problem in the outstanding debt becomes excessive. This is known as the debt overhang problem in the outstanding debt becomes excessive. This is known as the debt overhang problem in the literature on literature on literature on literature on 

sovereign debt (Krugman 1988). Our empirical results suggest that the former incensovereign debt (Krugman 1988). Our empirical results suggest that the former incensovereign debt (Krugman 1988). Our empirical results suggest that the former incensovereign debt (Krugman 1988). Our empirical results suggest that the former incentive effect tive effect tive effect tive effect 

dominatesdominatesdominatesdominates the latter disincentive effect the latter disincentive effect the latter disincentive effect the latter disincentive effect,,,, in the context of foreign aid.  in the context of foreign aid.  in the context of foreign aid.  in the context of foreign aid.     

    

Reconsidering BDReconsidering BDReconsidering BDReconsidering BD’’’’s Findingss Findingss Findingss Findings    

    

We examined BDWe examined BDWe examined BDWe examined BD’’’’s findings during the period 1970s findings during the period 1970s findings during the period 1970s findings during the period 1970----73 by breaking down the total loan 73 by breaking down the total loan 73 by breaking down the total loan 73 by breaking down the total loan 

variable into loans and grants. The descriptive statistivariable into loans and grants. The descriptive statistivariable into loans and grants. The descriptive statistivariable into loans and grants. The descriptive statistics of each variable for the period 1970cs of each variable for the period 1970cs of each variable for the period 1970cs of each variable for the period 1970----93 are 93 are 93 are 93 are 

represented in Table 7. represented in Table 7. represented in Table 7. represented in Table 7.     

As in the previous case, we first replicate BDAs in the previous case, we first replicate BDAs in the previous case, we first replicate BDAs in the previous case, we first replicate BD’’’’s findings. As can be seen in specification s findings. As can be seen in specification s findings. As can be seen in specification s findings. As can be seen in specification 

(2) of T(2) of T(2) of T(2) of Taaaable 10, the ble 10, the ble 10, the ble 10, the coefficientscoefficientscoefficientscoefficients of the aid and policy interaction term is positive and stat of the aid and policy interaction term is positive and stat of the aid and policy interaction term is positive and stat of the aid and policy interaction term is positive and statistically istically istically istically 

significant.  This leads us to conclude that in countries where there is a favorable policy significant.  This leads us to conclude that in countries where there is a favorable policy significant.  This leads us to conclude that in countries where there is a favorable policy significant.  This leads us to conclude that in countries where there is a favorable policy 

environment, aid has a promotional effect. environment, aid has a promotional effect. environment, aid has a promotional effect. environment, aid has a promotional effect.     

Next, we examine the case in which total amount of aid is split into loans, grants, and Next, we examine the case in which total amount of aid is split into loans, grants, and Next, we examine the case in which total amount of aid is split into loans, grants, and Next, we examine the case in which total amount of aid is split into loans, grants, and 

technical assistance. technical assistance. technical assistance. technical assistance.  As can be seen from  As can be seen from  As can be seen from  As can be seen from specificationspecificationspecificationspecification (5), the coefficient of the grant and policy  (5), the coefficient of the grant and policy  (5), the coefficient of the grant and policy  (5), the coefficient of the grant and policy 

interaction term is positive and statistically significant.  Moreover, in specification (9), the interaction term is positive and statistically significant.  Moreover, in specification (9), the interaction term is positive and statistically significant.  Moreover, in specification (9), the interaction term is positive and statistically significant.  Moreover, in specification (9), the 

interaction term of squared technical assistance and policy variable has a posiinteraction term of squared technical assistance and policy variable has a posiinteraction term of squared technical assistance and policy variable has a posiinteraction term of squared technical assistance and policy variable has a positive and statistically tive and statistically tive and statistically tive and statistically 

significant coefficient. These results suggest that grants and technical assistance may promote significant coefficient. These results suggest that grants and technical assistance may promote significant coefficient. These results suggest that grants and technical assistance may promote significant coefficient. These results suggest that grants and technical assistance may promote 

growth under a relatively favorable policy environment. growth under a relatively favorable policy environment. growth under a relatively favorable policy environment. growth under a relatively favorable policy environment.     

The above findings demonstrate that the The above findings demonstrate that the The above findings demonstrate that the The above findings demonstrate that the resultsresultsresultsresults of the shorter period imply a sa of the shorter period imply a sa of the shorter period imply a sa of the shorter period imply a sample mple mple mple 

selection bias or a structural change in the latter half of the 1990s.  selection bias or a structural change in the latter half of the 1990s.  selection bias or a structural change in the latter half of the 1990s.  selection bias or a structural change in the latter half of the 1990s.      

    

4.34.34.34.3 Derivation of the Optimal WeightsDerivation of the Optimal WeightsDerivation of the Optimal WeightsDerivation of the Optimal Weights    

    

In this subsection, we estimate crossIn this subsection, we estimate crossIn this subsection, we estimate crossIn this subsection, we estimate cross----country growth regression with aid variables as well country growth regression with aid variables as well country growth regression with aid variables as well country growth regression with aid variables as well 

as variables related to CDI category scores.  Then, with economic growth as our criteria, we derive as variables related to CDI category scores.  Then, with economic growth as our criteria, we derive as variables related to CDI category scores.  Then, with economic growth as our criteria, we derive as variables related to CDI category scores.  Then, with economic growth as our criteria, we derive 

optimal weights for each cateoptimal weights for each cateoptimal weights for each cateoptimal weights for each category of the CDI.  As gory of the CDI.  As gory of the CDI.  As gory of the CDI.  As Chowdhury and Squire (2003) Chowdhury and Squire (2003) Chowdhury and Squire (2003) Chowdhury and Squire (2003) clearly point out, clearly point out, clearly point out, clearly point out, 

such optimal weights are such optimal weights are such optimal weights are such optimal weights are desirdesirdesirdesired for computing a more accurate CDI.  We will utilize the ed for computing a more accurate CDI.  We will utilize the ed for computing a more accurate CDI.  We will utilize the ed for computing a more accurate CDI.  We will utilize the 

augmented BDaugmented BDaugmented BDaugmented BD----ELR regression model: ELR regression model: ELR regression model: ELR regression model:     
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In this equation, In this equation, In this equation, In this equation, gggg represents  represents  represents  represents the economic growth rate of a country, the economic growth rate of a country, the economic growth rate of a country, the economic growth rate of a country, rrrr.  .  .  .  Variables Variables Variables Variables xxxx1111 ,  ,  ,  , xxxx1111, …, , …, , …, , …, xxxxNNNN    

represent explanatory variables to compute weights and represent explanatory variables to compute weights and represent explanatory variables to compute weights and represent explanatory variables to compute weights and XXXX    is a set of other control variables.  The is a set of other control variables.  The is a set of other control variables.  The is a set of other control variables.  The 

last term, last term, last term, last term, uuuu, is a , is a , is a , is a wellwellwellwell----behavedbehavedbehavedbehaved error term.  From equation  error term.  From equation  error term.  From equation  error term.  From equation ((((3333)))), we can obtain an optimal , we can obtain an optimal , we can obtain an optimal , we can obtain an optimal weight to weight to weight to weight to 

the variable the variable the variable the variable xxxxiiii by using the following formula: by using the following formula: by using the following formula: by using the following formula:    
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In this equation (4), In this equation (4), In this equation (4), In this equation (4), RRRR is the  is the  is the  is the number of samples number of samples number of samples number of samples and and and and iiii
αααα̂̂̂̂ is the coefficient derived from estimating is the coefficient derived from estimating is the coefficient derived from estimating is the coefficient derived from estimating 

equation equation equation equation ((((3333))))....    

In the actual estimation, we eIn the actual estimation, we eIn the actual estimation, we eIn the actual estimation, we employ the total shortmploy the total shortmploy the total shortmploy the total short----tem and longtem and longtem and longtem and long----term capital inflows for term capital inflows for term capital inflows for term capital inflows for 

the investment score variable, remittances from overseas migrants for the migration score variable, the investment score variable, remittances from overseas migrants for the migration score variable, the investment score variable, remittances from overseas migrants for the migration score variable, the investment score variable, remittances from overseas migrants for the migration score variable, 

and CO2 emissions for the environment score variable.  These variables are extracted from the and CO2 emissions for the environment score variable.  These variables are extracted from the and CO2 emissions for the environment score variable.  These variables are extracted from the and CO2 emissions for the environment score variable.  These variables are extracted from the 

WoWoWoWorld Bankrld Bankrld Bankrld Bank’’’’s s s s World Development IndicatorsWorld Development IndicatorsWorld Development IndicatorsWorld Development Indicators.  With respect to the trade score, we employ the .  With respect to the trade score, we employ the .  With respect to the trade score, we employ the .  With respect to the trade score, we employ the 

updated Openness Index used for the policy variable by BD and ELR.  Recalling that in updated Openness Index used for the policy variable by BD and ELR.  Recalling that in updated Openness Index used for the policy variable by BD and ELR.  Recalling that in updated Openness Index used for the policy variable by BD and ELR.  Recalling that in ELR’ELR’ELR’ELR’s s s s 

model, the policy variable is constructed by:model, the policy variable is constructed by:model, the policy variable is constructed by:model, the policy variable is constructed by:        

    

((((5555))))        Policy = 5.92×budget surplus Policy = 5.92×budget surplus Policy = 5.92×budget surplus Policy = 5.92×budget surplus ----1.89×inflation +1.46×openness1.89×inflation +1.46×openness1.89×inflation +1.46×openness1.89×inflation +1.46×openness,,,,    

    

we compute we compute we compute we compute ththththe optimal weight for the trade category by multiplying the coefficient of the policy e optimal weight for the trade category by multiplying the coefficient of the policy e optimal weight for the trade category by multiplying the coefficient of the policy e optimal weight for the trade category by multiplying the coefficient of the policy 

variable in equation (3) by the openness coefficient, 1.46, in equation (5), and further bvariable in equation (3) by the openness coefficient, 1.46, in equation (5), and further bvariable in equation (3) by the openness coefficient, 1.46, in equation (5), and further bvariable in equation (3) by the openness coefficient, 1.46, in equation (5), and further by the average y the average y the average y the average 

Openness Index.  Openness Index.  Openness Index.  Openness Index.      

    With respect to the peacekeeping category, we assume that the number of aWith respect to the peacekeeping category, we assume that the number of aWith respect to the peacekeeping category, we assume that the number of aWith respect to the peacekeeping category, we assume that the number of assassinationsssassinationsssassinationsssassinations    

variable in the BDvariable in the BDvariable in the BDvariable in the BD----ELR regression ELR regression ELR regression ELR regression isisisis the inverse  the inverse  the inverse  the inverse indicatorindicatorindicatorindicator of peace of peace of peace of peace.  Then we .  Then we .  Then we .  Then we compute the fitted compute the fitted compute the fitted compute the fitted 

value of this value of this value of this value of this indicatorindicatorindicatorindicator as the negative as the negative as the negative as the negative weight of peacekeeping.   weight of peacekeeping.   weight of peacekeeping.   weight of peacekeeping.      

Table Table Table Table 9 summarizes the descriptive statistics of variables and Table 10 summarizes the 9 summarizes the descriptive statistics of variables and Table 10 summarizes the 9 summarizes the descriptive statistics of variables and Table 10 summarizes the 9 summarizes the descriptive statistics of variables and Table 10 summarizes the 

estimation results of regressions.  In these specifications for Table 10, the coefficients on aid estimation results of regressions.  In these specifications for Table 10, the coefficients on aid estimation results of regressions.  In these specifications for Table 10, the coefficients on aid estimation results of regressions.  In these specifications for Table 10, the coefficients on aid 

become statistically insignificant, unlike fbecome statistically insignificant, unlike fbecome statistically insignificant, unlike fbecome statistically insignificant, unlike for BD and ELR.  On the other hand, policy and FDI or BD and ELR.  On the other hand, policy and FDI or BD and ELR.  On the other hand, policy and FDI or BD and ELR.  On the other hand, policy and FDI 

variables are consistently positive and significant.  While the coefficients on the shortvariables are consistently positive and significant.  While the coefficients on the shortvariables are consistently positive and significant.  While the coefficients on the shortvariables are consistently positive and significant.  While the coefficients on the short----term capital term capital term capital term capital 

inflow are inflow are inflow are inflow are consistentlyconsistentlyconsistentlyconsistently positive, they are not statistically significant.  Assassinations and CO2  positive, they are not statistically significant.  Assassinations and CO2  positive, they are not statistically significant.  Assassinations and CO2  positive, they are not statistically significant.  Assassinations and CO2 

coeffcoeffcoeffcoefficients are mostly negative, although they are not statistically significant. icients are mostly negative, although they are not statistically significant. icients are mostly negative, although they are not statistically significant. icients are mostly negative, although they are not statistically significant.     

From the above estimation results, the optimal weight will be setting From the above estimation results, the optimal weight will be setting From the above estimation results, the optimal weight will be setting From the above estimation results, the optimal weight will be setting estimatedestimatedestimatedestimated weights  weights  weights  weights 

for the trade and investment categories.  We will consider an extended version of this opfor the trade and investment categories.  We will consider an extended version of this opfor the trade and investment categories.  We will consider an extended version of this opfor the trade and investment categories.  We will consider an extended version of this optimal timal timal timal 

weight by adding the weights for aid or for all variables, although they are not necessary significant.  weight by adding the weights for aid or for all variables, although they are not necessary significant.  weight by adding the weights for aid or for all variables, although they are not necessary significant.  weight by adding the weights for aid or for all variables, although they are not necessary significant.  

For the following computations, we employ Table 10, specification (5).For the following computations, we employ Table 10, specification (5).For the following computations, we employ Table 10, specification (5).For the following computations, we employ Table 10, specification (5).    

    

4.44.44.44.4    RefinedRefinedRefinedRefined Commitment to Development Index ( Commitment to Development Index ( Commitment to Development Index ( Commitment to Development Index (RRRRCDI)CDI)CDI)CDI)    

    

In In In In TTTTable 1able 1able 1able 11111, we present , we present , we present , we present tttthe Refinedhe Refinedhe Refinedhe Refined Commitment to Development Index ( Commitment to Development Index ( Commitment to Development Index ( Commitment to Development Index (RRRRCDI). CDI). CDI). CDI). The The The The 

RRRRCDI is a CDI is a CDI is a CDI is a slightly revisedslightly revisedslightly revisedslightly revised version of the original CDI, which uses equal weights  version of the original CDI, which uses equal weights  version of the original CDI, which uses equal weights  version of the original CDI, which uses equal weights for for for for each of each of each of each of its six its six its six its six 
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categories. As the original CDI has errors in the score of the investment category, we first report categories. As the original CDI has errors in the score of the investment category, we first report categories. As the original CDI has errors in the score of the investment category, we first report categories. As the original CDI has errors in the score of the investment category, we first report the the the the 

total ranking after total ranking after total ranking after total ranking after correctingcorrectingcorrectingcorrecting those errors [ those errors [ those errors [ those errors [Table 11, Table 11, Table 11, Table 11, sssspecification (A)]pecification (A)]pecification (A)]pecification (A)]....    

If we If we If we If we presume presume presume presume that that that that each categoryeach categoryeach categoryeach category ranking in  ranking in  ranking in  ranking in the the the the CDI CDI CDI CDI is accurateis accurateis accurateis accurate, there are some countries , there are some countries , there are some countries , there are some countries 

whose rankingwhose rankingwhose rankingwhose rankingssss    areareareare remarkably changed by using the optimal weight remarkably changed by using the optimal weight remarkably changed by using the optimal weight remarkably changed by using the optimal weightssss described above described above described above described above [Tab [Tab [Tab [Table 11, le 11, le 11, le 11, 

specification (B)].  For example, specification (B)].  For example, specification (B)].  For example, specification (B)].  For example, Denmark (2Denmark (2Denmark (2Denmark (2
ndndndnd

), Portugal (3), Portugal (3), Portugal (3), Portugal (3
rdrdrdrd), Switzerland (5), Switzerland (5), Switzerland (5), Switzerland (5

thththth), Sweden (8), Sweden (8), Sweden (8), Sweden (8
thththth), ), ), ), 

Norway (10Norway (10Norway (10Norway (10
thththth), Greece (13), Greece (13), Greece (13), Greece (13

thththth), Australia (19), Australia (19), Australia (19), Australia (19
thththth), ), ), ), and the and the and the and the United States (20United States (20United States (20United States (20

thththth)))) all experienced wide  all experienced wide  all experienced wide  all experienced wide 

movementsmovementsmovementsmovements in  in  in  in theirtheirtheirtheir rankings. rankings. rankings. rankings.    The reason for thisThe reason for thisThe reason for thisThe reason for this is  is  is  is tttthathathathat these countries  these countries  these countries  these countries all all all all have uneven scores across have uneven scores across have uneven scores across have uneven scores across 

the six categories. On the other hand, since Japan rankthe six categories. On the other hand, since Japan rankthe six categories. On the other hand, since Japan rankthe six categories. On the other hand, since Japan rankssss below 15 below 15 below 15 below 15
thththth in all the categories except  in all the categories except  in all the categories except  in all the categories except 

investment (7investment (7investment (7investment (7
thththth), using different weight), using different weight), using different weight), using different weightingsingsingsings has only a  has only a  has only a  has only a limitedlimitedlimitedlimited influence on  influence on  influence on  influence on itsitsitsits rank rank rank rankinginginging. For instance, . For instance, . For instance, . For instance, 

if weif weif weif we put  put  put  put equalequalequalequal weight weight weight weightssss on only aid, trade on only aid, trade on only aid, trade on only aid, trade,,,, and investment, Japan's rank and investment, Japan's rank and investment, Japan's rank and investment, Japan's rankinginginging slightly  slightly  slightly  slightly risesrisesrisesrises to 20 to 20 to 20 to 20
thththth, and , and , and , and 

Greece is Greece is Greece is Greece is 21212121
stststst
....    

Two Two Two Two commentscommentscommentscomments can be made about  can be made about  can be made about  can be made about the aid categorythe aid categorythe aid categorythe aid category in the CDI in the CDI in the CDI in the CDI. . . .  First,  First,  First,  First, the aid score is the aid score is the aid score is the aid score is 

based on based on based on based on the the the the donors' aid valuesdonors' aid valuesdonors' aid valuesdonors' aid values to  to  to  to their GDPtheir GDPtheir GDPtheir GDP ratio.  Thi ratio.  Thi ratio.  Thi ratio.  This variable could be interpreted as s variable could be interpreted as s variable could be interpreted as s variable could be interpreted as 

“Contribution to Worthily Burden“Contribution to Worthily Burden“Contribution to Worthily Burden“Contribution to Worthily Burden,,,,” where rich countries should pay more. ” where rich countries should pay more. ” where rich countries should pay more. ” where rich countries should pay more. Second,Second,Second,Second,    the aidthe aidthe aidthe aid scores in  scores in  scores in  scores in 

the the the the CDICDICDICDI exclude exclude exclude exclude interest payments interest payments interest payments interest payments and thus countries such as Japan,  and thus countries such as Japan,  and thus countries such as Japan,  and thus countries such as Japan, whose ODA consistswhose ODA consistswhose ODA consistswhose ODA consists of of of of a large  a large  a large  a large 

proportion of loanproportion of loanproportion of loanproportion of loans,s,s,s,    havhavhavhave a lower ranking by nature.e a lower ranking by nature.e a lower ranking by nature.e a lower ranking by nature.    

CCCConsidering these problems, we donsidering these problems, we donsidering these problems, we donsidering these problems, we develop evelop evelop evelop another two another two another two another two indicesindicesindicesindices. The first index uses . The first index uses . The first index uses . The first index uses aid per aid per aid per aid per 

population instead of population instead of population instead of population instead of aid per aid per aid per aid per GDP. In this case, though Japan's rankGDP. In this case, though Japan's rankGDP. In this case, though Japan's rankGDP. In this case, though Japan's rankinginginging in the aid category  in the aid category  in the aid category  in the aid category improvesimprovesimprovesimproves    

to 13to 13to 13to 13
thththth, its rank, its rank, its rank, its rankinginginging in the total sco in the total sco in the total sco in the total score is still the lowestre is still the lowestre is still the lowestre is still the lowest,,,, as shown in  as shown in  as shown in  as shown in TTTTable 1able 1able 1able 11, specification1, specification1, specification1, specification ( ( ( (CCCC).).).).        The The The The 

second index uses net disbursementssecond index uses net disbursementssecond index uses net disbursementssecond index uses net disbursements for the aid variables,  for the aid variables,  for the aid variables,  for the aid variables, which do not deduct interest paymentwhich do not deduct interest paymentwhich do not deduct interest paymentwhich do not deduct interest paymentssss    

from ODAfrom ODAfrom ODAfrom ODA,,,,    to compute theto compute theto compute theto compute the    aid aid aid aid score. Table 1score. Table 1score. Table 1score. Table 11, specification1, specification1, specification1, specification ( ( ( (DDDD) shows this ) shows this ) shows this ) shows this index index index index does notdoes notdoes notdoes not change  change  change  change 

Japan's rankJapan's rankJapan's rankJapan's rankinginginging....    

Table 1Table 1Table 1Table 11111 suggests that  suggests that  suggests that  suggests that JapanJapanJapanJapan’’’’s s s s policy coherence is at a low level among the developed policy coherence is at a low level among the developed policy coherence is at a low level among the developed policy coherence is at a low level among the developed 

countries no matter which concept we use.countries no matter which concept we use.countries no matter which concept we use.countries no matter which concept we use.    

    

4444.5  Contribution to Growth Index (CGI).5  Contribution to Growth Index (CGI).5  Contribution to Growth Index (CGI).5  Contribution to Growth Index (CGI)    

    

As a next step, we use the “optimal weight” derived from the As a next step, we use the “optimal weight” derived from the As a next step, we use the “optimal weight” derived from the As a next step, we use the “optimal weight” derived from the results of crossresults of crossresults of crossresults of cross----country country country country 

regression discussed in regression discussed in regression discussed in regression discussed in SSSSectionectionectionection 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 and reported in  and reported in  and reported in  and reported in Table 10, specification (5) Table 10, specification (5) Table 10, specification (5) Table 10, specification (5) to calculate to calculate to calculate to calculate the the the the 

Contribution to Growth Index (CGI), Contribution to Growth Index (CGI), Contribution to Growth Index (CGI), Contribution to Growth Index (CGI), which is which is which is which is an index based on the degree of contribution to an index based on the degree of contribution to an index based on the degree of contribution to an index based on the degree of contribution to 

economic growth in developing countries.economic growth in developing countries.economic growth in developing countries.economic growth in developing countries.    

We should notWe should notWe should notWe should noteeee that the aid index used in  that the aid index used in  that the aid index used in  that the aid index used in the the the the CDI is imperfect as the proxy variable for CDI is imperfect as the proxy variable for CDI is imperfect as the proxy variable for CDI is imperfect as the proxy variable for 

“the degree of contribution to growth of developing countries“the degree of contribution to growth of developing countries“the degree of contribution to growth of developing countries“the degree of contribution to growth of developing countries....” ” ” ” Hence, to overcome this issueHence, to overcome this issueHence, to overcome this issueHence, to overcome this issue, first , first , first , first 

we should define we should define we should define we should define a variable that quantifies a variable that quantifies a variable that quantifies a variable that quantifies the degree of contributhe degree of contributhe degree of contributhe degree of contribution. tion. tion. tion. Ideally, wIdeally, wIdeally, wIdeally, what donors should hat donors should hat donors should hat donors should 

maximize is the weighted maximize is the weighted maximize is the weighted maximize is the weighted sumsumsumsum of economic growth of the aid recipient countries, of economic growth of the aid recipient countries, of economic growth of the aid recipient countries, of economic growth of the aid recipient countries, as: as: as: as:    

 ( ( ( (6666))))    Weighted sum of economic growth inWeighted sum of economic growth inWeighted sum of economic growth inWeighted sum of economic growth in developing countries =  developing countries =  developing countries =  developing countries = ∑∑∑∑
====

RRRR

rrrr

rrrrrrrr
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,,,,    
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where where where where rrrr express express express expresseseseses the aid recipient cou the aid recipient cou the aid recipient cou the aid recipient countries and ntries and ntries and ntries and w w w w is the weight on that country based on its is the weight on that country based on its is the weight on that country based on its is the weight on that country based on its 

population. As the results of BDpopulation. As the results of BDpopulation. As the results of BDpopulation. As the results of BD----ELR and ourELR and ourELR and ourELR and our Tables 6  Tables 6  Tables 6  Tables 6 and and and and 8888 show show show show,,,,    the amount of aid the amount of aid the amount of aid the amount of aid received received received received 

relative to relative to relative to relative to the the the the GDP of recipient countries is an important GDP of recipient countries is an important GDP of recipient countries is an important GDP of recipient countries is an important policy policy policy policy variablevariablevariablevariable. Hence,. Hence,. Hence,. Hence, the variable  the variable  the variable  the variable thatthatthatthat    

capturcapturcapturcaptures the contribution of donor es the contribution of donor es the contribution of donor es the contribution of donor dddd's aid to growth in developing countries 's aid to growth in developing countries 's aid to growth in developing countries 's aid to growth in developing countries can becan becan becan be expressed  expressed  expressed  expressed by:by:by:by:    

    

((((7777))))    Index of contribution of donor Index of contribution of donor Index of contribution of donor Index of contribution of donor dddd's aid to growth's aid to growth's aid to growth's aid to growth＝∑∑∑∑
====
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where where where where AIDAIDAIDAIDrd rd rd rd is the aid value of donor is the aid value of donor is the aid value of donor is the aid value of donor d d d d to recipient country to recipient country to recipient country to recipient country r. r. r. r. Note thatNote thatNote thatNote that since grant since grant since grant since grantssss and loan and loan and loan and loanssss have  have  have  have 

different effectdifferent effectdifferent effectdifferent effectssss on economic growth, we  on economic growth, we  on economic growth, we  on economic growth, we setsetsetset the  the  the  the interinterinterinter----aid variable aid variable aid variable aid variable weights of grantweights of grantweights of grantweights of grantssss and loan and loan and loan and loans to s to s to s to 

0.45 and 0.55, respectively, 0.45 and 0.55, respectively, 0.45 and 0.55, respectively, 0.45 and 0.55, respectively, to derive the weight of aid, to derive the weight of aid, to derive the weight of aid, to derive the weight of aid, wwwwrrrr. Further, to derive worthily . Further, to derive worthily . Further, to derive worthily . Further, to derive worthily the the the the burden of burden of burden of burden of 

each donor, we divide theach donor, we divide theach donor, we divide theach donor, we divide the value derived by (e value derived by (e value derived by (e value derived by (7777) by ) by ) by ) by a a a a donor's GDP to yield the aid index. In this case, donor's GDP to yield the aid index. In this case, donor's GDP to yield the aid index. In this case, donor's GDP to yield the aid index. In this case, 

JapanJapanJapanJapan’’’’s s s s aid ranking is 14aid ranking is 14aid ranking is 14aid ranking is 14
thththth and the lowest ranked country is the United States. and the lowest ranked country is the United States. and the lowest ranked country is the United States. and the lowest ranked country is the United States.    

As for investment, we As for investment, we As for investment, we As for investment, we set set set set the the the the weightsweightsweightsweights of foreign direct investment and regulation on  of foreign direct investment and regulation on  of foreign direct investment and regulation on  of foreign direct investment and regulation on 

pension fundpension fundpension fundpension fundssss,,,, which is the proxy for foreign indirect investment,  which is the proxy for foreign indirect investment,  which is the proxy for foreign indirect investment,  which is the proxy for foreign indirect investment, as as as as 0.820.820.820.82 and  and  and  and 0.180.180.180.18, respectively,, respectively,, respectively,, respectively,    

based on the results of the regression.based on the results of the regression.based on the results of the regression.based on the results of the regression.    

On trade, migration, On trade, migration, On trade, migration, On trade, migration, and the and the and the and the environment, we environment, we environment, we environment, we employ the originalemploy the originalemploy the originalemploy the original CDI  CDI  CDI  CDI category variables category variables category variables category variables 

without any change.without any change.without any change.without any change.    

On peacekeeping, we reOn peacekeeping, we reOn peacekeeping, we reOn peacekeeping, we replace the place the place the place the category category category category index in index in index in index in the the the the CDI by CDI by CDI by CDI by the the the the donor's donor's donor's donor's arms arms arms arms export export export export to to to to 

total exporttotal exporttotal exporttotal export ratio.  We extract ratio.  We extract ratio.  We extract ratio.  We extract    data data data data from from from from the World Bankthe World Bankthe World Bankthe World Bank’’’’s s s s World Development Indicators World Development Indicators World Development Indicators World Development Indicators and and and and 

utilize an average variable overutilize an average variable overutilize an average variable overutilize an average variable over 1998 and 1999. 1998 and 1999. 1998 and 1999. 1998 and 1999.    

In Table 12, specification (1),In Table 12, specification (1),In Table 12, specification (1),In Table 12, specification (1), we show the rankin we show the rankin we show the rankin we show the ranking where we replace the index in each g where we replace the index in each g where we replace the index in each g where we replace the index in each 

category by the category by the category by the category by the CGICGICGICGI described above described above described above described above,,,, while put while put while put while puttingtingtingting    equalequalequalequal weight on all the six categories like  weight on all the six categories like  weight on all the six categories like  weight on all the six categories like in the in the in the in the 

CDI. This modification raises Japan's rankCDI. This modification raises Japan's rankCDI. This modification raises Japan's rankCDI. This modification raises Japan's rankinginginging to 17 to 17 to 17 to 17
thththth,,,, mainly because  mainly because  mainly because  mainly because itsitsitsits    nonnonnonnon----export export export export ofofofof arms  arms  arms  arms gives gives gives gives 

Japan the highestJapan the highestJapan the highestJapan the highest    peacekeeping score.peacekeeping score.peacekeeping score.peacekeeping score.    

Second, iSecond, iSecond, iSecond, in n n n TTTTable 14able 14able 14able 14, specification, specification, specification, specification (2), we  (2), we  (2), we  (2), we computecomputecomputecompute    the the the the CGI with CGI with CGI with CGI with the the the the assumption that the assumption that the assumption that the assumption that the 

optimal weight isoptimal weight isoptimal weight isoptimal weight is::::    

    

((((8888)  (Aid, Trade, Investment, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment))  (Aid, Trade, Investment, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment))  (Aid, Trade, Investment, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment))  (Aid, Trade, Investment, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment)    

                 = (0.27, 0.26, 0.31, 0.07, 0.09, 0.01) = (0.27, 0.26, 0.31, 0.07, 0.09, 0.01) = (0.27, 0.26, 0.31, 0.07, 0.09, 0.01) = (0.27, 0.26, 0.31, 0.07, 0.09, 0.01),,,,    

    

based on the rbased on the rbased on the rbased on the results of esults of esults of esults of TTTTable 1able 1able 1able 10, specification0, specification0, specification0, specification (5). In this case, Japan's rank (5). In this case, Japan's rank (5). In this case, Japan's rank (5). In this case, Japan's rankinginginging becomes lower than  becomes lower than  becomes lower than  becomes lower than 

TTTTable 1able 1able 1able 12, specification2, specification2, specification2, specification (1), due to  (1), due to  (1), due to  (1), due to a a a a decrease in the weight on peacekeeping.decrease in the weight on peacekeeping.decrease in the weight on peacekeeping.decrease in the weight on peacekeeping.    

TTTThhhhirdirdirdird,,,, we also take we also take we also take we also take    into account the statistical significance of the variable.  According into account the statistical significance of the variable.  According into account the statistical significance of the variable.  According into account the statistical significance of the variable.  According 

to to to to the results the results the results the results from Table 5, specificationfrom Table 5, specificationfrom Table 5, specificationfrom Table 5, specification (5) (5) (5) (5), , , , only only only only the the the the trade policy trade policy trade policy trade policy variable, which is contained in variable, which is contained in variable, which is contained in variable, which is contained in the the the the 

policy variablepolicy variablepolicy variablepolicy variable,,,, and foreign direct investment are  and foreign direct investment are  and foreign direct investment are  and foreign direct investment are statistically statistically statistically statistically significantsignificantsignificantsignificant.  Hence,.  Hence,.  Hence,.  Hence, we  we  we  we utilize the utilize the utilize the utilize the 

following weights:following weights:following weights:following weights:    



14141414    

((((9999)     (Aid, Trade, Investmen)     (Aid, Trade, Investmen)     (Aid, Trade, Investmen)     (Aid, Trade, Investment, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment) =t, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment) =t, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment) =t, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment) =    (0, 0.26, 0.25, 0, 0, 0)(0, 0.26, 0.25, 0, 0, 0)(0, 0.26, 0.25, 0, 0, 0)(0, 0.26, 0.25, 0, 0, 0)    

    

as the optimal weightas the optimal weightas the optimal weightas the optimal weightssss. Th. Th. Th. Theeee results  results  results  results with with with with thesethesethesethese weights  weights  weights  weights are reported in are reported in are reported in are reported in specificationspecificationspecificationspecification (3). In this case,  (3). In this case,  (3). In this case,  (3). In this case, 

Japan rankJapan rankJapan rankJapan rankssss 20 20 20 20
thththth. . . .     

FinallyFinallyFinallyFinally, we , we , we , we computecomputecomputecompute     the the the the CGI when we put the positive weight CGI when we put the positive weight CGI when we put the positive weight CGI when we put the positive weightssss on on on on the important  the important  the important  the important 

economic variables of aid and economic variables of aid and economic variables of aid and economic variables of aid and international indirect capital flows in addition to trade and FDI:international indirect capital flows in addition to trade and FDI:international indirect capital flows in addition to trade and FDI:international indirect capital flows in addition to trade and FDI:    

    

((((10101010)  (Aid, Trade, Investment, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment) = (0.27, 0.26, 0.31, 0, 0, 0).)  (Aid, Trade, Investment, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment) = (0.27, 0.26, 0.31, 0, 0, 0).)  (Aid, Trade, Investment, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment) = (0.27, 0.26, 0.31, 0, 0, 0).)  (Aid, Trade, Investment, Migration, Peacekeeping, Environment) = (0.27, 0.26, 0.31, 0, 0, 0).    

    

The results are reported in Table 14, specThe results are reported in Table 14, specThe results are reported in Table 14, specThe results are reported in Table 14, specification (4).  ification (4).  ification (4).  ification (4).  Japan still rankJapan still rankJapan still rankJapan still rankssss 20 20 20 20
thththth, reflecting the country, reflecting the country, reflecting the country, reflecting the country’’’’ssss    

low low low low aid aid aid aid category category category category ranking.ranking.ranking.ranking.    

    

4444.6  Introducing .6  Introducing .6  Introducing .6  Introducing NNNNew ew ew ew CCCCategoriesategoriesategoriesategories: Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI): Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI): Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI): Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI)    

    

As we already pointed out, CDI is interpreted as a trial to quantify and evalAs we already pointed out, CDI is interpreted as a trial to quantify and evalAs we already pointed out, CDI is interpreted as a trial to quantify and evalAs we already pointed out, CDI is interpreted as a trial to quantify and evaluate uate uate uate the the the the 

international contribution of each developed country from a synthetic point of view. International international contribution of each developed country from a synthetic point of view. International international contribution of each developed country from a synthetic point of view. International international contribution of each developed country from a synthetic point of view. International 

contribution of developed countries, however, is not restricted contribution of developed countries, however, is not restricted contribution of developed countries, however, is not restricted contribution of developed countries, however, is not restricted totototo aid, trade, investment, migration,  aid, trade, investment, migration,  aid, trade, investment, migration,  aid, trade, investment, migration, 

peacekeeping, and peacekeeping, and peacekeeping, and peacekeeping, and the the the the environment.environment.environment.environment.  In this su  In this su  In this su  In this subsection, we propose a Comprehensive Commitment bsection, we propose a Comprehensive Commitment bsection, we propose a Comprehensive Commitment bsection, we propose a Comprehensive Commitment 

to Development Index (CCDI) by introducing the new categories of culture and social development.to Development Index (CCDI) by introducing the new categories of culture and social development.to Development Index (CCDI) by introducing the new categories of culture and social development.to Development Index (CCDI) by introducing the new categories of culture and social development.    

TTTThe he he he provision of aid by developed countries to promoteprovision of aid by developed countries to promoteprovision of aid by developed countries to promoteprovision of aid by developed countries to promote cultur cultur cultur cultural activitiesal activitiesal activitiesal activities in developing  in developing  in developing  in developing 

countries countries countries countries should be coshould be coshould be coshould be considered an nsidered an nsidered an nsidered an important important important important form of form of form of form of international international international international cooperationcooperationcooperationcooperation. Since available data . Since available data . Since available data . Since available data 

onononon aid for  aid for  aid for  aid for the the the the promotion ofpromotion ofpromotion ofpromotion of    culturculturculturcultural activitiesal activitiesal activitiesal activities is limited, we yield a new is limited, we yield a new is limited, we yield a new is limited, we yield a new    index index index index that computes thethat computes thethat computes thethat computes the    

contribution of developed countries to contribution of developed countries to contribution of developed countries to contribution of developed countries to the the the the United Nations Educational, ScientifUnited Nations Educational, ScientifUnited Nations Educational, ScientifUnited Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural ic and Cultural ic and Cultural ic and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO)Organization (UNESCO)Organization (UNESCO)Organization (UNESCO),,,, which plays an important role in preserving legacy all over the world and  which plays an important role in preserving legacy all over the world and  which plays an important role in preserving legacy all over the world and  which plays an important role in preserving legacy all over the world and 

supporting international cultural exchange. Note that the contribution of supporting international cultural exchange. Note that the contribution of supporting international cultural exchange. Note that the contribution of supporting international cultural exchange. Note that the contribution of the the the the United States to United States to United States to United States to 

UNESCO is zero as it UNESCO is zero as it UNESCO is zero as it UNESCO is zero as it only only only only returned to returned to returned to returned to UNESCO in UNESCO in UNESCO in UNESCO in October 2003October 2003October 2003October 2003,,,, after an absence of 19 years. after an absence of 19 years. after an absence of 19 years. after an absence of 19 years.    

In addition, In addition, In addition, In addition, to take into account developed countriesto take into account developed countriesto take into account developed countriesto take into account developed countries’’’’ contributions to achieve the MDGs,  contributions to achieve the MDGs,  contributions to achieve the MDGs,  contributions to achieve the MDGs, 

we we we we include another newinclude another newinclude another newinclude another new    category category category category index for index for index for index for contributions to contributions to contributions to contributions to social social social social sector sector sector sector development by development by development by development by each each each each 

donordonordonordonor’’’’s s s s aid for social infrasaid for social infrasaid for social infrasaid for social infrastructure and service in 2001, dtructure and service in 2001, dtructure and service in 2001, dtructure and service in 2001, diiiividing viding viding viding it it it it by by by by the the the the donor's GDP in the same donor's GDP in the same donor's GDP in the same donor's GDP in the same 

year.year.year.year.
10101010

    

AAAAs for the migration index, s for the migration index, s for the migration index, s for the migration index, the possibility of a brain drain implies that the possibility of a brain drain implies that the possibility of a brain drain implies that the possibility of a brain drain implies that using the number using the number using the number using the number 

of migrants as an index for international contribution of migrants as an index for international contribution of migrants as an index for international contribution of migrants as an index for international contribution is misleading.  Therefore,is misleading.  Therefore,is misleading.  Therefore,is misleading.  Therefore, we  we  we  we focus on focus on focus on focus on 

refugees to make a new index for migrationrefugees to make a new index for migrationrefugees to make a new index for migrationrefugees to make a new index for migration, computed by, computed by, computed by, computed by dividing  dividing  dividing  dividing each each each each donor's contribution to donor's contribution to donor's contribution to donor's contribution to the the the the 

UNHCR by its GDP.UNHCR by its GDP.UNHCR by its GDP.UNHCR by its GDP.    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
10101010    It will be possible to interpret the usage of It will be possible to interpret the usage of It will be possible to interpret the usage of It will be possible to interpret the usage of this this this this information as capturinginformation as capturinginformation as capturinginformation as capturing its contribution to  its contribution to  its contribution to  its contribution to the the the the 
HDI made by HDI made by HDI made by HDI made by the the the the UNDP.UNDP.UNDP.UNDP.    
    



15151515    

We summarize the results of introducing We summarize the results of introducing We summarize the results of introducing We summarize the results of introducing these these these these new categoriesnew categoriesnew categoriesnew categories and new migration index and new migration index and new migration index and new migration index    

in in in in TTTTable 1able 1able 1able 13333. . . . We call these indices the ComprehWe call these indices the ComprehWe call these indices the ComprehWe call these indices the Comprehensive ensive ensive ensive CommitmentCommitmentCommitmentCommitment to Development Index (CCDI).   to Development Index (CCDI).   to Development Index (CCDI).   to Development Index (CCDI).  

Table 13, specification (5) Table 13, specification (5) Table 13, specification (5) Table 13, specification (5) showshowshowshowssss the ranking when we take an arithmetic mean of the eight  the ranking when we take an arithmetic mean of the eight  the ranking when we take an arithmetic mean of the eight  the ranking when we take an arithmetic mean of the eight 

categoriescategoriescategoriescategories, with equal weights for all the categories, with equal weights for all the categories, with equal weights for all the categories, with equal weights for all the categories. As Japan . As Japan . As Japan . As Japan contributes a great dealcontributes a great dealcontributes a great dealcontributes a great deal to UNESCO,  to UNESCO,  to UNESCO,  to UNESCO, 

its rankits rankits rankits rankinginginging    improimproimproimprovesvesvesves to 13 to 13 to 13 to 13
thththth. Table 1. Table 1. Table 1. Table 13, specification3, specification3, specification3, specification (6) is the result when we reduce the weights for  (6) is the result when we reduce the weights for  (6) is the result when we reduce the weights for  (6) is the result when we reduce the weights for 

the the the the new new new new cultural cooperation and social development cultural cooperation and social development cultural cooperation and social development cultural cooperation and social development categories by categories by categories by categories by 22220000 percent percent percent percent. . . . In specificationIn specificationIn specificationIn specification (7),  (7),  (7),  (7), 

we use the CDI's we use the CDI's we use the CDI's we use the CDI's original original original original categorycategorycategorycategory    index for migration with optimal weindex for migration with optimal weindex for migration with optimal weindex for migration with optimal weightightightightssss    for the for the for the for the CDI's six CDI's six CDI's six CDI's six 

categoriescategoriescategoriescategories by adding the two new categories with 12.5 percent weights.   by adding the two new categories with 12.5 percent weights.   by adding the two new categories with 12.5 percent weights.   by adding the two new categories with 12.5 percent weights.  In those cases, Japan still In those cases, Japan still In those cases, Japan still In those cases, Japan still 

has a has a has a has a low ranklow ranklow ranklow rankinginginging....    

    

4444.7  Using Absolute Values.7  Using Absolute Values.7  Using Absolute Values.7  Using Absolute Values: Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI): Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI): Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI): Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI)    

    

Finally, we show the rankingFinally, we show the rankingFinally, we show the rankingFinally, we show the rankingssss when  when  when  when we use we use we use we use a countrya countrya countrya country’’’’s s s s absolute values of aid, foreign absolute values of aid, foreign absolute values of aid, foreign absolute values of aid, foreign 

direct investment, contributiondirect investment, contributiondirect investment, contributiondirect investment, contributionssss to UNE to UNE to UNE to UNESSSSCO and CO and CO and CO and the the the the UNHCR, UNHCR, UNHCR, UNHCR, and and and and aid for social infrastructureaid for social infrastructureaid for social infrastructureaid for social infrastructure,,,,    

instead of dividing instead of dividing instead of dividing instead of dividing these category totals these category totals these category totals these category totals by by by by the countrythe countrythe countrythe country’’’’s s s s GDP. GDP. GDP. GDP. According to equation (6), tAccording to equation (6), tAccording to equation (6), tAccording to equation (6), these hese hese hese 

indices are supindices are supindices are supindices are supposed to quantifyposed to quantifyposed to quantifyposed to quantify    a a a a donor's contribution to economic development donor's contribution to economic development donor's contribution to economic development donor's contribution to economic development ofofofof    lowlowlowlow----incomeincomeincomeincome    

countries in countries in countries in countries in absoluteabsoluteabsoluteabsolute    termstermstermsterms. . . . In Table 14, wIn Table 14, wIn Table 14, wIn Table 14, we presente presente presente present the absolute value version of the CDI, in which  the absolute value version of the CDI, in which  the absolute value version of the CDI, in which  the absolute value version of the CDI, in which 

we do not divide we do not divide we do not divide we do not divide categorycategorycategorycategory values by GDP.  values by GDP.  values by GDP.  values by GDP. Table 14, specifications Table 14, specifications Table 14, specifications Table 14, specifications (8) ~ (10)(8) ~ (10)(8) ~ (10)(8) ~ (10) show show show show that that that that Japan  Japan  Japan  Japan is is is is 

listlistlistlisted ed ed ed among the highamong the highamong the highamong the highlylylyly rank rank rank rankedededed    countriescountriescountriescountries....    

JudgJudgJudgJudginginginging from from from from the the the the    overoveroveroverall rankingall rankingall rankingall rankingssss described described described described above above above above, Japan has a , Japan has a , Japan has a , Japan has a strongstrongstrongstrong presence in  presence in  presence in  presence in the the the the 

contribution to growth of developing countries in absolute valuescontribution to growth of developing countries in absolute valuescontribution to growth of developing countries in absolute valuescontribution to growth of developing countries in absolute values,,,,    butbutbutbut    it ranksit ranksit ranksit ranks at a low at a low at a low at a lowerererer level if we  level if we  level if we  level if we 

adjusadjusadjusadjust for the size of its economy t for the size of its economy t for the size of its economy t for the size of its economy as CGD/FPas CGD/FPas CGD/FPas CGD/FP    (2003) pointed out.(2003) pointed out.(2003) pointed out.(2003) pointed out.    

    

5555. Conclusion . Conclusion . Conclusion . Conclusion     

    

In this paper, we have critically reIn this paper, we have critically reIn this paper, we have critically reIn this paper, we have critically re----examined examined examined examined the the the the robustness of the robustness of the robustness of the robustness of the CDI CDI CDI CDI ranking.  ranking.  ranking.  ranking.  The The The The 

ranking of ranking of ranking of ranking of the the the the CDI CDI CDI CDI can becan becan becan be    changed changed changed changed significantlysignificantlysignificantlysignificantly depending on weights selected, data used for  depending on weights selected, data used for  depending on weights selected, data used for  depending on weights selected, data used for 

constructing constructing constructing constructing categorycategorycategorycategory scores, and the addition of new category scores scores, and the addition of new category scores scores, and the addition of new category scores scores, and the addition of new category scores....    

It is also It is also It is also It is also necessarynecessarynecessarynecessary to link the CDI to other important policy concepts and objectives such  to link the CDI to other important policy concepts and objectives such  to link the CDI to other important policy concepts and objectives such  to link the CDI to other important policy concepts and objectives such 

as as as as ““““ppppolicy olicy olicy olicy ccccoherence” oherence” oherence” oherence” and the MDGs.  Especially, the reand the MDGs.  Especially, the reand the MDGs.  Especially, the reand the MDGs.  Especially, the relationlationlationlationshipshipshipship between  between  between  between the the the the CDI and MDGs isCDI and MDGs isCDI and MDGs isCDI and MDGs is    

not not not not necessarily necessarily necessarily necessarily clear. Although clear. Although clear. Although clear. Although poverty reduction as well as poverty reduction as well as poverty reduction as well as poverty reduction as well as improvementimprovementimprovementimprovementssss    to to to to education and health education and health education and health education and health 

areareareare    explicitly explicitly explicitly explicitly included in included in included in included in the the the the MDGs, these MDGs, these MDGs, these MDGs, these categoriecategoriecategoriecategories are not s are not s are not s are not incorporatedincorporatedincorporatedincorporated in in in intotototo    the the the the CDI. CDI. CDI. CDI. Possible Possible Possible Possible 

future refinements of the CDI should be directed toward quafuture refinements of the CDI should be directed toward quafuture refinements of the CDI should be directed toward quafuture refinements of the CDI should be directed toward quantifying developed countriesntifying developed countriesntifying developed countriesntifying developed countries’’’’    

contributions to achieve the MDGs.contributions to achieve the MDGs.contributions to achieve the MDGs.contributions to achieve the MDGs.    
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Investment component: John Williamson and Josh Catlin, Institute for International Economics Investment component: John Williamson and Josh Catlin, Institute for International Economics Investment component: John Williamson and Josh Catlin, Institute for International Economics Investment component: John Williamson and Josh Catlin, Institute for International Economics     

    

Migration component: Kimberly Hamilton and Elizabeth Grieco, Migration Policy Institute Migration component: Kimberly Hamilton and Elizabeth Grieco, Migration Policy Institute Migration component: Kimberly Hamilton and Elizabeth Grieco, Migration Policy Institute Migration component: Kimberly Hamilton and Elizabeth Grieco, Migration Policy Institute     

    

Peacekeeping component: Michael O'Hanlon, BPeacekeeping component: Michael O'Hanlon, BPeacekeeping component: Michael O'Hanlon, BPeacekeeping component: Michael O'Hanlon, Brookings Institution rookings Institution rookings Institution rookings Institution     

    

Environmental performance: David Roodman, Center for Global DevelopmentEnvironmental performance: David Roodman, Center for Global DevelopmentEnvironmental performance: David Roodman, Center for Global DevelopmentEnvironmental performance: David Roodman, Center for Global Development    

    

Data SetsData SetsData SetsData Sets    

Summary background data: compiled by David Roodman Summary background data: compiled by David Roodman Summary background data: compiled by David Roodman Summary background data: compiled by David Roodman     

    

Detailed background data: compiled by David Roodman Detailed background data: compiled by David Roodman Detailed background data: compiled by David Roodman Detailed background data: compiled by David Roodman     
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Table 2Table 2Table 2Table 2    Related Articles in English or JapaneseRelated Articles in English or JapaneseRelated Articles in English or JapaneseRelated Articles in English or Japanese    

    

1111. . . . ““““Tojokoku Shien Nihon SaikaTojokoku Shien Nihon SaikaTojokoku Shien Nihon SaikaTojokoku Shien Nihon Saika----i i i i –––– Enjo, Toshi nado 6 Bunya no Sougoten Enjo, Toshi nado 6 Bunya no Sougoten Enjo, Toshi nado 6 Bunya no Sougoten Enjo, Toshi nado 6 Bunya no Sougoten”””” ( ( ( (““““Japan in the lowest place for Japan in the lowest place for Japan in the lowest place for Japan in the lowest place for 

aid to developing countries aid to developing countries aid to developing countries aid to developing countries –––– looking from  looking from  looking from  looking from overalloveralloveralloverall six categories including aid and investment six categories including aid and investment six categories including aid and investment six categories including aid and investment””””), ), ), ), AsAsAsAsahi ahi ahi ahi 
ShimbunShimbunShimbunShimbun, April 30, 2003, 2. , April 30, 2003, 2. , April 30, 2003, 2. , April 30, 2003, 2.     

    

http://www.asahi.com/business/update/0429/026.htmlhttp://www.asahi.com/business/update/0429/026.htmlhttp://www.asahi.com/business/update/0429/026.htmlhttp://www.asahi.com/business/update/0429/026.html    

    

2222．Nancy Birdsall and Moises NaimNancy Birdsall and Moises NaimNancy Birdsall and Moises NaimNancy Birdsall and Moises Naim,,,, “Ranking donor nations  “Ranking donor nations  “Ranking donor nations  “Ranking donor nations ---- When the rich talk aid, the poor don't a When the rich talk aid, the poor don't a When the rich talk aid, the poor don't a When the rich talk aid, the poor don't always lways lways lways 

get itget itget itget it....” ” ” ”     

International Herald TribuneInternational Herald TribuneInternational Herald TribuneInternational Herald Tribune, April 29, 2003,, April 29, 2003,, April 29, 2003,, April 29, 2003,    6.6.6.6.        

http://www.iht.com/articles/94678.htmlhttp://www.iht.com/articles/94678.htmlhttp://www.iht.com/articles/94678.htmlhttp://www.iht.com/articles/94678.html    

    

3333．Economics focus: “Gauging generosity Economics focus: “Gauging generosity Economics focus: “Gauging generosity Economics focus: “Gauging generosity ---- Which rich countries do most to help poor countri Which rich countries do most to help poor countri Which rich countries do most to help poor countri Which rich countries do most to help poor countries?”es?”es?”es?”    

May 1May 1May 1May 1,,,, 2003 2003 2003 2003....        

The Economist The Economist The Economist The Economist ((((print editionprint editionprint editionprint edition))))    

http://www.economist.com/printedition/displayStory.cfm?Story_ID=1748607http://www.economist.com/printedition/displayStory.cfm?Story_ID=1748607http://www.economist.com/printedition/displayStory.cfm?Story_ID=1748607http://www.economist.com/printedition/displayStory.cfm?Story_ID=1748607    

    

４．“An Economist in Search of a 'Global Social Contract' to Reduce Poverty“An Economist in Search of a 'Global Social Contract' to Reduce Poverty“An Economist in Search of a 'Global Social Contract' to Reduce Poverty“An Economist in Search of a 'Global Social Contract' to Reduce Poverty....””””    

By Nora BoustanyBy Nora BoustanyBy Nora BoustanyBy Nora Boustany    

Washington PostWashington PostWashington PostWashington Post, Friday, May 9, 20, Friday, May 9, 20, Friday, May 9, 20, Friday, May 9, 2003030303,,,, A32 A32 A32 A32....        

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wphttp://www.washingtonpost.com/wphttp://www.washingtonpost.com/wphttp://www.washingtonpost.com/wp----dyn/articles/A32760dyn/articles/A32760dyn/articles/A32760dyn/articles/A32760----2003May8.html2003May8.html2003May8.html2003May8.html    

    

5555．LEADERS & LETTERS: “A focus on effective aid for the poor”LEADERS & LETTERS: “A focus on effective aid for the poor”LEADERS & LETTERS: “A focus on effective aid for the poor”LEADERS & LETTERS: “A focus on effective aid for the poor”    

By Robert PicciottoBy Robert PicciottoBy Robert PicciottoBy Robert Picciotto    

Financial TimesFinancial TimesFinancial TimesFinancial Times, May 17, 2003, May 17, 2003, May 17, 2003, May 17, 2003....    

http://search.ft.com/search/article.html?id=030517001240&query=Picciotto&vsc_appId=totalSearch&statehttp://search.ft.com/search/article.html?id=030517001240&query=Picciotto&vsc_appId=totalSearch&statehttp://search.ft.com/search/article.html?id=030517001240&query=Picciotto&vsc_appId=totalSearch&statehttp://search.ft.com/search/article.html?id=030517001240&query=Picciotto&vsc_appId=totalSearch&state

=Form=Form=Form=Form    

    

6.6.6.6.  Furuta, Hajime Furuta, Hajime Furuta, Hajime Furuta, Hajime (2003) (2003) (2003) (2003), , , , ““““Tojokoku Enjo Tojokoku Enjo Tojokoku Enjo Tojokoku Enjo –––– Nihon no Koken, Tadashiku Hyoka wo Nihon no Koken, Tadashiku Hyoka wo Nihon no Koken, Tadashiku Hyoka wo Nihon no Koken, Tadashiku Hyoka wo”””” ( ( ( (““““AiAiAiAid to d to d to d to 

developing countries developing countries developing countries developing countries –––– Correct evaluation of Japan Correct evaluation of Japan Correct evaluation of Japan Correct evaluation of Japan’’’’s contributions contributions contributions contribution””””), ), ), ), Asahi ShimbunAsahi ShimbunAsahi ShimbunAsahi Shimbun, July 16, 2003, 14. , July 16, 2003, 14. , July 16, 2003, 14. , July 16, 2003, 14.     

    

7.  Furuta, Hajime (2003), 7.  Furuta, Hajime (2003), 7.  Furuta, Hajime (2003), 7.  Furuta, Hajime (2003), ““““The Rich Respond,The Rich Respond,The Rich Respond,The Rich Respond,””””    Foreign PolicyForeign PolicyForeign PolicyForeign Policy, October 2003, 6 and 8., October 2003, 6 and 8., October 2003, 6 and 8., October 2003, 6 and 8.    
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Table 3Table 3Table 3Table 3    

Total Arms Exports, Total Arms Exports, Total Arms Exports, Total Arms Exports, 1997 1997 1997 1997     

          

     Total Total Total Total ArArArArms Ems Ems Ems Exportxportxportxportssss    (US dollars)(US dollars)(US dollars)(US dollars)    

United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    95,524,597,28795,524,597,28795,524,597,28795,524,597,287    

United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    17,474,744,64417,474,744,64417,474,744,64417,474,744,644    

FranceFranceFranceFrance    11,728,089,25911,728,089,25911,728,089,25911,728,089,259    

ItalyItalyItalyItaly    1,779,248,5551,779,248,5551,779,248,5551,779,248,555    

CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    1,677,373,4361,677,373,4361,677,373,4361,677,373,436    

SpainSpainSpainSpain    1,648,297,7111,648,297,7111,648,297,7111,648,297,711    

SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    1,640,168,8441,640,168,8441,640,168,8441,640,168,844    

NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    1,199,553,7371,199,553,7371,199,553,7371,199,553,737    

GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    941,247,834941,247,834941,247,834941,247,834    

BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    310,1310,1310,1310,196,88196,88196,88196,881    

GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    200,967,216200,967,216200,967,216200,967,216    

SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    126,754,279126,754,279126,754,279126,754,279    

FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    76,104,32476,104,32476,104,32476,104,324    

AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    0000    

AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    0000    

DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    0000    

IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    0000    

JapanJapanJapanJapan    0000    

New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    0000    

NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    0000    

PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    0000    

Sources: World Bank Sources: World Bank Sources: World Bank Sources: World Bank ((((hthththttp://www.fas.org/asmp/profiles/WBarmsexports2.htmtp://www.fas.org/asmp/profiles/WBarmsexports2.htmtp://www.fas.org/asmp/profiles/WBarmsexports2.htmtp://www.fas.org/asmp/profiles/WBarmsexports2.htm) for the t) for the t) for the t) for the total otal otal otal 

export of armsexport of armsexport of armsexport of arms to total trade ratio, and Penn World Table Mark 6 to total trade ratio, and Penn World Table Mark 6 to total trade ratio, and Penn World Table Mark 6 to total trade ratio, and Penn World Table Mark 6（http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/）

for the total trade data.for the total trade data.for the total trade data.for the total trade data.    
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Table 4Table 4Table 4Table 4    PPPPoooolicy Coherence Index (PCI)licy Coherence Index (PCI)licy Coherence Index (PCI)licy Coherence Index (PCI)    
    

        Index AIndex AIndex AIndex A        Index BIndex BIndex BIndex B    

RankRankRankRank    CountCountCountCountryryryry    ScoreScoreScoreScore    CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore    

1111    NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    0.780.780.780.78    NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    6.66 6.66 6.66 6.66 

2222    United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    0.740.740.740.74    DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    6.35 6.35 6.35 6.35 

3333    BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    0.720.720.720.72    SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    6.03 6.03 6.03 6.03 

4444    AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    0.710.710.710.71    New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    5.78 5.78 5.78 5.78 

5555    DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    0.690.690.690.69    PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    5.64 5.64 5.64 5.64 

6666    IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    0.670.670.670.67    GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    5.36 5.36 5.36 5.36 

7777    SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    0.660.660.660.66    AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    5.32 5.32 5.32 5.32 

8888    NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    0.660.660.660.66    SpainSpainSpainSpain    5.32 5.32 5.32 5.32 

9999    PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    0.640.640.640.64    SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    5.30 5.30 5.30 5.30 

10101010    SpainSpainSpainSpain    0.640.640.640.64    NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    5.19 5.19 5.19 5.19 

11111111    GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    0.640.640.640.64    United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

12121212    New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    0.640.640.640.64    BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    4.82 4.82 4.82 4.82 

13131313    FranceFranceFranceFrance    0.620.620.620.62    GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 

14141414    FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    0.620.620.620.62    FranceFranceFranceFrance    4.37 4.37 4.37 4.37 

15151515    CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    0.610.610.610.61    IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    4.28 4.28 4.28 4.28 

16161616    SwitzSwitzSwitzSwitzerlanderlanderlanderland    0.600.600.600.60    ItalyItalyItalyItaly    4.18 4.18 4.18 4.18 

17171717    JapanJapanJapanJapan    0.600.600.600.60    CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    4.14 4.14 4.14 4.14 

18181818    ItalyItalyItalyItaly    0.590.590.590.59    FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    4.11 4.11 4.11 4.11 

19191919    AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    0.580.580.580.58    AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    3.67 3.67 3.67 3.67 

20202020    GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    0.530.530.530.53    JapanJapanJapanJapan    3.08 3.08 3.08 3.08 

21212121    United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    0.500.500.500.50    United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    3.07 3.07 3.07 3.07 
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Table 5Table 5Table 5Table 5    

Reconsidering the Reconsidering the Reconsidering the Reconsidering the Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003)Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003)Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003)Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003) Mod Mod Mod Model:el:el:el:    

Descriptive Statistics of the VariablesDescriptive Statistics of the VariablesDescriptive Statistics of the VariablesDescriptive Statistics of the Variables    
    

Variable nameVariable nameVariable nameVariable name    

    

ObsObsObsObs....  MeanMeanMeanMean  Std. Dev.Std. Dev.Std. Dev.Std. Dev.  MinMinMinMin  MaxMaxMaxMax  

GDP/capita growthGDP/capita growthGDP/capita growthGDP/capita growth    344344344344  1.3531.353 1.3531.353 3.4353.435 3.4353.435 ----12.69312.693 12.69312.693 10.07610.076 10.07610.076 

lnlnlnln    (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP)     344344344344  7.4997.499 7.4997.499 0.7590.759 0.7590.759 5.4295.429 5.4295.429 9.3399.339 9.3399.339 

Policy Policy Policy Policy     344344344344  1.4231.423 1.4231.423 1.0481.048 1.0481.048 ----4.7404.740 4.7404.740 3.7203.720 3.7203.720 

Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac.     344344344344  0.0.0.0.468468 468468 0.2970.297 0.2970.297 0.0000.000 0.0000.000 0.9000.900 0.9000.900 

Assassinations Assassinations Assassinations Assassinations     344344344344  0.4920.492 0.4920.492 1.2741.274 1.2741.274 0.0000.000 0.0000.000 11.50011.500 11.50011.500 

Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*    Assas. Assas. Assas. Assas.     344344344344  0.1890.189 0.1890.189 0.6060.606 0.6060.606 0.0000.000 0.0000.000 7.3607.360 7.3607.360 

Institution Institution Institution Institution     344344344344  4.3244.324 4.3244.324 1.5431.543 1.5431.543 1.5801.580 1.5801.580 8.1408.140 8.1408.140 

M2/GDPM2/GDPM2/GDPM2/GDP    344344344344  26.17526.175 26.17526.175 14.47814.478 14.47814.478 4.5804.580 4.5804.580 120.308120.308 120.308120.308 

AidAidAidAid    344344344344  1.1891.189 1.1891.189 1.4781.478 1.4781.478 ----0.0490.049 0.0490.049 7.3127.312 7.3127.312 

LoLoLoLoananananssss    344344344344  0.3660.366 0.3660.366 0.4900.490 0.4900.490 ----1.2241.224 1.2241.224 2.3822.382 2.3822.382 

GrantGrantGrantGrantssss        344344344344  0.8230.823 0.8230.823 1.1841.184 1.1841.184 ----0.0020.002 0.0020.002 6.6966.696 6.6966.696 

Technical AssistanceTechnical AssistanceTechnical AssistanceTechnical Assistance    
    

344344344344  0.4630.463 0.4630.463 0.5370.537 0.5370.537 0.0090.009 0.0090.009 2.8312.831 2.8312.831 

    

Data sources: See the text.  Data sources: See the text.  Data sources: See the text.  Data sources: See the text.      
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Table 6Table 6Table 6Table 6    

Reconsidering the Reconsidering the Reconsidering the Reconsidering the Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003Easterly, Levine, and Roodman (2003))))    ModelModelModelModel    

    Replication of ELRReplication of ELRReplication of ELRReplication of ELR                            

    (1)(1)(1)(1)    (2)(2)(2)(2)    (3)(3)(3)(3)    (4)(4)(4)(4)    (5)(5)(5)(5)    (6)(6)(6)(6)    (7)(7)(7)(7)    (8)(8)(8)(8)    (9)(9)(9)(9)    

lnlnlnln    (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP)     

----0.420.42 0.420.42 

((((----1.12)1.12) 1.12)1.12) 

----0.370.37 0.370.37 

((((----0.96)0.96) 0.96)0.96) 

----0.340.34 0.340.34 

((((----0.86)0.86) 0.86)0.86) 

----0.380.38 0.380.38 

((((----1.01)1.01) 1.01)1.01) 

----0.380.38 0.380.38 

((((----0.98)0.98) 0.98)0.98) 

----0.360.36 0.360.36 

((((----0.90)0.90) 0.90)0.90) 

----0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 

((((----1.02) 1.02) 1.02) 1.02) 

----0.420.42 0.420.42 

((((----1.09)1.09) 1.09)1.09) 

----0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 

((((----1.35) 1.35) 1.35) 1.35) 

Policy Policy Policy Policy     

1.041.041.041.04************
  

(5.25)(5.25) (5.25)(5.25) 

1.261.261.261.26************
  

(5.54)(5.54) (5.54)(5.54) 

1.221.221.221.22************
  

(5.16)(5.16) (5.16)(5.16) 

1.051.051.051.05************
  

(5.34)(5.34) (5.34)(5.34) 

1.191.191.191.19************
  

(5.49)(5.49) (5.49)(5.49) 

1.171.171.171.17************
  

(5.17)(5.17) (5.17)(5.17) 

1.051.051.051.05************    

(5.32) (5.32) (5.32) (5.32) 

1.071.071.071.07************
  

(5.00)(5.00) (5.00)(5.00) 

1.441.441.441.44************    

(5.74) (5.74) (5.74) (5.74) 

Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac.     

----0.010.01 0.010.01 

((((----0.02)0.02) 0.02)0.02) 

0.030.03 0.030.03 

(0.04)(0.04) (0.04)(0.04) 

0.060.06 0.060.06 

(0.08)(0.08) (0.08)(0.08) 

----0.020.02 0.020.02 

((((----0.03)0.03) 0.03)0.03) 

0.090.09 0.090.09 

(0.13)(0.13) (0.13)(0.13) 

0.080.08 0.080.08 

(0.12)(0.12) (0.12)(0.12) 

----0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

((((----0.04) 0.04) 0.04) 0.04) 

0.100.10 0.100.10 

(0.15)(0.15) (0.15)(0.15) 

----0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 

((((----0.18) 0.18) 0.18) 0.18) 

AAAAssassinations ssassinations ssassinations ssassinations     

----0.340.34 0.340.34 

((((----1.34)1.34) 1.34)1.34) 

----0.370.37 0.370.37 

((((----1.45)1.45) 1.45)1.45) 

----0.370.37 0.370.37 

((((----1.43)1.43) 1.43)1.43) 

----0.320.32 0.320.32 

((((----1.27)1.27) 1.27)1.27) 

----0.340.34 0.340.34 

((((----1.31)1.31) 1.31)1.31) 

----0.330.33 0.330.33 

((((----1.27)1.27) 1.27)1.27) 

----0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 

((((----1.26) 1.26) 1.26) 1.26) 

----0.340.34 0.340.34 

((((----1.31)1.31) 1.31)1.31) 

----0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

((((----1.29) 1.29) 1.29) 1.29) 

Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*    Assas. Assas. Assas. Assas.     

0.120.12 0.120.12 
(0.19)(0.19) (0.19)(0.19) 

0.200.20 0.200.20 
(0.31)(0.31) (0.31)(0.31) 

0.190.19 0.190.19 
(0.30)(0.30) (0.30)(0.30) 

0.100.10 0.100.10 
(0.16)(0.16) (0.16)(0.16) 

0.150.15 0.150.15 
(0.23)(0.23) (0.23)(0.23) 

0.130.13 0.130.13 
(0.2(0.2(0.2(0.21)1) 1)1) 

0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 
(0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.16) 

0.140.14 0.140.14 
(0.22)(0.22) (0.22)(0.22) 

0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 
(0.21) (0.21) (0.21) (0.21) 

Institution Institution Institution Institution     

0.320.320.320.32************
  

(2.63)(2.63) (2.63)(2.63) 

0.320.320.320.32********
  

(2.56)(2.56) (2.56)(2.56) 

0.320.320.320.32********
  

(2.58)(2.58) (2.58)(2.58) 

0.330.330.330.33************
  

(2.69)(2.69) (2.69)(2.69) 

0.330.330.330.33********
  

(2.60)(2.60) (2.60)(2.60) 

0.330.330.330.33********
  

(2.57)(2.57) (2.57)(2.57) 

0.330.330.330.33************    

(2.68) (2.68) (2.68) (2.68) 

0.330.330.330.33************
  

(2.66)(2.66) (2.66)(2.66) 

0.280.280.280.28********    

(2.27) (2.27) (2.27) (2.27) 

M2/GDP M2/GDP M2/GDP M2/GDP     

0.000.00 0.000.00 

(0.23)(0.23) (0.23)(0.23) 

0.000.00 0.000.00 

(0.21)(0.21) (0.21)(0.21) 

0.000.00 0.000.00 

(0.20)(0.20) (0.20)(0.20) 

0.000.00 0.000.00 

(0.27)(0.27) (0.27)(0.27) 

0.000.00 0.000.00 

(0.06)(0.06) (0.06)(0.06) 

0.000.00 0.000.00 

(0.00)(0.00) (0.00)(0.00) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

(0.26) (0.26) (0.26) (0.26) 

0.000.00 0.000.00 

(0.34)(0.34) (0.34)(0.34) 

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

(0.48) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) 

SubSubSubSub----Saharan Saharan Saharan Saharan 

AfricaAfricaAfricaAfrica    

----1.611.611.611.61************  

((((----2.92)2.92) 2.92)2.92) 

----1.651.651.651.65************
  

((((----2.96)2.96) 2.96)2.96) 

----1.691.691.691.69************
  

((((----2.96)2.96) 2.96)2.96) 

----1.641.641.641.64************
  

((((----2.95)2.95) 2.95)2.95) 

----1.631.631.631.63************
  

((((----2.93)2.93) 2.93)2.93) 

----1.621.621.621.62************
  

((((----2.80)2.80) 2.80)2.80) 

----1.601.601.601.60************    

((((----2.68) 2.68) 2.68) 2.68) 

----1.401.401.401.40********
  

((((----2.32)2.32) 2.32)2.32) 

----1.091.091.091.09****    

((((----1.84) 1.84) 1.84) 1.84) 

East AsiaEast AsiaEast AsiaEast Asia    

1.351.351.351.35************
  

(2.62)(2.62) (2.62)(2.62) 
1.121.121.121.12********

  
(2.18)(2.18) (2.18)(2.18) 

1.161.161.161.16********
  

(2.22)(2.22) (2.22)(2.22) 
1.341.341.341.34************

  
(2.62)(2.62) (2.62)(2.62) 

1.281.281.281.28********
  

(2.51)(2.51) (2.51)(2.51) 
1.321.321.321.32********

  
(2.48)(2.48) (2.48)(2.48) 

1.341.341.341.34********    
(2.60) (2.60) (2.60) (2.60) 

1.341.341.341.34********
  

(2.56)(2.56) (2.56)(2.56) 
0.960.960.960.96****    

(1.82) (1.82) (1.82) (1.82) 

AidAidAidAid    

----0.040.04 0.040.04 

((((----0.25)0.25) 0.25)0.25) 

0.240.24 0.240.24 

(0.83)(0.83) (0.83)(0.83) 

0.260.26 0.260.26 

(0.88)(0.88) (0.88)(0.88)                 

Aid*Aid*Aid*Aid*    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy      

----0.180.18 0.180.18 

((((----1.24)1.24) 1.24)1.24) 

----0.120.12 0.120.12 

((((----0.54)0.54) 0.54)0.54)                 

AidAidAidAid2222****    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy        

----0.010.01 0.010.01 

((((----0.36)0.36) 0.36)0.36)                 

LoanLoanLoanLoanssss            

0.340.340.340.34
(0.66)(0.66)(0.66)(0.66)

1.291.291.291.29****  
(1.67)(1.67) (1.67)(1.67) 

1.40*1.40*1.40*1.40*  
(1.69)(1.69) (1.69)(1.69) 

0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 
(0.65) (0.65) (0.65) (0.65) 

1.571.571.571.57****  
(1.94)(1.94) (1.94)(1.94) 

1.741.741.741.74****    
(1.95) (1.95) (1.95) (1.95) 

Loan*Loan*Loan*Loan*    Policy Policy Policy Policy             

----0.720.720.720.72****  
((((----1.72)1.72) 1.72)1.72) 

----0.540.54 0.540.54 
((((----1.43)1.43) 1.43)1.43)     

----0.880.880.880.88********
  

((((----2.03)2.03) 2.03)2.03) 
----0.730.730.730.73****    

((((----1.70) 1.70) 1.70) 1.70) 

LoanLoanLoanLoan2222****    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy              

----0.200.20 0.200.20 
((((----0.79)0.79) 0.79)0.79)       

----0000.25 .25 .25 .25 
((((----1.01) 1.01) 1.01) 1.01) 

GrantGrantGrantGrantssss              

----0.140.14 0.140.14 

((((----0.73)0.73) 0.73)0.73) 

----0.180.18 0.180.18 

((((----0.44)0.44) 0.44)0.44) 

----0.200.20 0.200.20 

((((----0.47)0.47) 0.47)0.47) 

----0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 

((((----0.50) 0.50) 0.50) 0.50) 

0.540.54 0.540.54 

(0.96)(0.96) (0.96)(0.96) 

0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 

(0.52) (0.52) (0.52) (0.52) 

Grant*Grant*Grant*Grant*    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy            

0.020.02 0.020.02 

(0.11)(0.11) (0.11)(0.11) 

0.060.06 0.060.06 

(0.21)(0.21) (0.21)(0.21)     

----0.400.40 0.400.40 

((((----1.38)1.38) 1.38)1.38) 

0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 

(0.18) (0.18) (0.18) (0.18) 

GraGraGraGrannnntttt
2222****    Policy Policy Policy Policy               

0.000.00 0.000.00 

((((----0.05)0.05) 0.05)0.05)       

----0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 

((((----0.88) 0.88) 0.88) 0.88) 

TechTechTechTechnical nical nical nical 
AssistanceAssistanceAssistanceAssistance    (TA)(TA)(TA)(TA)                

----0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 
((((----0.12) 0.12) 0.12) 0.12) 

----2.252.252.252.25********

((((----1.97)1.97)1.97)1.97)
----2.082.082.082.08****    

((((----1.96) 1.96) 1.96) 1.96) 

TA*TA*TA*TA*    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy                    

1.251.251.251.25********

(2.17)(2.17)(2.17)(2.17)
----1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 

((((----1.32) 1.32) 1.32) 1.32) 

TATATATA2222****    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy                      

1.021.021.021.02************    

(3.18) (3.18) (3.18) (3.18) 

ObservationsObservationsObservationsObservations    344344344344  344344344344  344344344344  344344344344  344344344344  344344344344  344344344344    344344344344  344344344344    

RRRR----squaredsquaredsquaredsquared    0.330.33 0.330.33 0.330.33 0.330.33 0.330.33 0.330.33 0.330.33 0.330.33 0.340.34 0.340.34 0000.34.34 .34.34 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.350.35 0.350.35 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 

Note: Note: Note: Note: ****, , , , ********, and , and , and , and ************ represent 10%, 5%, and 1% statistical significance, respectively.  represent 10%, 5%, and 1% statistical significance, respectively.  represent 10%, 5%, and 1% statistical significance, respectively.  represent 10%, 5%, and 1% statistical significance, respectively.     
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Table Table Table Table 7777    

Reconsidering the Reconsidering the Reconsidering the Reconsidering the Burnside and Dollar (2000)Burnside and Dollar (2000)Burnside and Dollar (2000)Burnside and Dollar (2000) Model Model Model Model        

Descriptive Statistics of the VariablesDescriptive Statistics of the VariablesDescriptive Statistics of the VariablesDescriptive Statistics of the Variables    

    

Variable Variable Variable Variable     

    

ObsObsObsObs....  MeanMeanMeanMean  Std. Dev.Std. Dev.Std. Dev.Std. Dev.  MinMinMinMin  MaxMaxMaxMax  

GDGDGDGDP/capita growthP/capita growthP/capita growthP/capita growth    268268268268  1.3281.328 1.3281.328 3.4773.477 3.4773.477 ----12.69312.693 12.69312.693 10.07610.076 10.07610.076 

lnlnlnln    (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP)     268268268268  7.5357.535 7.5357.535 0.7110.711 0.7110.711 5.7435.743 5.7435.743 9.3399.339 9.3399.339 

Policy Policy Policy Policy     268268268268  1.3461.346 1.3461.346 1.2801.280 1.2801.280 ----3.9103.910 3.9103.910 3.7203.720 3.7203.720 

Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac.     268268268268  0.4590.459 0.4590.459 0.3000.300 0.3000.300 0.0000.000 0.0000.000 0.9000.900 0.9000.900 

Assassinations Assassinations Assassinations Assassinations     268268268268  0.4650.465 0.4650.465 1.2651.265 1.2651.265 0.0000.000 0.0000.000 11.50011.500 11.50011.500 

Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*    Assas.Assas.Assas.Assas.        268268268268  0.1810.181 0.1810.181 0.6140.614 0.6140.614 0.0000.000 0.0000.000 7.3607.360 7.3607.360 

Institution Institution Institution Institution     268268268268  4.3964.396 4.3964.396 1.5191.519 1.5191.519 1.5801.580 1.5801.580 8.1408.140 8.1408.140 

M2/GDPM2/GDPM2/GDPM2/GDP    268268268268  24.21024.210 24.21024.210 11.39311.393 11.39311.393 4.5804.580 4.5804.580 81.64181.641 81.64181.641 

AidAidAidAid    268268268268  1.0271.027 1.0271.027 1.2851.285 1.2851.285 ----0.0490.049 0.0490.049 6.6826.682 6.6826.682 

LoanLoanLoanLoanssss    268268268268  0.3660.366 0.3660.366 0.4860.486 0.4860.486 ----1.2241.224 1.2241.224 2.3822.382 2.3822.382 

GrantGrantGrantGrantssss        268268268268  0.6620.662 0.6620.662 0.9520.952 0.9520.952 ----0.0020.002 0.0020.002 4.6074.607 4.6074.607 

Technical AsTechnical AsTechnical AsTechnical Assistancesistancesistancesistance    
    

268268268268  0.4380.438 0.4380.438 0.5210.521 0.5210.521 0.0090.009 0.0090.009 2.8312.831 2.8312.831 

    
Data sources* See the text.Data sources* See the text.Data sources* See the text.Data sources* See the text.    
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Table 8Table 8Table 8Table 8    

Reconsidering Reconsidering Reconsidering Reconsidering Burnside and Dollar (2000)Burnside and Dollar (2000)Burnside and Dollar (2000)Burnside and Dollar (2000) M M M Modelodelodelodel    

    Replication of BDReplication of BDReplication of BDReplication of BD----ELR ELR ELR ELR                             

    (1)(1)(1)(1)    (2)(2)(2)(2)    (3)(3)(3)(3)    (4)(4)(4)(4)    (5)(5)(5)(5)    (6)(6)(6)(6)    (7)(7)(7)(7)    (8)(8)(8)(8)    (9)(9)(9)(9)    

lnlnlnln    (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP)     ----0.040.04 0.040.04 

((((----0.08)0.08) 0.08)0.08) 

----0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 

((((----0.41) 0.41) 0.41) 0.41) 

----0.250.25 0.250.25 

((((----0.50)0.50) 0.50)0.50) 

----0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 

((((----0.17) 0.17) 0.17) 0.17) 

----0.190.19 0.190.19 

((((----0.40)0.40) 0.40)0.40) 

----0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 

((((----0.47) 0.47) 0.47) 0.47) 

----0.080.08 0.080.08 

((((----0.17)0.17) 0.17)0.17) 

----0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 

((((----0.51) 0.51) 0.51) 0.51) 

----0.340.34 0.340.34 

((((----0.71)0.71) 0.71)0.71) 

Policy Policy Policy Policy     1.001.001.001.00************
  

(5.73)(5.73) (5.73)(5.73) 

0.700.700.700.70************    

(3.86) (3.86) (3.86) (3.86) 

0.740.740.740.74************  

(4.05)(4.05) (4.05)(4.05) 

0.990.990.990.99************    

(5.66) (5.66) (5.66) (5.66) 

0.720.720.720.72************
  

(3.94)(3.94) (3.94)(3.94) 

0.780.780.780.78************    

(4.25) (4.25) (4.25) (4.25) 

1.021.021.021.02************
  

(5.74)(5.74) (5.74)(5.74) 

0.710.710.710.71************    

(3.79) (3.79) (3.79) (3.79) 

0.970.970.970.97************
  

(4.75)(4.75)(4.75)(4.75)  

Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac.     ----0.530.53 0.530.53 

((((----0.73)0.73) 0.73)0.73) 

----0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 

((((----0.66) 0.66) 0.66) 0.66) 

----0.570.57 0.570.57 

((((----0.74)0.74) 0.74)0.74) 

----0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 

((((----0.71) 0.71) 0.71) 0.71) 

----0.390.39 0.390.39 

((((----0.52)0.52) 0.52)0.52) 

----0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 

((((----0.67) 0.67) 0.67) 0.67) 

----0.550.55 0.550.55 

((((----0.73)0.73) 0.73)0.73) 

----0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 

((((----0.55) 0.55) 0.55) 0.55) 

----0.440.44 0.440.44 

((((----0.59)0.59) 0.59)0.59) 

Assassinations Assassinations Assassinations Assassinations     ----0.540.540.540.54****  

((((----1.82)1.82) 1.82)1.82) 

----0.510.510.510.51****    

((((----1.69) 1.69) 1.69) 1.69) 

----0.510.510.510.51****  

((((----1.69)1.69) 1.69)1.69) 

----0.560.560.560.56****    

((((----1.84) 1.84) 1.84) 1.84) 

----0.540.540.540.54****  

((((----1.75)1.75)1.75)1.75)  

----0.530.530.530.53****    

((((----1.71) 1.71) 1.71) 1.71) 

----0.580.580.580.58****  

((((----1.89)1.89) 1.89)1.89) 

----0.550.550.550.55****    

((((----1.79) 1.79) 1.79) 1.79) 

----0.560.560.560.56****  

((((----1.81)1.81) 1.81)1.81) 

Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*    Assas. Assas. Assas. Assas.     0.920.920.920.92****  
(1.83)(1.83) (1.83)(1.83) 

0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 
(1.60) (1.60) (1.60) (1.60) 

0.810.81 0.810.81 
(1.59)(1.59) (1.59)(1.59) 

0.930.930.930.93****    
(1.84) (1.84) (1.84) (1.84) 

0.850.85 0.850.85 
(1.65)(1.65) (1.65)(1.65) 

0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 
(1.62) (1.62) (1.62) (1.62) 

0.970.970.970.97****  
(1.91)(1.91) (1.91)(1.91) 

0.870.870.870.87****    
(1.68) (1.68) (1.68) (1.68) 

0.860.860.860.86****  
(1.69)(1.69) (1.69)(1.69) 

Institution Institution Institution Institution     0.340.340.340.34********
  

(2.56)(2.56) (2.56)(2.56) 

0.370.370.370.37************    

(2.72) (2.72) (2.72) (2.72) 

0.0.0.0.35353535********
  

(2.53)(2.53) (2.53)(2.53) 

0.340.340.340.34********    

(2.53) (2.53) (2.53) (2.53) 

0.370.370.370.37************
  

(2.66)(2.66) (2.66)(2.66) 

0.330.330.330.33********    

(2.37) (2.37) (2.37) (2.37) 

0.340.340.340.34************
  

(2.63)(2.63) (2.63)(2.63) 

0.370.370.370.37************    

(2.70) (2.70) (2.70) (2.70) 

0.320.320.320.32********
  

(2.34)(2.34) (2.34)(2.34) 

M2/GDP M2/GDP M2/GDP M2/GDP     0.020.02 0.020.02 

(1.09)(1.09) (1.09)(1.09) 

0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

(1.40) (1.40) (1.40) (1.40) 

0.030.03 0.030.03 

(1.44)(1.44) (1.44)(1.44) 

0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

(1.10) (1.10) (1.10) (1.10) 

0.020.02 0.020.02 

(1.07)(1.07) (1.07)(1.07) 

0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

(1.17) (1.17) (1.17) (1.17) 

0.020.02 0.020.02 

(1.02)(1.02) (1.02)(1.02) 

0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

(0.96) (0.96) (0.96) (0.96) 

0.020.02 0.020.02 

(0.88)(0.88) (0.88)(0.88) 

SubSubSubSub----Saharan Saharan Saharan Saharan 

AfAfAfAfricaricaricarica    

----1.451.451.451.45********
  

((((----2.28)2.28) 2.28)2.28) 

----1.531.531.531.53********    

((((----2.39) 2.39) 2.39) 2.39) 

----1.481.481.481.48********
  

((((----2.29)2.29) 2.29)2.29) 

----1.491.491.491.49********    

((((----2.37) 2.37) 2.37) 2.37) 

----1.571.571.571.57********
  

((((----2.47)2.47) 2.47)2.47) 

----1.421.421.421.42********    

((((----2.19) 2.19) 2.19) 2.19) 

----1.181.181.181.18****  

((((----1.75)1.75) 1.75)1.75) 

----1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 

((((----1.50) 1.50) 1.50) 1.50) 

----0.920.92 0.920.92 

((((----1.37)1.37) 1.37)1.37) 

East AsiaEast AsiaEast AsiaEast Asia    0.790.79 0.790.79 
(1.34)(1.34) (1.34)(1.34) 

1.171.171.171.17********    
(1.98) (1.98) (1.98) (1.98) 

1.111.111.111.11****  
(1.88)(1.88) (1.88)(1.88) 

0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 
(1.33) (1.33) (1.33) (1.33) 

1.281.281.281.28********
  

(2.14)(2.14) (2.14)(2.14) 
1.131.131.131.13****    

(1.89) (1.89) (1.89) (1.89) 
0.720.720.720.72  

(1.20)(1.20) (1.20)(1.20) 
1.251.251.251.25********    
(2.08) (2.08) (2.08) (2.08) 

0.920.92 0.920.92 
(1.54)(1.54) (1.54)(1.54) 

AidAidAidAid    0.230.23 0.230.23 

(1.03)(1.03) (1.03)(1.03) 

----0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 

((((----0.64) 0.64) 0.64) 0.64) 

----0.330.33 0.330.33 

((((----0.86)0.86) 0.86)0.86)                   

Aid*Aid*Aid*Aid*    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy    

  

0.350.350.350.35********    

(2.39) (2.39) (2.39) (2.39) 

0.210.21 0.210.21 

(0.91)(0.91) (0.91)(0.91)                   

AidAidAidAid2222****    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy    

      

0.050.05 0.050.05 

(0.67)(0.67) (0.67)(0.67)                   

LoanLoanLoanLoanssss    

        

----0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
((((----0.13) 0.13) 0.13) 0.13) 

0.480.48 0.480.48 
(0.59)(0.59) (0.59)(0.59) 

0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 
(0.65) (0.65) (0.65) (0.65) 

0.010.01 0.010.01 
(0.02)(0.02) (0.02)(0.02) 

0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 
((((1.03) 1.03) 1.03) 1.03) 

1.101.10 1.101.10 
(1.15)(1.15) (1.15)(1.15) 

Loan*Policy Loan*Policy Loan*Policy Loan*Policy     

            

----0.190.19 0.190.19 

((((----0.57)0.57) 0.57)0.57) 

----0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

((((----0.13) 0.13) 0.13) 0.13)   

----0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 

((((----1.06) 1.06) 1.06) 1.06) 

----0.420.42 0.420.42 

((((----1.05)1.05) 1.05)1.05) 

LoanLoanLoanLoan2222*Policy*Policy*Policy*Policy    

              

----0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 

((((----0.83) 0.83) 0.83) 0.83)       

----0.060.06 0.060.06 

((((----0.44)0.44) 0.44)0.44) 

GrantGrantGrantGrantssss        

        

0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

(1.18) (1.18) (1.18) (1.18) 

----0.400.40 0.400.40 

((((----0.85)0.85) 0.85)0.85) 

----0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 

((((----1.25) 1.25) 1.25) 1.25) 

0.600.60 0.600.60 

(1.52)(1.52) (1.52)(1.52) 

0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 

(0.32) (0.32) (0.32) (0.32) 

----0.040.04 0.040.04 

((((----0.060.060.060.06)) )) 

Grant*Grant*Grant*Grant*    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy    

            

0.480.480.480.48************
  

(2.68)(2.68) (2.68)(2.68) 
0.100.10 0.100.10 

(0.29)(0.29) (0.29)(0.29)   

0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 
(0.72) (0.72) (0.72) (0.72) 

0.710.71 0.710.71 
(1.40)(1.40) (1.40)(1.40) 

GrantGrantGrantGrant2222****    Policy Policy Policy Policy     

              

0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 
(1.52) (1.52) (1.52) (1.52)       

----0.100.10 0.100.10 
((((----0.61)0.61) 0.61)0.61) 

Technical Technical Technical Technical 
AssistanceAssistanceAssistanceAssistance    (TA)(TA)(TA)(TA)                      

----0.780.78 0.780.78 
((((----1.00)1.00) 1.00)1.00) 

----2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 
((((----1.61) 1.61) 1.61) 1.61) 

----1.941.94 1.941.94 
((((----1.57)1.57) 1.57)1.57) 

TA*TA*TA*TA*    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy    

                    

0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 

(1.21) (1.21) (1.21) (1.21) 

----1.401.40 1.401.40 

((((----1.58)1.58) 1.58)1.58) 

TATATATA2222****    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy    

                        

0.980.980.980.98********
  

(2.38)(2.38) (2.38)(2.38) 

ObservationsObservationsObservationsObservations    268268268268  268268268268    268268268268  268268268268    268268268268  268268268268    268268268268  268268268268    268268268268  

RRRR----squaredsquaredsquaredsquared    0.380.38 0.380.38 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.390.39 0.390.39 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.400.40 0.400.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.390.39 0.390.39 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.420.42 0.420.42 

Note: Note: Note: Note: ****, , , , ********, and , and , and , and ************ represent 10%, 5% and 1% statistical significance, respectively.  represent 10%, 5% and 1% statistical significance, respectively.  represent 10%, 5% and 1% statistical significance, respectively.  represent 10%, 5% and 1% statistical significance, respectively.     
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Table 9Table 9Table 9Table 9    

Estimation of the Optimal CDI Category WeightsEstimation of the Optimal CDI Category WeightsEstimation of the Optimal CDI Category WeightsEstimation of the Optimal CDI Category Weights    

Descriptive Statistics of VDescriptive Statistics of VDescriptive Statistics of VDescriptive Statistics of Variableariableariableariablessss    
    

Variable Variable Variable Variable     

    

CDI CategoryCDI CategoryCDI CategoryCDI Category    ObsObsObsObs....    MeanMeanMeanMean Std. Dev.Std. Dev.Std. Dev.Std. Dev.  MinMinMinMin  MaxMaxMaxMax  

GDP/capita growthGDP/capita growthGDP/capita growthGDP/capita growth        220220220220    0.660.660.660.66 3.493.49 3.493.49 ----12.6912.69 12.6912.69 10.0810.08 10.0810.08 

lnlnlnln    (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP)         220220220220    7.547.547.547.54 0.780.78 0.780.78 5.435.43 5.435.43 9.349.34 9.349.34 

Policy Policy Policy Policy     （（（（TradeTradeTradeTrade））））     220220220220    1.411.411.411.41 1.121.12 1.121.12 ----4.744.74 4.744.74 3.723.72 3.723.72 

Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac.         220220220220    0.470.470.470.47 0.300.30 0.300.30 0.000.00 0.000.00 0.900.90 0.900.90 

Assassinations Assassinations Assassinations Assassinations     PeacekeepingPeacekeepingPeacekeepingPeacekeeping    220220220220    0.520.520.520.52 1.321.32 1.321.32 0.000.00 0.000.00 11.5011.50 11.5011.50 

Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*    Assas. Assas. Assas. Assas.         220220220220    0.190.190.190.19 0.660.66 0.660.66 0.000.00 0.000.00 7.367.36 7.367.36 

Institution Institution Institution Institution         220220220220    4.314.314.314.31 1.591.59 1.591.59 1.581.58 1.581.58 8.148.14 8.148.14 

M2/GDPM2/GDPM2/GDPM2/GDP        220220220220    28.0628.0628.0628.06 15.5215.52 15.5215.52 6.096.09 6.096.09 120.3120.3120.3120.311 11 

AidAidAidAid    AidAidAidAid    220220220220    1.351.351.351.35 1.561.56 1.561.56 ----0.050.05 0.050.05 7.007.00 7.007.00 

LoanLoanLoanLoan    AidAidAidAid    220220220220    0.390.390.390.39 0.510.51 0.510.51 ----1.221.22 1.221.22 2.382.38 2.382.38 

Grant Grant Grant Grant     AidAidAidAid    220220220220    0.950.950.950.95 1.231.23 1.231.23 0.000.00 0.000.00 6.186.18 6.186.18 

Technical AssistanceTechnical AssistanceTechnical AssistanceTechnical Assistance    AidAidAidAid    220220220220    1.471.471.471.47 1.701.70 1.701.70 0.010.01 0.010.01 6.696.69 6.696.69 

Portfolio Investment/GDPPortfolio Investment/GDPPortfolio Investment/GDPPortfolio Investment/GDP    InvestmentInvestmentInvestmentInvestment    220220220220    0.510.510.510.51 0.580.58 0.580.58 0.010.01 0.010.01 2.832.83 2.832.83 

Net FDI/GDPNet FDI/GDPNet FDI/GDPNet FDI/GDP    InveInveInveInvestmentstmentstmentstment    220220220220    0.270.270.270.27 0.700.70 0.700.70 ----0.800.80 0.800.80 3.913.91 3.913.91 

RemittanceRemittanceRemittanceRemittancessss/GDP/GDP/GDP/GDP    MigrationMigrationMigrationMigration    220220220220    1.061.061.061.06 1.431.43 1.431.43 ----2.692.69 2.692.69 9.699.69 9.699.69 

CO2 emissionCO2 emissionCO2 emissionCO2 emissionssss/GDP/GDP/GDP/GDP    EnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironment    220220220220    1.661.661.661.66 3.263.26 3.263.26 0.000.00 0.000.00 22.1022.10 22.1022.10 

Openness Openness Openness Openness     

    

(Trade)(Trade)(Trade)(Trade)    220220220220    1.691.691.691.69 2.452.45 2.452.45 0.040.04 0.040.04 15.7215.72 15.7215.72 

Note: We use pNote: We use pNote: We use pNote: We use portfolio ortfolio ortfolio ortfolio iiiinvestment, net FDI, nvestment, net FDI, nvestment, net FDI, nvestment, net FDI, rrrremittanceemittanceemittanceemittancessss, , , , and and and and CO2 emissionCO2 emissionCO2 emissionCO2 emissions data for 2000, taken s data for 2000, taken s data for 2000, taken s data for 2000, taken 

from the from the from the from the WoWoWoWorld Development Indicators 2002rld Development Indicators 2002rld Development Indicators 2002rld Development Indicators 2002. These are figures divided by GDP. . These are figures divided by GDP. . These are figures divided by GDP. . These are figures divided by GDP.     
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Table 10Table 10Table 10Table 10        

Estimation of the Optimal CDI Category WeightsEstimation of the Optimal CDI Category WeightsEstimation of the Optimal CDI Category WeightsEstimation of the Optimal CDI Category Weights    
    (1)(1)(1)(1)    (2)(2)(2)(2)    (3)(3)(3)(3)    (4)(4)(4)(4)    (5)(5)(5)(5)    (6)(6)(6)(6)    (7)(7)(7)(7)    (8)(8)(8)(8)    (9)(9)(9)(9)    

lnlnlnln    (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP) (initial GDP)     ----0.990.99 0.990.99 

((((----1.51)1.51) 1.51)1.51) 

----0.980.98 0.980.98 

((((----1.45)1.45) 1.45)1.45) 

----1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

((((----1.40) 1.40) 1.40) 1.40) 

----0.900.90 0.900.90 

((((----1.38)1.38) 1.38)1.38) 

----1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

((((----1.44) 1.44) 1.44) 1.44) 

----0.980.980.980.98

((((----1.36)1.36)1.36)1.36)

----0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 

((((----1.37) 1.37) 1.37) 1.37) 

----1.041.04 1.041.04 

((((----1.53)1.53) 1.53)1.53) 

----1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 

((((----1.49) 1.49) 1.49) 1.49) 

PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy        0.940.940.940.94
************

  

(3.55)(3.55) (3.55)(3.55) 

0.940.940.940.94
************

  

(3.50)(3.50) (3.50)(3.50) 

0.960.960.960.96
************

    

(3.26) (3.26) (3.26) (3.26) 

0.930.930.930.93
************

  

(3.64)(3.64) (3.64)(3.64) 

0.850.850.850.85
************

    

(3.41) (3.41) (3.41) (3.41) 

0.830.830.830.83
************

(3.15)(3.15)(3.15)(3.15)

0.910.910.910.91
************

    

(3.54) (3.54) (3.54) (3.54) 

0.750.750.750.75
************

  

(3.06)(3.06) (3.06)(3.06) 

1.151.151.151.15
************

    

(3.80) (3.80) (3.80) (3.80) 

Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac. Ethnic Frac.     ----0.930.93 0.930.93 

((((----1.03)1.03) 1.03)1.03) 

----0.930.93 0.930.93 

((((----1.02)1.02) 1.02)1.02) 

----0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 

((((----1.02) 1.02) 1.02) 1.02) 

----0.910.91 0.910.91 

((((----1.00)1.00) 1.00)1.00) 

----0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 

((((----0.93) 0.93) 0.93) 0.93) 

----0.820.820.820.82

((((----0.88)0.88)0.88)0.88)

----0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 

((((----0.98) 0.98) 0.98) 0.98) 

----0.700.70 0.700.70 

((((----0.76)0.76) 0.76)0.76) 

----0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 

((((----0.92) 0.92) 0.92) 0.92) 

Assassinations Assassinations Assassinations Assassinations     ----0.350.35 0.350.35 

((((----1.30)1.30) 1.30)1.30) 

----0.350.35 0.350.35 

((((----1.30)1.30) 1.30)1.30) 

----0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 

((((----1.29) 1.29) 1.29) 1.29) 

----0.340.34 0.340.34 

((((----1.23)1.23) 1.23)1.23) 

----0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 

((((----1.16) 1.16) 1.16) 1.16) 

----0.330.330.330.33

((((----1.18)1.18)1.18)1.18)

----0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 

((((----1.22) 1.22) 1.22) 1.22) 

----0.310.31 0.310.31 

((((----1.12)1.12) 1.12)1.12) 

----0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 

((((----1.46) 1.46) 1.46) 1.46) 

Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*Ethnic*    Assas. Assas. Assas. Assas.     0.190.19 0.190.19 

(0.28)(0.28) (0.28)(0.28) 

0.190.19 0.190.19 

(0.29)(0.29) (0.29)(0.29) 

0000.19 .19 .19 .19 

(0.29) (0.29) (0.29) (0.29) 

0.180.18 0.180.18 

(0.27)(0.27) (0.27)(0.27) 

0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 

(0.24) (0.24) (0.24) (0.24) 

0.170.170.170.17

(0.25)(0.25)(0.25)(0.25)

0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 

(0.26) (0.26) (0.26) (0.26) 

0.140.14 0.140.14 

(0.21)(0.21) (0.21)(0.21) 

0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 

(0.38) (0.38) (0.38) (0.38) 

Institution Institution Institution Institution     0.400.400.400.40
********

  

(2.37)(2.37) (2.37)(2.37) 

0.400.400.400.40
********

  

(2.34)(2.34) (2.34)(2.34) 

0.400.400.400.40
********

    

(2.32) (2.32) (2.32) (2.32) 

0.420.420.420.42
********

  

(2.42)(2.42) (2.42)(2.42) 

0.430.430.430.43
********

    

(2.39) (2.39) (2.39) (2.39) 

0.440.440.440.44
********

(2.40)(2.40)(2.40)(2.40)

0.430.430.430.43
********

    

(2.41) (2.41) (2.41) (2.41) 

0.450.450.450.45
********

  

(2.52)(2.52) (2.52)(2.52) 

0.420.420.420.42
********

    

(2.40) (2.40) (2.40) (2.40) 

M2/GDP M2/GDP M2/GDP M2/GDP     ----0.010.01 0.010.01 

((((----0.66)0.66) 0.66)0.66) 

----0.010.01 0.010.01 

((((----0.66)0.66) 0.66)0.66) 

----0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

((((----0.62) 0.62) 0.62) 0.62) 

----0.010.01 0.010.01 

((((----0.69)0.69) 0.69)0.69) 

----0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

((((----0.76) 0.76) 0.76) 0.76) 

----0.010.010.010.01

((((----0.76)0.76)0.76)0.76)

----0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

((((----0.55) 0.55) 0.55) 0.55) 

----0.010.01 0.010.01 

((((----0.54)0.54) 0.54)0.54) 

----0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

((((----0.52) 0.52) 0.52) 0.52) 

SubSubSubSub----Saharan AfricaSaharan AfricaSaharan AfricaSaharan Africa    ----1.831.831.831.83
********

  

((((----2.42)2.42) 2.42)2.42) 

----1.831.831.831.83
********

  

((((----2.41)2.41) 2.41)2.41) 

----1.831.831.831.83
********

    

((((----2.40) 2.40) 2.40) 2.40) 

----1.821.821.821.82
********

  

((((----2.42)2.42) 2.42)2.42) 

----1.851.851.851.85
********

    

((((----2.45) 2.45) 2.45) 2.45) 

----1.881.881.881.88
********

((((----2.49)2.49)2.49)2.49)

----2.032.032.032.03
********

    

((((----2.58) 2.58) 2.58) 2.58) 

----1.961.961.961.96
********

  

((((----2.42)2.42) 2.42)2.42) 

----1.721.721.721.72
********

    

((((----2.12) 2.12) 2.12) 2.12) 

East AsiaEast AsiaEast AsiaEast Asia    1.591.591.591.59
****
  

(1.96)(1.96) (1.96)(1.96) 

1.591.591.591.59
********

  

(2.03)(2.03) (2.03)(2.03) 

1.561.561.561.56
****
    

(1.88) (1.88) (1.88) (1.88) 

1.591.591.591.59
****
  

(1.97)(1.97) (1.97)(1.97) 

1.761.761.761.76
********

    

(2.26) (2.26) (2.26) (2.26) 

1.771.771.771.77
********

(2.17)(2.17)(2.17)(2.17)

1.601.601.601.60
****
    

(1.96) (1.96) (1.96) (1.96) 

1.811.811.811.81
********

  

(2.29)(2.29) (2.29)(2.29) 

1.421.421.421.42
****
    

(1.78) (1.78) (1.78) (1.78) 

AidAidAidAid    ----0.210.21 0.210.21 

((((----1.06)1.06) 1.06)1.06) 

----0.210.21 0.210.21 

((((----0.63)0.63) 0.63)0.63) 

----0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 

((((----0.65) 0.65) 0.65) 0.65) 

                

Aid*Aid*Aid*Aid*    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy      0.000.00 0.000.00 

((((----0.01)0.01) 0.01)0.01) 

----0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

((((----0.09) 0.09) 0.09) 0.09) 
                

AidAidAidAid
2222
****    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy        0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

(0.12) (0.12) (0.12) (0.12) 

                

LoanLoanLoanLoanssss            0.250.25 0.250.25 

(0.50)(0.50) (0.50)(0.50) 

0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 

(0.92) (0.92) (0.92) (0.92) 

0.590.590.590.59

(0.78)(0.78)(0.78)(0.78)

0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 

(0.22) (0.22) (0.22) (0.22) 

0.940.94 0.940.94 

(1.04)(1.04) (1.04)(1.04) 

1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 

(1.11) (1.11) (1.11) (1.11) 

Loan*Loan*Loan*Loan*    Policy Policy Policy Policy               ----0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 

((((----0.90) 0.90) 0.90) 0.90) 

----0.430.430.430.43

((((----1.10)1.10)1.10)1.10)

    ----0.580.58 0.580.58 

((((----1.29)1.29) 1.29)1.29) 

----0.0.0.0.75 75 75 75 

((((----1.57) 1.57) 1.57) 1.57) 

LoanLoanLoanLoan
2222
****    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy                  0.120.120.120.12

(0.67)(0.67)(0.67)(0.67)

      ----0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 

((((----0.21) 0.21) 0.21) 0.21) 

GrantGrantGrantGrantssss                ----0.340.34 0.340.34 

((((----1.33)1.33) 1.33)1.33) 

----0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 

((((----1.13) 1.13) 1.13) 1.13) 

----0.590.590.590.59

((((----1.05)1.05)1.05)1.05)

----0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 

((((----1.32) 1.32) 1.32) 1.32) 

----0.050.05 0.050.05 

((((----0.06)0.06) 0.06)0.06) 

----0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 

((((----0.34) 0.34) 0.34) 0.34) 

Grant*Grant*Grant*Grant*    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy              0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

(0.64) (0.64) (0.64) (0.64) 

0.190.190.190.19

(0.56)(0.56)(0.56)(0.56)

    ----0.190.19 0.190.19 

((((----0.47)0.47) 0.47)0.47) 

0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

(0.59) (0.59) (0.59) (0.59) 

GranGranGranGrantttt
2222
****    Policy Policy Policy Policy                   ----0.010.010.010.01

((((----0.15)0.15)0.15)0.15)

      ----0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 

((((----0.70) 0.70) 0.70) 0.70) 

Technical AssistanceTechnical AssistanceTechnical AssistanceTechnical Assistance  

(TA)(TA)(TA)(TA)    

              0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 

(0.59) (0.59) (0.59) (0.59) 

----1.351.35 1.351.35 

((((----0.85)0.85) 0.85)0.85) 

----1.26 1.26 1.26 1.26 

((((----0.87) 0.87) 0.87) 0.87) 

TA*PolicyTA*PolicyTA*PolicyTA*Policy                      1.011.01 1.011.01 

(1.38)(1.38) (1.38)(1.38) 

----1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 

((((----1.22) 1.22) 1.22) 1.22) 

TATATATA
2222
****    PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy                        1.041.041.041.04

********
    

(2.58) (2.58) (2.58) (2.58) 

Portfolio InvestmentPortfolio InvestmentPortfolio InvestmentPortfolio Investment    0.410.41 0.410.41 

(1.25)(1.25) (1.25)(1.25) 

0.410.41 0.410.41 

(1.25)(1.25) (1.25)(1.25) 

0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 

(1.21) (1.21) (1.21) (1.21) 

0.390.39 0.390.39 

(1.20)(1.20) (1.20)(1.20) 

0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 

(1.22) (1.22) (1.22) (1.22) 

0.390.390.390.39

(1.19)(1.19)(1.19)(1.19)

0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 

(1.22) (1.22) (1.22) (1.22) 

0.450.45 0.450.45 

(1.37)(1.37) (1.37)(1.37) 

0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 

(1.10) (1.10) (1.10) (1.10) 

Net FDI/GDPNet FDI/GDPNet FDI/GDPNet FDI/GDP    0.460.460.460.46
************

  

(3.18)(3.18) (3.18)(3.18) 

0.460.460.460.46
************

  

(3.24)(3.24) (3.24)(3.24) 

0.460.460.460.46
************

    

(3.24) (3.24) (3.24) (3.24) 

0.480.480.480.48
************

  

(3.25)(3.25) (3.25)(3.25) 

0.450.450.450.45
************

    

(3.03) (3.03) (3.03) (3.03) 

0.450.450.450.45
************

(3.01)(3.01)(3.01)(3.01)

0.470.470.470.47
************

    

(3.31) (3.31) (3.31) (3.31) 

0.420.420.420.42
************

  

(2.95)(2.95) (2.95)(2.95) 

0.380.380.380.38
************

    

((((2.73) 2.73) 2.73) 2.73) 

RemittanceRemittanceRemittanceRemittancessss    0.070.07 0.070.07 

(0.77)(0.77) (0.77)(0.77) 

0.070.07 0.070.07 

(0.73)(0.73) (0.73)(0.73) 

0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 

(0.68) (0.68) (0.68) (0.68) 

0.080.08 0.080.08 

(0.87)(0.87) (0.87)(0.87) 

0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 

(0.80) (0.80) (0.80) (0.80) 

0.080.080.080.08

(0.79)(0.79)(0.79)(0.79)

0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 

(0.79) (0.79) (0.79) (0.79) 

0.090.09 0.090.09 

(0.92)(0.92) (0.92)(0.92) 

0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 

(1.09) (1.09) (1.09) (1.09) 

CO2 emissionCO2 emissionCO2 emissionCO2 emissionssss    ----0.020.02 0.020.02 

((((----0.15)0.15) 0.15)0.15) 

----0.020.02 0.020.02 

((((----0.15)0.15) 0.15)0.15) 

----0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

((((----0.16) 0.16) 0.16) 0.16) 

----0.030.03 0.030.03 

((((----0.19)0.19) 0.19)0.19) 

----0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

((((----0.07) 0.07) 0.07) 0.07) 

----0.010.010.010.01

((((----0.10)0.10)0.10)0.10)

----0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

((((----0.20) 0.20) 0.20) 0.20) 

0.010.01 0.010.01 

(0.04)(0.04) (0.04)(0.04) 

----0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

((((----0.11) 0.11) 0.11) 0.11) 

ObservationsObservationsObservationsObservations    220220220220  220220220220  220220220220    220220220220  220220220220    220220220220 220220220220    220220220220  220220220220    

RRRR----squaredsquaredsquaredsquared    0.420.42 0.420.42 0.420.42 0.420.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.420.42 0.420.42 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.430.430.430.43 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.430.43 0.430.43 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 

Notes: We employed the results of specification (5) to compute the optimal weights. In the caNotes: We employed the results of specification (5) to compute the optimal weights. In the caNotes: We employed the results of specification (5) to compute the optimal weights. In the caNotes: We employed the results of specification (5) to compute the optimal weights. In the case of the aid se of the aid se of the aid se of the aid 

variable, not all figures are significant.  Yet, when calculating weights, in Table 8, specification (5) for variable, not all figures are significant.  Yet, when calculating weights, in Table 8, specification (5) for variable, not all figures are significant.  Yet, when calculating weights, in Table 8, specification (5) for variable, not all figures are significant.  Yet, when calculating weights, in Table 8, specification (5) for 

the 1970 to 1993 data, the Grant* Pthe 1970 to 1993 data, the Grant* Pthe 1970 to 1993 data, the Grant* Pthe 1970 to 1993 data, the Grant* Poooolicy coefficient is significant. Therefore, we employed the coefficient licy coefficient is significant. Therefore, we employed the coefficient licy coefficient is significant. Therefore, we employed the coefficient licy coefficient is significant. Therefore, we employed the coefficient 

of Grant* Policy in Tableof Grant* Policy in Tableof Grant* Policy in Tableof Grant* Policy in Table 10. In addition, although the coefficients of loans for 1970 10. In addition, although the coefficients of loans for 1970 10. In addition, although the coefficients of loans for 1970 10. In addition, although the coefficients of loans for 1970----1993 data are not 1993 data are not 1993 data are not 1993 data are not 

significant, in Table 6 for 1970 to 1997, they become significant, in Table 6 for 1970 to 1997, they become significant, in Table 6 for 1970 to 1997, they become significant, in Table 6 for 1970 to 1997, they become significantsignificantsignificantsignificant.  Accordingly, we conclude that .  Accordingly, we conclude that .  Accordingly, we conclude that .  Accordingly, we conclude that 

weights computed using the loan coefficient in Table 10 are valid. weights computed using the loan coefficient in Table 10 are valid. weights computed using the loan coefficient in Table 10 are valid. weights computed using the loan coefficient in Table 10 are valid.     

****, , , , ********, and, and, and, and    ************ are statistically significant at 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively. are statistically significant at 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively. are statistically significant at 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively. are statistically significant at 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.    
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Table 11Table 11Table 11Table 11    

Refined Commitment to the Development Index (RRefined Commitment to the Development Index (RRefined Commitment to the Development Index (RRefined Commitment to the Development Index (RCDI)CDI)CDI)CDI)    
    

        

（（（（AAAA））））    

    

Revised Revised Revised Revised CDI after CDI after CDI after CDI after 

minor cminor cminor cminor correctionorrectionorrectionorrectionssss    

                

（（（（BBBB））））    

    

Refined CDI (A) Refined CDI (A) Refined CDI (A) Refined CDI (A) 

with Owith Owith Owith Optimalptimalptimalptimal    

WeightsWeightsWeightsWeights    

            

（（（（CCCC））））    

    

Index (A) revised Index (A) revised Index (A) revised Index (A) revised 

by uby uby uby using sing sing sing Aid per Aid per Aid per Aid per 

population epopulation epopulation epopulation estimatestimatestimatestimate    

            

（（（（DDDD））））    

    

Index (A) Index (A) Index (A) Index (A)     

without iwithout iwithout iwithout interest nterest nterest nterest 

ppppayments ayments ayments ayments     

    

RankRankRankRank    CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore        RankRankRankRank    CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore        CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore        CouCouCouCountryntryntryntry    ScoreScoreScoreScore    

1111    NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    5.885.885.885.88        1111    NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    6.70 6.70 6.70 6.70         DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    5.665.665.665.66        NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    5.895.895.895.89    

2222    DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    5.665.665.665.66        2222    DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    5.64 5.64 5.64 5.64         NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    5.615.615.615.61        DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    5.665.665.665.66    

3333    SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    5.435.435.435.43        2222    PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    5.55 5.55 5.55 5.55         SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    5.505.505.505.50        SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    5.435.435.435.43    

4444    New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    5.145.145.145.14        4444    SwitzerlanSwitzerlanSwitzerlanSwitzerlandddd    5.39 5.39 5.39 5.39         New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    4.974.974.974.97        New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    5.145.145.145.14    

5555    PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    5.005.005.005.00        5555    SpainSpainSpainSpain    5.34 5.34 5.34 5.34         PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    4.774.774.774.77        PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    5.005.005.005.00    

6666    GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    4.724.724.724.72        6666    SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    4.87 4.87 4.87 4.87         NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    4.764.764.764.76        GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    4.754.754.754.75    

7777    SpainSpainSpainSpain    4.684.684.684.68        7777    NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    4.51 4.51 4.51 4.51         GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    4.634.634.634.63        SpainSpainSpainSpain    4.684.684.684.68    

8888    SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    4.644.644.644.64        8888    New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    4.38 4.38 4.38 4.38         AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    4.494.494.494.49        AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    4.654.654.654.65    

9999    AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    4.614.614.614.61        8888    United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    4.37 4.37 4.37 4.37         SpainSpainSpainSpain    4.474.474.474.47        SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    4.644.644.644.64    

10101010    NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    4.534.534.534.53        10101010    AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33         SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    4.384.384.384.38        NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    4.534.534.534.53    

11111111    United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    4.264.264.264.26        11111111    BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    3.90 3.90 3.90 3.90         United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    4.144.144.144.14        United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    4.264.264.264.26    

12121212    BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    4.104.104.104.10        11111111    IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    3.86 3.86 3.86 3.86         BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    3.943.943.943.94        BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    4.104.104.104.10    

13131313    GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    3.883.883.883.88        13131313    GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    3.71 3.71 3.71 3.71         GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    3.723.723.723.72        GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    3.883.883.883.88    

14141414    FranceFranceFranceFrance    3.743.743.743.74        13131313    FranceFranceFranceFrance    3.65 3.65 3.65 3.65         FranceFranceFranceFrance    3.603.603.603.60        FranceFranceFranceFrance    3.763.763.763.76    

15151515    IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    3.613.613.613.61        15151515    CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    3.62 3.62 3.62 3.62         IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    3.563.563.563.56        IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    3.613.613.613.61    

16161616    ItalyItalyItalyItaly    3.593.593.593.59        16161616    FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    3.43.43.43.43 3 3 3         ItalyItalyItalyItaly    3.513.513.513.51        ItalyItalyItalyItaly    3.603.603.603.60    

17171717    CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    3.533.533.533.53        17171717    ItalyItalyItalyItaly    3.23 3.23 3.23 3.23         CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    3.453.453.453.45        CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    3.533.533.533.53    

18181818    FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    3.503.503.503.50        17171717    AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20         FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    3.383.383.383.38        FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    3.503.503.503.50    

19191919    AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    3.083.083.083.08        19191919    United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    3.15 3.15 3.15 3.15         AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    2.982.982.982.98        AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    3.083.083.083.08    

20202020    United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    2.572.572.572.57        19191919    GreeGreeGreeGreecececece    3.05 3.05 3.05 3.05         United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    2.592.592.592.59        United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    2.572.572.572.57    

21212121    JapanJapanJapanJapan    2.482.482.482.48        21212121    JapanJapanJapanJapan    2.64 2.64 2.64 2.64         JapanJapanJapanJapan    2.502.502.502.50        JapanJapanJapanJapan    2.562.562.562.56    

    



30303030    

Table Table Table Table 12121212    

Contribution to the Growth Index (CGI)Contribution to the Growth Index (CGI)Contribution to the Growth Index (CGI)Contribution to the Growth Index (CGI)    
    

    

    

((((1111))))    

    

CGI CGI CGI CGI     

with Equal Weights for with Equal Weights for with Equal Weights for with Equal Weights for 

All Six Revised All Six Revised All Six Revised All Six Revised 

CategoriesCategoriesCategoriesCategories    

        

((((2222))))    

    

CGICGICGICGI    

with Optimal Weights with Optimal Weights with Optimal Weights with Optimal Weights 

for Alfor Alfor Alfor All Six Revised l Six Revised l Six Revised l Six Revised 

Categories Categories Categories Categories     

        

((((3333))))    

    

CGI CGI CGI CGI     

with Optimal Weights with Optimal Weights with Optimal Weights with Optimal Weights 

for Trade and for Trade and for Trade and for Trade and 

Investment Categories Investment Categories Investment Categories Investment Categories 

Only / Other Weights Only / Other Weights Only / Other Weights Only / Other Weights 

Are Set to ZeroAre Set to ZeroAre Set to ZeroAre Set to Zero    

        

(4)(4)(4)(4)    

    

CGICGICGICGI    

with Optimal with Optimal with Optimal with Optimal 

Weights for Aid, Weights for Aid, Weights for Aid, Weights for Aid, 

Trade, and Trade, and Trade, and Trade, and 

Investment Investment Investment Investment 

CategoriesCategoriesCategoriesCategories Only  Only  Only  Only 

/ Other Weights / Other Weights / Other Weights / Other Weights 

Are Set to ZeroAre Set to ZeroAre Set to ZeroAre Set to Zero    

        

RankRankRankRank    CountCountCountCountryryryry    ScoreScoreScoreScore        CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore        CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore        CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore    

1111  SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    6.836.83 6.836.83     NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    6.976.97 6.976.97     SpainSpainSpainSpain    7.477.47 7.477.47     NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    7.007.00 7.007.00 

2222  NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    6.666.66 6.666.66     SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    6.106.10 6.106.10     PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    7.077.07 7.077.07     PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    5.685.68 5.685.68 

3333  DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    5.985.98 5.985.98     DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    5.815.81 5.815.81     NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    6.626.62 6.626.62     DenmarDenmarDenmarDenmarkkkk    5.595.59 5.595.59 

4444  AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    5.625.62 5.625.62     PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    5.665.66 5.665.66     SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    6.476.47 6.476.47     SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    5.565.56 5.565.56 

5555  GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    5.485.48 5.485.48     SpainSpainSpainSpain    5.565.56 5.565.56     AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    5.195.19 5.195.19     SpainSpainSpainSpain    5.535.53 5.535.53 

6666  SpainSpainSpainSpain    5.455.45 5.455.45     SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    5.095.09 5.095.09     SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    4.754.75 4.754.75     SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    4.984.98 4.984.98 

7777  SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    5.385.38 5.385.38     AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    4.814.81 4.814.81     United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    4.674.67 4.674.67     AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    4.224.22 4.224.22 

8888  PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    5.335.33 5.335.33     BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    4.614.61 4.614.61     United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    4.564.56 4.564.56     BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    4.154.15 4.154.15 

9999  New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    5.165.16 5.165.16     NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    4.224.22 4.224.22     BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    4.324.32 4.324.32     United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    4.134.13 4.134.13 

10101010  BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    5.165.16 5.165.16     United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    4.204.20 4.204.20     CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    4.284.28 4.284.28     NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    3.703.70 3.703.70 

11111111  NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    4.574.57 4.574.57     IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    4.194.19 4.194.19     DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    4.254.25 4.254.25     IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    3.683.68 3.683.68 

12121212  IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    4.444.44 4.444.44     GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    4.124.12 4.124.12     FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    4.244.24 4.244.24     FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    3.563.56 3.563.56 

13131313  FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    4.444.44 4.444.44     New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    3.973.97 3.973.97     FranceFranceFranceFrance    4.234.23 4.234.23     FranceFranceFranceFrance    3.453.45 3.453.45 

14141414  United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    4.414.41 4.414.41     FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    3.893.89 3.893.89     New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    4.194.19 4.194.19     GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    3.313.31 3.313.31 

15151515  CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    4.334.33 4.334.33     CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    3.773.77 3.773.77     GGGGermanyermanyermanyermany    4.154.15 4.154.15     United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    3.113.11 3.113.11 

16161616  ItalyItalyItalyItaly    4.024.02 4.024.02     FranceFranceFranceFrance    3.483.48 3.483.48     IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    3.923.92 3.923.92     CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    3.083.08 3.083.08 

17171717  JapanJapanJapanJapan    3.773.77 3.773.77     ItalyItalyItalyItaly    3.283.28 3.283.28     ItalyItalyItalyItaly    3.913.91 3.913.91     New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    3.023.02 3.023.02 

18181818  FranceFranceFranceFrance    3.693.69 3.693.69     AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    3.213.21 3.213.21     AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    3.473.47 3.473.47     ItalyItalyItalyItaly    2.862.86 2.862.86 

19191919  AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    3.693.69 3.693.69     JapanJapanJapanJapan    3.133.13 3.133.13     GreeGreeGreeGreecececece    3.353.35 3.353.35     AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    2.682.68 2.682.68 

20202020  GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    3.583.58 3.583.58     GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    2.772.77 2.772.77     JapanJapanJapanJapan    3.113.11 3.113.11     JapanJapanJapanJapan    2.622.62 2.622.62 

21212121  United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    2.192.19 2.192.19     United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    2.762.76 2.762.76     NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    2.162.16 2.162.16     GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    2.292.29 2.292.29 
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Table Table Table Table 13131313    

Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI)Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI)Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI)Comprehensive Commitment to Development Index (CCDI)    

Based on Eight CategoriesBased on Eight CategoriesBased on Eight CategoriesBased on Eight Categories    

By IntrodBy IntrodBy IntrodBy Introducing Cultural Cooperation and Social Development Categoriesucing Cultural Cooperation and Social Development Categoriesucing Cultural Cooperation and Social Development Categoriesucing Cultural Cooperation and Social Development Categories    
    

        

((((5555))))    

    

With Equal WeightsWith Equal WeightsWith Equal WeightsWith Equal Weights    

for the Eight Categories for the Eight Categories for the Eight Categories for the Eight Categories 

((((UNHCRUNHCRUNHCRUNHCR Contribution  Contribution  Contribution  Contribution 

for the Migration for the Migration for the Migration for the Migration 

Category)Category)Category)Category)        

        

（（（（6666））））    

    

With Equal Weights for With Equal Weights for With Equal Weights for With Equal Weights for 

the Six Original the Six Original the Six Original the Six Original 

Categories andCategories andCategories andCategories and    

Reduced Weights for the Reduced Weights for the Reduced Weights for the Reduced Weights for the 

Two New Categories By Two New Categories By Two New Categories By Two New Categories By 

20%20%20%20%    

        

（（（（7777））））    

    

With Optimal Weights for With Optimal Weights for With Optimal Weights for With Optimal Weights for 

the Six Original the Six Original the Six Original the Six Original 

Categories, Categories, Categories, Categories,     

1/8 Weights for the Two 1/8 Weights for the Two 1/8 Weights for the Two 1/8 Weights for the Two 

New CategoriesNew CategoriesNew CategoriesNew Categories    

    

(The Original CDI (The Original CDI (The Original CDI (The Original CDI 

Migration Category Migration Category Migration Category Migration Category 

Index)Index)Index)Index)    

        

RankRankRankRank    CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore        CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore        CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore    
1111    NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    6.56 6.56 6.56 6.56         NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    7.02 7.02 7.02 7.02         NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    6.94 6.94 6.94 6.94     

2222    DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    5.39 5.39 5.39 5.39         DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    6.16 6.16 6.16 6.16         SpainSpainSpainSpain    5.45 5.45 5.45 5.45     

3333    SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    5.33 5.33 5.33 5.33         SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    6.09 6.09 6.09 6.09         DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06     

4444    SpainSpainSpainSpain    5.14 5.14 5.14 5.14         SpainSpainSpainSpain    6.03 6.03 6.03 6.03         SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    5.03 5.03 5.03 5.03     

5555    GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    4.52 4.52 4.52 4.52         PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    5.90 5.90 5.90 5.90         PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    4.82 4.82 4.82 4.82     

6666    NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45         SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    5.62 5.62 5.62 5.62         SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60     

7777    SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    4.32 4.32 4.32 4.32         AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    5.21 5.21 5.21 5.21         GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    4.43 4.43 4.43 4.43     

8888    PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25         BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06         NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    4.28 4.28 4.28 4.28     

9999    FranceFranceFranceFrance    4.14 4.14 4.14 4.14         GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    4.88 4.88 4.88 4.88         AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    4.22 4.22 4.22 4.22     
10101010    ItalyItalyItalyItaly    4.06 4.06 4.06 4.06         FinlaFinlaFinlaFinlandndndnd    4.87 4.87 4.87 4.87         United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    4.12 4.12 4.12 4.12     

11111111    United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93         United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    4.56 4.56 4.56 4.56         BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    3.98 3.98 3.98 3.98     

12121212    AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    3.87 3.87 3.87 3.87         NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    4.54 4.54 4.54 4.54         FranceFranceFranceFrance    3.94 3.94 3.94 3.94     

13131313    JapanJapanJapanJapan    3.83 3.83 3.83 3.83         ItalyItalyItalyItaly    4.53 4.53 4.53 4.53         CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    3.87 3.87 3.87 3.87     

14141414    FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75         IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    4.27 4.27 4.27 4.27         IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    3.69 3.69 3.69 3.69     

15151515    BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    3.71 3.71 3.71 3.71         FranceFranceFranceFrance    4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25         AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    3.55 3.55 3.55 3.55     

16161616    AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    3.62 3.62 3.62 3.62         New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    4.21 4.21 4.21 4.21         ItalyItalyItalyItaly    3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52     

17171717    CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    3.60 3.60 3.60 3.60         JapanJapanJapanJapan    4.16 4.16 4.16 4.16         New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45     

18181818    IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33         CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    3.91 3.91 3.91 3.91         FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    3.41 3.41 3.41 3.41     

19191919    New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    3.17 3.17 3.17 3.17         GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    3.80 3.80 3.80 3.80         JapanJapanJapanJapan    3.39 3.39 3.39 3.39     

20202020    GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    2.71 2.71 2.71 2.71         AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    3.68 3.68 3.68 3.68         GGGGreecereecereecereece    2.39 2.39 2.39 2.39     

21212121    United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    1.62 1.62 1.62 1.62         United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    2.08 2.08 2.08 2.08         United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34     
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TTTTaaaable ble ble ble 14141414    

Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI)Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI)Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI)Absolute Commitment to Development Index (ACDI)    

Absolute Values for Category Data with Six or Eight CategoriesAbsolute Values for Category Data with Six or Eight CategoriesAbsolute Values for Category Data with Six or Eight CategoriesAbsolute Values for Category Data with Six or Eight Categories    
    

    ((((8888))))    

With Equal Weights With Equal Weights With Equal Weights With Equal Weights 

Using the Six Original Using the Six Original Using the Six Original Using the Six Original 

CDI CaCDI CaCDI CaCDI Categoriestegoriestegoriestegories    

    

    ((((9999))))    

With Optimal Weights With Optimal Weights With Optimal Weights With Optimal Weights 

Using the Six Original Using the Six Original Using the Six Original Using the Six Original     

CDI CategoriesCDI CategoriesCDI CategoriesCDI Categories    

    ((((10101010))))    

With Equal Weights With Equal Weights With Equal Weights With Equal Weights 

Using Eight CategoriesUsing Eight CategoriesUsing Eight CategoriesUsing Eight Categories    

RankRankRankRank    CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore        CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore        CountryCountryCountryCountry    ScoreScoreScoreScore    
1111    GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    6.15 6.15 6.15 6.15         United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    7.087.087.087.08        JapanJapanJapanJapan    5.71 5.71 5.71 5.71     

2222    SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    5.38 5.38 5.38 5.38         United KingUnited KingUnited KingUnited Kingdomdomdomdom    3.853.853.853.85        United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    5.47 5.47 5.47 5.47     

3333    NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    5.35 5.35 5.35 5.35         JapanJapanJapanJapan    3.783.783.783.78        GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    4.58 4.58 4.58 4.58     

4444    JapanJapanJapanJapan    5.16 5.16 5.16 5.16         GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany    3.773.773.773.77        NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92     

5555    New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    4.91 4.91 4.91 4.91         NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands    3.173.173.173.17        United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    3.78 3.78 3.78 3.78     

6666    SpainSpainSpainSpain    4.90 4.90 4.90 4.90         FranceFranceFranceFrance    3.003.003.003.00        SpainSpainSpainSpain    3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73     

7777    AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    4.83 4.83 4.83 4.83         SpainSpainSpainSpain    2.992.992.992.99        FranceFranceFranceFrance    3.66 3.66 3.66 3.66     

8888    United KingdomUnited KingdomUnited KingdomUnited Kingdom    4.81 4.81 4.81 4.81         SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    2.062.062.062.06        ItalyItalyItalyItaly    3.34 3.34 3.34 3.34     

9999    United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    4.68 4.68 4.68 4.68         CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    1.991.991.991.99        SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    3.09 3.09 3.09 3.09     
10101010    DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    4.53 4.53 4.53 4.53         New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    1.951.951.951.95        DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    3.07 3.07 3.07 3.07     

11111111    BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    4.39 4.39 4.39 4.39         SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    1.911.911.911.91        SwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerlandSwitzerland    2.98 2.98 2.98 2.98     

12121212    SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden    4.30 4.30 4.30 4.30         DenmarkDenmarkDenmarkDenmark    1.821.821.821.82        AusAusAusAustriatriatriatria    2.87 2.87 2.87 2.87     

13131313    CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    4.19 4.19 4.19 4.19         AustriaAustriaAustriaAustria    1.801.801.801.80        PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85     

14141414    ItalyItalyItalyItaly    4.04 4.04 4.04 4.04         ItalyItalyItalyItaly    1.751.751.751.75        BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    2.80 2.80 2.80 2.80     

15151515    FranceFranceFranceFrance    4.01 4.01 4.01 4.01         BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    1.711.711.711.71        FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    2.76 2.76 2.76 2.76     

16161616    PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93         AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    1.671.671.671.67        CanadaCanadaCanadaCanada    2.68 2.68 2.68 2.68     

17171717    IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82         IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    1.581.581.581.58        New ZealandNew ZealandNew ZealandNew Zealand    2.58 2.58 2.58 2.58     

18181818    FinlaFinlaFinlaFinlandndndnd    3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82         PortugalPortugalPortugalPortugal    1.541.541.541.54        AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    2.44 2.44 2.44 2.44     

19191919    AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    3.59 3.59 3.59 3.59         FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland    1.261.261.261.26        GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    2.43 2.43 2.43 2.43     

20202020    GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    3.48 3.48 3.48 3.48         GreeceGreeceGreeceGreece    1.171.171.171.17        IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    2.36 2.36 2.36 2.36     

21212121    NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30         NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    0.500.500.500.50        NorwayNorwayNorwayNorway    2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10     
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 Source: Source: Source: Source: Penn World Table Mark 6Penn World Table Mark 6Penn World Table Mark 6Penn World Table Mark 6 ( ( ( (http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/).).).).    
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